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PREFACE
This thesis presents the results of sub-arseond observations in the � = 2.7 mmontinuum. These observations were made with the Berkeley-Illinois-MarylandAssoiation (BIMA) millimeter Array, whih operates under funding from theNational Siene Foundation. The key aspet of this thesis was the evolution ofhigh resolution apability of the BIMA array. The projet onsisted of adding 7new outrigger stations to the urrent array whih inreased the baseline lengthsto 1.9 km for the 1997/1998 observing season. This work would not have beenpossible without the vision and foresight of Lee Mundy, Leo Blitz, and JakWelh, the early work of Bill Erikson and Arie Grossman, and the ontinuede�orts of Lee Mundy, Jak Welh, Dik Plambek, Doug Thornton, Mel Wright,and Rik Forster.The high resolution imaging of the binary system L1551 IRS5 presented inChapter 3 has been published by the Astrophysial Journal (Looney, Mundy, &Welh 1997, ApJ, 484, L157). Chapters 4 and 5 were written as manusriptssuitable for submission to professional journals. Muh of the work has beenpresented at numerous sienti� onferenes, suh as the Protostars and PlanetsIV onferene in Santa Barbara, California, the Star Formation Workshop inSanta Cruz, California, the Binary Star Formation Conferene in Stony Brook,New York, and at meetings of the Amerian Astronomial Soiety in SanAntonio, Toronto, and Washington, D.C.ii
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 \Let there be light"The origin of the Sun and Earth has been pondered by every ivilizationthroughout history. Most modern theories of solar system formation rely upon aattened disk of material surrounding the young Sun (e.g. Safranov 1960;Cameron 1962), as �rst hypothesized by Kant (1755). It is from thisirumstellar disk of gas and dust that the planets, omets, and all bodies in thesolar system were formed. Unfortunately, we are 4.5 billion years too late tostudy this disk diretly, so we must turn to other stellar systems to understandbetter our own origins.Modern star formation observation and theory require the presene ofirumstellar disks to explain the formation and appearane of young suns thatevolve within the dense regions of moleular louds. By studying these low massforming stars, we are probing the origins, evolution, and properties ofirumstellar disks that are probably similar to the disk from whih our planetsformed. Thus, an investigation into the formation of stars and their disksprovides unique insights into the origin of our own solar system. In addition, a1



�rm grasp of the fundamental stellar formation proess addresses persistentquestions in astrophysis, suh as the binarity of stars, the origin of the reentlydisovered extra-solar planetary systems (e.g. Mayor & Queloz 1995; Mary &Butler 1996) and, sine stars and star lusters are the building bloks of galaxies,the origin of galaxies and galaxy lusters.
1.2 Some Star Formation HistoryAlthough the origin of the Sun has been disussed throughout history, the �rstsienti� step of our ontinuing journey toward understanding star formationame with the invention of the telesope in the early years of the seventeenthentury. The telesope opened an era where stars, planets, and many otherobjets were srutinized in ever inreasing detail. Some of the �rst historialaounts of images seen through telesopes were of nebulae, suh as the famousM42 in the belt of Orion, disovered as a nebula by Niholas Peirse in 1620(Glyn Jones 1968). The Messier atalog (Messier 1781), the \M" in M42,illustrates the inreasing awareness of nebulous objets being observed with theearly telesopes.Prior to the nineteenth entury, nebulae were popularly interpreted as denselusters of stars that might be resolved with larger telesopes. With improvedinstrumentation, astronomers realized that, while some of these objets weredense stellar lusters, many others onsisted of interstellar gas and dust. Manyastronomers began to speulate that these nebulae were involved in the starformation proess. In 1798, William Hershel desribed the Orion nebula (M42)as \an unformed �ery mist, the haoti material of future suns" (Glyn Jones1968). Hershel envisioned one of the �rst star formation evolutionary sequenes:planetary nebulae, to bright emission nebulae, to stars with nebulosity (Hershel2



1784). Although the sequene was awed, Hershel's hypothesis stimulatedfurther work on the basi physis of loud ollapse. Norman Lokyer (1887; 1888)invoked ontration under self-gravity as the main soure of energy for stars(Helmholtz 1853; Kelvin 1863), and Jeans (1928) formulated the riteria forollapse instabilities in a self-gravitating system.Reognition of star formation as an ongoing proess ame with theidenti�ation and study of pre-main-sequene stars at various stages of evolution.T-Tauri stars, strong emitters of H�, were deteted toward the Taurus Clouds(Joy 1945, 1946) and were interpreted as young stars (Baade 1952; Herbig 1952).Bok globules, very ompat dark features that were notied in photographiplates (Barnard 1919), were argued to be early ompat ondensations ontainingprotostars (Bok & Reilly 1947). The interpretation of these two types of objetsas young stellar systems was a watershed in the observational reord of starformation, linking old thoughts to new. The stage was set for the breakthroughof infrared and millimeter/sub-millimeter observational tehnologies that wouldhange how star formation was viewed.
1.3 The Modern Era of Star FormationWithin the last three deades, the ombined e�orts of optial, infrared, andmillimeter/sub-millimeter observations have unveiled the birthplae of stars:stars form in dense, dusty regions of moleular louds. One of the most importantobservational fats is that pre-main-sequene stars are brighter in the infraredthan similar stars on the main sequene (Mendoza 1966). The exess infraredemission is explained as arising from irumstellar dust absorbing photospheriradiation and re-radiating the emission at longer wavelengths (Mendoza 1968;Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974; Harvey, Thronson, & Gatley 1979; Cohen & Kuhi3



1979; Cohen 1983; Adams, Lada, & Shu 1987; Bertout, Basri, & Bouvier 1988).Four distint morphologial lasses of young stellar objets were de�nedbased primarily on their infrared emission (Lada & Wilking 1984; Lada 1987;Andr�e, Ward-Thompson, & Barsony 1993). The lasses are numbered 0(sometimes alled Extreme Class I), I, II, and III in order of dereasing farinfrared emission and posited inreasing age. Eah lass has a di�erent shape in aspetral energy distribution plot, log(�F�) versus log(�), where F� is the uxmeasured at wavelength �. The quantity log(�F�) is proportional to the energyux radiated in a logarithmi wavelength interval; the peak of the urve in suh adiagram ours at the wavelength where the greatest amount of energy isradiated.A Class 0 objet is deeply embedded within its prenatal envelope. Thespetral energy peaks in the sub-millimeter, with no detetable emissionshortward of 20 �m. Class I is a less embedded objet with a broad blakbodyspetral energy that inreases longward of 2 �m, peaking in the 10-100 �m band.Class II is an optially revealed young star (typially a lassial T Tauri star)with a spetral energy distribution peaking around 2 �m, harateristi of amain-sequene photosphere plus a signi�ant exess in the infrared. Class III is apre-main sequene star (typially a weak-lined T Tauri star) with essentially astellar blakbody spetrum, peaking around 1 �m, and no sign of an aretiondisk. These morphologial di�erenes tie the lass system into an evolutionarysequene (f. Shu, Adams, & Lizano 1987; Shu et al. 1993). This rudimentarysketh of isolated star formation has six rough stages.(1) Within a large loud omplex supported by magneti �elds and turbulentmotions, the neutrals partiles drift past the �eld lines, a proess alledambipolar di�usion (Mestel & Spitzer 1956). Due to ambipolar di�usion, anoriginally stable loud forms a entrally ondensed ore over a period of � 1064



years or more (Nakano 1984; Fiedler & Moushovias 1992; Basu & Moushovias1994). The loud evolves to the verge of ollapse with a Jeans mass of material inthe entral region. The theoretial expetation is that the ore willquasi-statially evolve toward the density distribution of an isothermal sphere,� / r�2 (Larson 1969; Shu 1977).(2) When the entral region is suÆiently ondensed, the loud begins toollapse dynamially. The theory of this stage has been extensively studied overthe last three deades. The isothermal spherial ollapse problem, with onlythermal pressure to ounterat gravity (exluding magneti �elds), has two lassesof self-similar solutions: the Larson-Penston (LP) solution (Larson 1969; Penston1969; Hunter 1977) and the Shu solution (Shu 1977). Although these solutionsare idealized, they have important rami�ations on the nature of the ollapse.The primary di�erene between the two solutions is the general morphologyof the ollapse. The LP solution starts with a uniform density loud that evolvesinto a density pro�le with � / r�2 and an infall veloity of 3.3 times the loalsound speed at the time that a �nite mass forms at the enter. The Shu solutionstarts with a � / r�2 density pro�le that is at rest; the ollapse begins in theenter and moves outward at the loal sound speed reating an \inside-out"ollapse wave. The mass infall rate of the Shu solution is onstant with time, butthe mass infall rate of the LP solution is initially a maximum, thenasymptotially approahes the Shu value. Both solutions tend toward free-falldensity pro�les of � / r�3=2 as the ollapse proeeds.Detailed numerial alulations, whih inluded magneti �elds and othere�ets, are more like the LP solution than the Shu solution: an inner uniformdensity pro�le that evolves into a � / r�2 density pro�le with infall veloitiesnear 3.3 times the loal sound speed (Whitworth & Summers 1985; Moushovias,Paleologu, & Fiedler 1985; Fiedler & Moushovias 1993; Basu & Moushovias5



1994,1995; Sa�er, MKee, & Stahler 1997). However, the Shu solution isurrently more widely used, espeially the property of the onstant mass infallrate over all time sales.(3) About 104 years after the ollapse has started, the objet an belassi�ed as a protostar (Class 0) with a entral soure that is probably burningdeuterium. However, the majority of the objet's luminosity still derives frommass aretion of the envelope onto the protostar. The infalling envelope (radii ofmany 1000's of AU) of the young protostar is a large mass reservoir, typiallyontaining more than twie the mass of the �nal star. This massive envelopeompletely obsures the young star at wavelengths shorter than about 20 �m.As the ollapse of the envelope proeeds, the infalling mass fails to aretediretly onto the surfae of the protostar due to the angular momentum of theinfalling material. The mass e�etively \misses" the protostar and builds airumstellar disk around it. Cassen & Moosman (1981) showed the evolution ofthe young disk was strongly dependent upon both the distribution of mass andangular momentum in the original loud and the dissipative proesses within theirumstellar disk. For reasonable assumptions, they found that a irumstellardisk would grow more massive and larger with time. Building upon these results,Stahler et al. (1994) onsidered a disk with negligible visosity. They found thedisk radius to be a strong funtion of time, inreasing as t3.When observers �rst began to look for infalling material toward youngsystems, they found instead strong outows, for example, the spetaularmoleular outow of L1551 IRS5 (Snell, Loren, & Plambek 1980). Now,moleular outows, optial jets, and HH objets are known to be ommonlyassoiated with young systems. This was one of the earliest puzzles in modernstar formation. Why does a ollapsing objet have an outow?
6



In urrent models of star formation, the outow proess is reognized as anessential element of star formation, arrying away muh of the angularmomentum of the infalling material and preventing the star from spinning nearbreakup speed. The details of angular momentum exhange is still not wellunderstood. The outow is observed to originate from within the entral few AUsof the objet (e.g. Edwards, Ray, & Mundt 1993; Wilner, Rodr�iguez, & Ho 1998).The theoretial explanation for the outow utilizes interations between thearetion disk and the young protostellar magneti �eld (e.g. K�onigl & Ruden1993; Shu et al. 1994; Ouyed & Pudritz 1997)(4) During the next few 105 years, the objet evolves from an envelopedominated to a irumstellar disk dominated system. The mass reservoir of theenvelope is depleted through aretion onto the growing irumstellar disk andstar, and through evauation of the system by the powerful outow. Thesesystems are Class I objets that an be observed in the near-infrared, but are stillobsured at optial wavelengths.(5) By an age of about 106 years, the envelope of the young star is mostlydissipated, and the soure beomes a visible T Tauri star (Class II). The fatthat these stars are seen at optial wavelengths yet have exess infrared andmillimeter emission ompared to a stellar photosphere, argues for the presene ofa attened disk struture surrounding the star (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974;Harvey, Thronson, & Gatley 1979; Cohen & Kuhi 1979; Cohen 1983; Adams, &Shu 1985; Bertout, Basri, & Bouvier 1988). Suh irumstellar disks are knownto be relatively ommon among T Tauri stars with typial disk masses of � 0.02M�, and masses as high as 0.1 M� (Bekwith et al. 1990; Osterloh & Bekwith1995). (The minimum disk mass for the proto-solar system is estimated to be� 0.01 M�.) The disks have radii extending to � 100 AU and typially havelow-mass, larger sale strutures of � 1000 AU that exhibit Kepler rotation (e.g.7



Sargent & Bekwith 1991; Hayahi, Ohashi, & Miyama 1993; Koerner & Sargent1998; Dutrey et al. 1998).(6) The �nal stage in this simple piture of stellar evolution (Class III tomain sequene stars) is the epoh of disk learing whih ours around 107 yearsafter the initial ollapse. It may have been during this stage in the solar system'sevolution that the planets, Kuiper belt, and Oort loud formed. Theoretial workhas shown that the formation of large planets opens gaps in the disk and may bean important mehanism for disk learing (e.g. Lin & Papaloizou 1979). As thedisk lears, the young star gravitationally ontrats toward the main sequene,�nishing the journey started more than 107 years earlier.The above \artoon" summary of star formation is based upon numerousobservational and theoretial advanes made over the last few deades. Althoughit gives an overall notion of the astrophysial proesses of low mass starformation, it is still a skethy outline that spans many orders of magnitude inphysial onditions| from densities of 103 to 104 partilesm3 and temperatures of 10K to 50 K in the moleular loud to densities of 1023 to 1028 partilesm3 andtemperatures of 100 K to 106 K in the environs of stars and planets. Theimportant aspets of the above sequene for this thesis are the evolutionarypatterns and size sales relevant to the strutures that will be examined in moredetail in the following hapters| the irumstellar envelope and irumstellardisk.
1.4 Oops, What About Binaries?Surveys of main-sequene stellar systems have shown that the majority of starsare in binary or multiple systems (Heintz 1969), with separations ranging from afew R�to 104 AU, and the distribution peaking near 30 AU (Duquennoy &8



Mayor 1991). In addition, reent surveys of star forming regions show that theourrene of binaries in the young visible T Tauri stars is twie that of loalmain-sequene stars (Simon et al. 1992; Ghez, Neugebauer, &, Matthews 1993;Leinert et al. 1993; Reipurth & Zinneker 1993; Ghez, White, & Simon 1997).Thus, the most likely outome of the star formation proess is a binary star. Yet,the star formation sequene disussed in the previous setion does not addressbinary systems.Three theories have been ommonly invoked to explain the formation ofbinary systems: �ssion, apture, or fragmentation (f. Clarke 1995; Pringle1991). The �ssion of a protostar into two objets has been shown not to worktheoretially (Durisen et al. 1986) and is ruled out observationally beause youngstars are not observed to be rotating near breakup speeds (Bouvier et al. 1993).The seond idea, apture of a passing stellar system, is too ineÆient amehanism to produe the observed abundane of binary systems, and does noteasily explain the numerous very young systems (Clarke & Pringle 1991). Thefavored mehanism for the formation of binary and multiple stellar systemsinvolves the fragmentation of either the initial loud ore, the ollapsingondensation, or the irumstellar disk.The fragmentation of a loud ore by either geometry or ooling-driventhermal fragmentation an produe binary systems with separations ranging from10 to 104 AU (Boss & Bodenheimer 1979; Monaghan & Lattanzio 1986; Bonnellet al. 1991; Bonnell & Bastien 1992; Boss 1993; Bate, Bonnell, & Prie 1995).Rotationally driven fragmentation, due to m = 1 spiral mode instabilities in theirumstellar disk, an form binary systems with separations ranging from 10 R�to 100 AU (Adams, Ruden, & Shu 1989; Shu et al. 1990; Bonnell 1994; Bonnell& Bate 1994). With some tuning of formation parameters, binary systems an be
9



reated at the earliest stage of the ollapse, or early in the irumstellar diskformation.
1.5 Nature of the � = 2.7 mm ContinuumEmissionThis thesis will be primarily onerned with observations of millimeter ontinuumemission from young stellar systems. There are three emission mehanisms thatould be responsible for the observed ux from forming stars at millimeterwavelengths: (1) bremsstrahlung free-free emission from the interation betweenfree eletrons and positive ions in the stellar wind or outow, (2) nonthermalsynhrotron radiation from relativisti eletrons moving in the magneti �eld ofstellar ares or the ative orona, and (3) thermal emission from dust partilessurrounding the young star.The ux of bremsstrahlung free-free emission an be written asS� = Z B�(T )(1� e�� )d
;where � / T�1=3��2gff (f. Spitzer 1978). Here, B�(T ) is the Plank funtion�B�(T ) = 2h�32 1eh�=kT�1�, T is the temperature of the plasma, h is the Plankonstant, � is the frequeny,  is the speed of light, k is the Boltzmann onstant,� is the optial depth, d
 is the solid angle subtending the soure, and gff is thefree-free quantum mehanial orretion, or the Gaunt fator. The Gaunt fatorvaries as gff / T 0:15 ��0:1 in the radio regime (e.g. Mezger & Henderson 1967).In the optially thin limit (� � 1), S� / B�(T )� / �2 ��2:1 / ��0:1, and in theoptially thik region (� � 1), S� / B�(T ) / �2. Theoretial models of stellarwinds predit free-free emission with S� / �0:6 to �1:2 depending upon thegeometry of the wind (Panagia & Felli 1975; Reynolds 1986). In lassial T Tauri10



or embedded systems, the observed free-free emission arises from ionized gas instellar winds or jets with typially at or slightly rising (S� / �0:3) (e.g. Cohen,Bieging, & Shwartz 1982; Snell & Bally 1986; Rodr�iguez et al. 1989; Morgan,Snell, & Strom 1990). Typially, the ux of a lassial T Tauri or an embeddedsystem at � � 2 m is weak (� 2 mJy) and dominated by free-free emission.This emission, saled to � = 110 GHz with � = 0:6 is �5 mJy. Althoughbremsstrahlung emission may ontribute a few mJy of ux at our frequeny, it isnot dominant in most systems.The ux of synhrotron radiation emission sales with frequeny as S� / ��,but, due to various absorption and emission e�ets and the omplexity of thegeometry, the index an range from � = -1 to � = +4 (f. Feigelson 1987).Unlike bremsstrahlung, synhrotron emission is time variable and usuallyirularly polarized (e.g. Feigelson 1987; Andr�e 1987). Many weak lined T Taurisystems have synhrotron radiation arising from stellar are ativity andeletrons gyrating in strong magneti loops in the ative orona (e.g. Stine et al.1988; Suters et al. 1996). The nonthermal emission assoiated with young stellarsystems is expeted to peak around 10 GHz and derease with inreasingfrequeny (f. Dulk 1985). In addition, among low luminosity systems (< 100L�), nonthermal synhrotron emission has only been deteted toward weak-linedT Tauri stars (e.g. Andr�e et al. 1992) whih have little irumstellar material.Sine none of the objets in this thesis are weak-lined T Tauri stars, synhrotronradiation should not ontribute any of the observed � = 2.7 mm emission.Thus, most of the emission observed for this thesis is from thermal dustpartiles surrounding the forming star. The irumstellar dust is heated diretlyby stellar photons and by stellar energy whih has been reproessed into longerwavelength photons by dust strutures lose to the protostar. The dust emissionat these wavelengths exhibits harateristis of a modi�ed blakbody spetrum: a11



Plank funtion times a broad frequeny-dependent dust opaity funtion.Although the dust surrounding young stellar soures obsures the entral objetat optial wavelengths, the dust is a strong emitter in the infrared to millimeterwavelengths, and the dust emission an be studied to derive pro�les of the dusttemperature, density, and omposition.The dust grain properties and omposition an vary signi�antly dependingon the environment; in old regions the grains ould form large u�y aggregatesor simply aquire ie mantles, in warmer regions ies an sublimate o� the dustgrains, and in hot regions the dust an be destroyed ompletely (e.g. Gehrz 1989;Weintraub, Sandell, & Dunan 1989; Henning, Mihel, & Stognienko 1995). Thedust opaity funtion is strongly dependent upon the dust grain omposition,size, distribution, and hemistry (Kr�ugel & Siebenmorgen 1994; Pollak et al.1994). Thus, the determination of the dust temperature, density, and opaityfrom dust thermal emission in the environments of young stars is expliitlydependent on the underlying emissivity properties of the dust.In the standard parameterized desription, the dust opaity is haraterizedby a mass opaity, ��, whih has a power-law dependene on frequeny,�� = �0( ��0 )� (f. Hildebrand 1983; Bekwith and Sargent 1991). The massopaity oeÆient, �0, and the frequeny dependene of the mass opaityoeÆient, �, is assumed to fully haraterize the emissivity. While realinterstellar dust properties are undoubtedly more omplex, this simple treatmentprovides a reasonable �rst approximation at millimeter wavelengths where theexpeted grain sizes are small ompared to the wavelength. Unfortunately, eventhese two parameters are not well determined at millimeter wavelengths, and theunertainty in the frequeny dependene limits the reliability of extrapolatingproperties from other wavelengths where these parameters are somewhat betterdetermined (Hildebrand 1983). 12



Studies of irumstellar material have suggested that dust emissivity atsubmillimeter wavelengths varies with � � 1 (Bekwith and Sargent 1991;Bekwith et al. 1990; Weintraub, Sandell, & Dunan 1989) rather than � = 2 asfound in alulations based on grain dieletri properties (.f. Draine 1990).However, measurements of � are very unertain (measured values of � range from0 to 2) due to unertainties in the measurements and in the true materialdistribution in the systems (Bekwith and Sargent 1991).For this thesis, we will use the parameterized dust opaity desription withvalues of �o and � onsistent with other works on young stellar objets (e.g.Bekwith & Sargent 1991; Ohashi et al. 1991; Osterloh & Bekwith 1995): �� =0.1(�/1200 GHz) m2 g�1, orresponding to �� = 0.009 m2 g�1 at � = 2.7 mm.We will also generally assume that dust properties are not a funtion of distanefrom the entral soure. These assumptions are neessary beause the data andanalysis entral to this thesis work do not provide strong onstraints on dustproperties.
1.6 The Standard Envelope ModelThe emergent radiation from a sphere at an impat parameter ! in the plane ofthe sky is simply I�(!) = Z +lmax�lmax B��T (r)��(r)��e��(l)dl;where r is the radius from the enter of the sphere, B��T (r)� is the Plankfuntion, T (r) is the temperature as a funtion of r, �(r) is the density as afuntion of r, �� is the dust opaity at a given frequeny, dl is the line of sightdepth through the sphere at the impat parameter, lmax is the maximum line ofsight depth into the sphere along the impat parameter, and e��(l) is the13



attenuation from dl to the front of the sphere. The total integrated ux from asphere with radius R would beS� = 2� Z R0 I�(!)!d!D2 ;where D is the distane to the soure.1.6.1 Envelope Density and TemperatureAs an be seen from this treatment, three quantities are needed to alulate theexpeted ux: �(r), �� , and T (r). The standard model uses power-laws for allthree quantities (Adams, Shu, & Lada 1988; Bekwith et al. 1990; Adams,Emerson, & Fuller 1990; Keene & Masson 1990; Bekwith & Sargent 1991;Terebey, Chandler, & Andr�e 1993).For the density pro�le, a power-law is a good assumption. Theoretialmodels predit density pro�les that range from an stati isothermal sphere pro�leof � / r�2 to a free-fall density pro�le of � / r�3=2 (Larson 1969; Penston 1969;Hunter 1977; Shu 1977). The � / r�2 pro�le is derived from the balaning ofthermal pressure and gravity; the � / r�3=2 pro�le omes from the free-fallollapse of a � / r�2 density pro�le. We adopt the standard density power-lawdesription with index p, �(r) = �o� rro��pfor all radii, where �o is the density at radius ro. For this simple treatment, wewill assume that the envelope has a single power-law. However, the densitypro�le may be a broken power-law; one power-law for the interior of the envelopeand another for the outer radii.The temperature pro�le of an optially thin dust envelope heated by aentral star will have a power-law dependene in radius and the stellar luminosity14



(L�) (f. Spitzer 1978), T (r) = To� rro��q�L�Lo� q2 ;where To is the dust temperature at the radius ro for a stellar luminosity of Lo.The power-law index q is dependent on the dust opaity power-law index suhthat q = 24+� . This relation is derived from energy balane between absorbed andemitted radiation in an optially thin envelope. Sine reasonable values of �range from 0 to 2, the temperature power-law index is between 0.33 and 0.5. Formost of our alulations, we will adopt a temperature pro�le of the formT (r) = To� rro��0:4, or � = 1.Detailed radiative transfer alulations (Rowan-Robinson 1980; Wol�re &Cassinelli 1986; Butner et al. 1990) are onsistent with our assumed temperatureradial dependene when the envelope is optially thin at the wavelength wherethe peak energy transport ours. However, the temperature pro�le will divergefrom a single power-law as the envelope beomes optially thik at the primarywavelengths of energy transport. For a entrally peaked envelope, suh as� / r�2, the envelope an beome optially thik at the inner radii, resulting in asteeper temperature pro�le.The value of To an be estimated from the soure luminosity. Wilner, Welh,& Forster (1995) derived the following relation,To = 233 LL�!�0:25 r1AU !�0:4Kbased on detailed self-onsistent radiative transfer models of spherial, entralilluminated optially thin louds (Rowan-Robinson 1980; Wol�re & Cassinelli1986). This formula has an estimated auray of 20 % in temperature for 1� � LL�� � 6� 106.
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1.7 The Standard Cirumstellar Disk ModelWe adopt the standard desription of a irumstellar dust disk (Adams, Shu, &Lada 1988; Bekwith et al. 1990; Dutrey et al. 1996; Mundy et al. 1996). Weassume that the disk is irular and geometrially thin. The emergent ux froman element of the disk is then given bydS = B�(T )(1� e�� ) os i dAD2 ;where B�(T ) is the Plank funtion, � is the optial depth, i is the inlinationangle between the line of sight and the disk axis, and D is the distane to thesoure. The optial depth an be written as funtion of the surfae density, �(r),the dust opaity at frequeny �, ��, and the inlination angle, i,� = �(r)��os i :Sine the disk is typially inlined to the line of sight, the disk appears elliptialon the plane of the sky. To generalize the orientation of the irumstellar disk,we also need to de�ne the position angle , measured east of north of the majoraxis of the ellipse.1.7.1 Disk Density, Temperature, Inlination Angle, andPosition AngleIn our model, �ve quantities are needed to alulate the expeted ux from airumstellar disk: the surfae density �(r), the dust opaity �� , the disktemperature T (r), the inlination i, and the prinipal axis of the projeted diskon the sky . However, there are strong ross orrelations between the parameters(Thamm, Steinhaker, & Henning 1994). The standard model uses power-lawsfor the �(r), ��, and T (r) (Adams, Shu, & Lada 1988; Bekwith et al. 1990;Adams, Emerson, & Fuller 1990; Bekwith & Sargent 1991; Dutrey et al. 1996).16



For the surfae density pro�le, we adopt a power-law�(r) = �o� rro��p;for all radii, where �o is the surfae density at radius ro. This p is not the sameas the envelope volume density index p. Current theoretial models inludepower-law surfae density pro�les, but the power-law index varies dependingupon the angular momentum distribution in the original moleular loud and thevisosity in the irumstellar disk. The surfae density pro�le is predited torange between r�0:5 to r�1:75 (Cassen & Moosman 1981; Cassen & Summers1983; Lin & Pringle 1990; Ruden & Pollak 1991; Stahler et al. 1994).For the temperature pro�le, we adopt a power-law of the formT (r) = To� rro��q;for all radii, where To is the temperature at a radius ro. A temperature power-lawindex of q=0.75 is expeted theoretially from both an ative, self-luminousaretion disk and a passive photon heated disk (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974). Inboth ases, the temperature is derived from balaning the energy absorbed andemitted by the dust. For an ative disk the heating is dominated by visousdissipation, and for a passive disk the absorbed energy is dominantly radiationfrom the entral soure. However, multi-wavelength surveys have shown that q =0.5 is more typial of real systems (e.g. Adams, Lada, & Shu 1987; Bekwith etal. 1990). It has been proposed that the smaller value of q ould be due to areddisks (Kenyon & Hartmann 1987), gravitational instabilities within the disk(Adams, Ruden, & Shu 1989), or bakheating by the envelope (Natta 1993). Forour modeling, we adopt a power-law index of q = 0.5 and To = 350 K.
17



1.8 Thesis AimThe primary goals of this thesis are to examine losely some of the fundamentalquestions that remain in the \artoon" evolution of a low mass star skethed inx1.3 and to address the plaement of binary systems within that sequene.Spei�ally,� What strutures are observed in the youngest soures ompared to theolder soures? What are their size sales? How an we haraterize thestrutures?� What is the density pro�le in the envelopes of the youngest soures? Doesit follow the density pro�le of an isothermal sphere � / r�2, ollapse region� / r�1:5, or something else?� Do embedded soures have distint irumstellar disks? Or are their diskssmall enough to be indistinguishable from the extension of the envelopedown to small size sales?� What onstraints an we plae on the earliest binary systems?� Can we observationally plae binary systems into the artoon version ofstar formation?� What is the surfae density pro�le of irumstellar disks in optial systems?� How does disk mass and size evolve with time?We address these problems utilizing high resolution � = 2.7 mm ontinuuminterferometry. This thesis inluded an involvement in the state-of-the-artinstrumentation needed to ahieve sub-arseond resolution with theBerkeley-Illinois-Maryland-Assoiation (BIMA) millimeter aperture synthesis18



array loated in Hat Creek California1 (Welh et al. 1996). A major faet of thisthesis was partiipation in the designing, building, and implementation of thelong baseline �ber-opti links, whih has inreased BIMA's longest baseline from300 m to almost 2 km. Although I will not disuss the hardware aspets in thisthesis, the e�ort has provided us with the highest angular resolution of anymillimeter array in the world. With this unpreedented sub-arseond resolution,we have made a survey of 24 young stellar systems at various stages of evolution.Sine this is a physis thesis and not an astronomy thesis, I will brieyreview radio interferometry and some of the basi tools one an use for modelinginterferometri data in Chapter 2. If more depth is required on radiointerferometry or its appliation, a detailed referene is \Interferometry andSynthesis in Radio Astronomy" by Thompson, Moran, & Swenson (1986).Chapter 3 highlights L1551 IRS5, one of the �rst objets observed withBIMA's high resolution (0:0031) on�guration. With the inreased resolution, wedetermined that this arhetypial isolated Class I objet is atually a lose binarysystem. The system is found to onsist of three dust emission strutures: alarge-sale envelope, a irumbinary struture, and two small-sale irumstellardisks.Chapter 4 introdues our sub-arseond survey of young stellar systems. Thesoure morphology and the general trends that an be drawn from the sample arepresented. The � = 2.7 mm emission of the optial/near-infrared objets isdominated by emission from the irumstellar disks; the irumstellar disks areresolved in three systems. The � = 2.7 mm emission of the embedded objets isdominated by the large-sale irumstellar envelopes, whih typially ontain1The BIMA Array is operated by the Berkeley Illinois Maryland Assoiationunder funding from the National Siene Foundation.19



� 75% of the system mass. All of the embedded objets in the sample are binaryor multiple systems on sales of 3000 or less. The multipliity of these objets anbe broken down into three groups: separate envelope systems, ommon envelopesystems, and ommon disk systems.Chapter 5 details the modeling of six embedded systems (L1448 IRS3, NGC1333 IRAS2 A, SVS 13 A, SVS 13 B, NGC 1333 IRAS4 A, AND NGC 1333IRAS4 B) and three optial systems (HL Tauri, DG Tauri, and GG Tauri). We�nd that the standard power-law desription for the irumstellar envelope andthe irumstellar disk �t the data. We examine the optially thin temperatureassumption for the irumstellar envelope by utilizing the self-onsistent radiativetransfer model of Wol�re & Cassinelli (1986). The disk of HL Tauri providessigni�ant onstraints on the surfae density power-law index and the disk size.The irumbinary disk of GG Tauri is �t by a range of surfae density power-lawindies and inner and outer radii, but there is a 2.5� detetion in the outer u,vdata bin that suggests the presene of ompat struture in the system, possiblyone or two irumstellar disks.Chapter 6 draws overall onlusions for this thesis and examines some of thefuture diretions of the work, inluding new tehniques whih will be availablewith the addition of the new � = 1.3 mm reeivers at BIMA.
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Chapter 2
Interferometry: Theory and Appliation
2.1 IntrodutionSine interferometry plays a major role in this thesis, we will briey review thebasi onepts and equations of interferometry. More detailed desriptions ofastronomial radio interferometry an be found in numerous soures (e.g.Braewell 1965; Kraus 1966; Thompson, Moran, & Swenson 1986; Rohlfs 1986).We will also disuss the harateristis of various emission strutures in the u,vplane with a detailed desription of power-law emission distributions.Sine a signi�ant amount of the modeling in this thesis is done in theFourier spae, we strive to onvey an understanding of the u,v plane that will beuseful for disussions in subsequent hapters. For the envelope and disk, we willdisuss the orrelation of the density power-law index and the slope in the u,vplane, whih is intended to provide a ontext for the more extensive modeling inlater hapters. The more detailed modeling will aommodate geometries, sizesales, and optial depth e�ets, but the general ideas onveyed in this hapterare important to understand how various models are demonstrated in the u,vplane. 21



2.2 Interferometri BasisThe basi interferometer onsists of two antennas separated by a baseline vetorD (Figure 2.1). The two antennas onvert eletromagneti radiation into voltagesV1(t) = V1ei�1(t) and V2(t) = V2ei�2(t). Correlation between the two signals isobtained by multiplying and time averaging. The output of the orrelator isDV1(t)V �2 (t)E, whih is the mutual oherene funtion of the two voltages.When this simple two element array observes a point soure along thenormal unit vetor ŝ, the voltages at antenna 1 and 2 are V1(t) = aei(2��t) andV2(t) = aei(2��t+�(t)) respetively. Here, a is related to the point soureamplitude, � is the signal frequeny, and �(t) is the phase di�erene at antenna 2due to the path di�erene ��(t) = 2�� D � ŝ�. The path di�erene is from the extratime required for the signal to reah antenna 2. This delay is alled the geometridelay, �g = (D � ŝ)=.
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Fig. 2.1. A simple two element interferometer.22



The real part of the time average of antenna 1 multiplied by the omplexonjugate of antenna 2 isRe�DV1(t)V �2 (t)E! = a2 os �(t);where a2 is the ux of the point soure. This relation illustrates that theresponse of the interferometer to a point soure is a fringe pattern similar to thelassi double-slit experiment. In addition, the osine interferene pattern has a�/D angular spaing between maxima. Thus, the natural unit for baseline lengthis wavelengths, and the baseline length sets the angular resolution of theinterferometer. The farther apart the antennas, the smaller the fringe pattern onthe sky, and the higher the angular resolution of the array.This result an be generalized to an extended soure struture with abrightness B(x; y) (Figure 2.2), where x and y are oordinates in radians. Notethat Figure 2.2 de�nes a left-hand oordinate system so that a positivedisplaement in x is equivalent to an eastern displaement on the sky, anastronomial onvention. The antennas point to a position de�ned suh thatx = y = 0. This position is also alled the pointing enter of the observation. Theantenna pair have a primary beam power pattern P (x; y) whih is due to theross power pattern of the two antennas. The primary beam pattern of a typialinterferometer an be approximated as a normalized Gaussian.Sine the radiation from di�erent parts of the extended struture isinoherent, the soure brightness is equivalent to a olletion of point soures.The orrelation, or visibility V , from eah point soure is thendV = B(x; y)P (x; y)ei�(t)dxdy;where �(t) = 2�� D � ŝ: We de�ne a position on the sky alled the phase enter. Inthis example, and for most interferometers, the phase enter and the pointingenter are at the same loation on the sky, but suh oinidene is not required.23
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Fig. 2.2. Vetors for observing an extended brightness struture.
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The phase of the phase enter, �0 = 2�� D � ŝ0, is subtrated from the visibilityphase, �. This is done in pratie by adding a delay, alled the instrumentaldelay �i, to the antenna 1 signal path, suh that �i = �g for the phase enter. Theinstrumental delay sets the phase to zero for the phase enter. In other words,the phases of other objets in the �eld are measured with respet to the phaseenter, so a point soure loated exatly at the phase enter will have zero phase.Putting all of this together the visibility dV an be written asdV = B(x; y)P (x; y)e�i(���0)dxdy:Sine �� �0 = 2�� D � (̂s� ŝ0)and ŝ� ŝ0 = p = xax + yay;where ax and ay are unit vetors along the x and y axes, respetively. Then,�� �0 = 2�� D � (xax + yay):If we de�ne u = D � ax� and v = D � ay�then �� �0 = 2�(ux+ vy);and the visibility funtion isdV = B(x; y)P (x; y)e�2i�(ux+vy)dxdy:By integrating over the entire sky, we obtainV (u; v) = Z +1�1 Z +1�1 B(x; y)P (x; y)e�i2�(ux+vy)dxdy:
25



This result is the general interferometri equation. The response of anantenna pair is the Fourier Transform of the sky brightness distribution times theprimary beam pattern. Equivalently, the response is the Fourier transform of thebrightness distribution onvolved with the Fourier transform of the primary beampattern. The u,v plane is simply the Fourier transform spae of the sky, and theatual measurement of any antenna pair is the omplex visibility at a spei�point in the u,v plane determined by the baseline vetor projeted onto the sky.There are �ve important points evident from this simple review.(1) The baseline vetor an point from antenna 1 to antenna 2 or the otherway around, depending upon an arbitrary hoie. The onsequene of swappingthe orientation of the baseline vetor is that the phase di�erene hanges signsine u and v hange sign. Thus, the visibility funtion is intrinsially Hermitian:V (u; v) = V �(�u;�v). This Hermitian property is also evident from a propertyof Fourier Transforms: the Fourier Transform of a real funtion, in this ase thesky brightness B(x; y), is Hermitian.(2) The u,v plane an be sampled by following the soure as it rises and sets.Sine u,v positions are de�ned as the baseline lengths projeted onto the sky, aninterferometer traking an astronomial soure will sample di�erent u,v values asthe projeted baseline varies. As the soure rises in the sky, the projetedbaseline length will be foreshortened. At transit, the projeted baseline lengthwill be the maximum length of the antenna separation. As the soure sets,another foreshortened projeted baseline length will speify u,v points in anotherquadrant of u,v spae.(3) In priniple, we an reover the sky brightness distribution from theinterferometer output by Fourier transforming the u,v visibility data. However, inpratie, an interferometer an only sample a limited amount of u,v spae, making26



a diret inverse Fourier transform to rereate the sky brightness distributiondiÆult. The brightness funtion is typially reonstruted by gridding the u,vdata and using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) routine. Sine the u,v plane isnever fully sampled, sidelobes are introdued into the restored map. In otherwords, a point soure in the sky would not be a point soure in the image plane,but rather have a struture equivalent to the point soure onvolved with theFourier transform of the u,v sampling pattern. The reonstruted image an be\leaned-up" using a deonvolution algorithm, suh as CLEAN (H�ogbom 1974).(4) The interferometer �lters out strutures that are large ompared to thefringe spaing. A brightness distribution that overlaps the negative and positiveamplitude lobes of the fringe pattern will average out to zero orrelated power.This an be demonstrated by thinking of the entral hole in the sampling of u,vspae by the interferometer; pratial antennas have a �nite diameter whihlimits the interferometer from sampling the smallest u,v distanes. For the BIMAantennas (diameter = 6.1 meters), the smallest u,v distane measured is 2.1 k�.A very extended objet on the sky will have a very ompat Fourier transform. Ifthe objet's Fourier transform falls inside the u,v sampling of an antenna pair,the objet will not be deteted. This an be a very useful feature of theinterferometer: the antenna pairs are essentially bandpass �lters for spatialsales. A spei� u,v range gives soure brightness information on a spei�spatial sale; larger struture is resolved out. Unlike an optial telesope, aninterferometer is exellent at �ltering out large sale emission, even if it isbrighter than the ompat emission.(5) Longer baselines provide the resolution to see smaller sale struture inthe soure. One of the main motivations behind the expansion of the BIMAbaselines was to gain the ability to image objets with angular sizes of order 1arseond|spei�ally, irumstellar disks. With the urrent system (a longest27



projeted baseline of 1.9 km), the BIMA array is sensitive to spatial sales assmall as 0:002.
2.3 How do Simple Strutures Transform to theu,v Plane?The u,v distane versus amplitude plot will be ommon in this thesis, so we willbriey explain three simple soure harateristis in the u,v plane, and x2.4 willdisuss a power-law distribution in more rigor. Figure 2.3 presents three simpleemission strutures on the sky and the Fourier transform u,v spae. Thehorizontal axis is the u,v distane measured in k� (1000s of wavelengths), and thevertial axis is the amplitude in Janskys (1 Jy = 10�23 ergsm2 Hz ). In this example,the horizontal axis is only u to illustrate the basi features of spei� brightnessdistributions.In the top plot of Figure 2.3, the interferometer response is shown for a 1 Jypoint soure o�set from the phase and pointing enter. The solid line is thevisibility amplitude and the dashed line is the visibility phase. In the u,v plane, apoint soure orresponds to a onstant amplitude for all u,v distanes. If thepoint soure were at the map enter, the expeted phase would be zero for all u,vpoints, as explained in x2.2. The spatial o�set in this �gure illustrates that ano�set on the sky does not alter the amplitude of the measured visibility.However, as the plotted visibility phase shows in this �gure, an o�set from thephase enter is equivalent to a visibility phase shift. The phase is a rampingfuntion that is wrapped to stay within ��.In the seond plot of Figure 2.3, the interferometer response is shown for two0.5 Jy point soures separated by 300 in x and y. The Fourier transform has28



Fig. 2.3. Comparison of three emission strutures in the sky plane and theFourier transform plane.
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regions of onstrutive and destrutive interferene in both the u and vdiretions. Sine we are only showing the response with respet to u, theamplitude varies sinusoidally with a wavelength that is inversely proportional tothe separation in x (in radians). The maximum is the addition of the two pointsoures, and the minimum is ���A1�A2A1+A2 ���, where A1 and A2 are the point soureamplitudes. In the ase shown, where the two amplitudes are equal, the twopoint soures an ompletely interfere to give zero amplitude.In the bottom plot of Figure 2.3, the interferometer response is shown for aGaussian soure with a Full-Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM) of 500. Sine theFourier transform of a Gaussian is a Gaussian, the visibility amplitude urve is aGaussian. The FWHM in u,v spae is inversely proportional to the FWHM onthe sky, u 12 = ln(2)=(�x 12 ); the larger the Gaussian on the sky, the narrower theGaussian in the u,v plane.
2.4 Impliations for Power-Law EmissionThe standard model for irumstellar envelopes and disks is a power-law intemperature, density, and dust opaity (Adams, Shu, & Lada 1988; Bekwith etal. 1990; Adams, Emerson, & Fuller 1990; Keene & Masson 1990; Bekwith &Sargent 1991; Terebey, Chandler, & Andr�e 1993), resulting in a power-lawemission distribution on the sky. Sine we expet power-law emission from theobjets to be studied in this thesis, this setion will explore the relationshipbetween power-law emission models and their Fourier transforms.As shown in x2.2, a soure brightness B(x; y) has a visibility ofV (u; v) = Z +1�1 Z +1�1 B(x; y)e�i2�(ux+vy)dxdy:This assumes that the brightness distribution B(x; y) is muh smaller in extent30



than the primary beam pattern so that P (x; y) � 1. If we assume the emission isirularly symmetri, B(x; y)! B(r) and dxdy ! rdrd�with x = r os � y = r sin �;and in the u,v plane we an substitute u and v with u,v distane, �, and anangle, �. u = � os� v = � sin�:We an rewrite the visibility as a funtion of �,V (�) = Z +10 Z 2�0 B(r)e�i2�(� os� r os �+� sin� r sin �)rdrd�:Reombining some terms,V (�) = Z +10 B(r) Z 2�0 e�i2�� r(os(���))d� rdr:The seond term an be rewritten as a zeroth-order Bessel, whih is by de�nitionJ0(z) = 12� Z 2�0 e�iz os �d�:Sine the integration is over 2�, the � is only a phase o�set that does not a�etthe integration. So, we an rewrite the integral as,V (�) = 2� Z +10 B(r)J0(2�r�)rdr:This is simply the Hankel transform of the brightness distribution.Sine we expet the brightness distribution to have a power-law form ofB(r) = Bo( rro )�A, the Hankel transform an be written asV (�) = 2� Z +10 BorAo r1�AJ0(2�r�)dr:31



This integral has a solution of the form (Gradshteyn & Ryzhik 1980),Z +10 x�J0(ax)dx = 2�a(���1) �(12 + 12�)�(12 � 12�)for � 1 < � < 12 a > 0:Then, V (�) = 2�BorAo 2(1�A) (2�r�)(A�2) ��12 + 12(1� A)���12 � 12(1� A)�for 12 < A < 2:So the Fourier transform of a spherially symmetri power-law brightnessdistribution (B / r�A for 12 < A < 2) is a power-law in the u,v plane(V / �(A�2)).2.4.1 Cirumstellar EnvelopesAs disussed for irumstellar envelopes in x1.6, we expet power-laws intemperature and density of the form � / r�p and T / r�q (e.g. Adams, Shu, &Lada 1988; Terebey, Chandler, & Andr�e 1993). Then, the three dimensional,optially thin envelope emission an be represented on the sky as approximatelyB(r) / r�(p+q)+1 and the restritions on the power law index A in x2.4 beome1:5 < p+ q < 3. The expeted value for q in the optially thin ase is 0.4 (e.g.Rowan-Robinson 1980; Wol�re & Cassinelli 1986), and the theoretial expetedvalue for p is either 2 or 32 (e.g. Larson 1969; Hunter 1977; Shu 1977; Terebey,Shu, & Cassen 1984); the restritions on p+q are not violated. Thus, thepower-law emission will have a power-law form of V (�) / �(p+q�3) in the u,vplane.This formulation argues that an interferometer an easily measure thedensity power-law index, or at least the ombination of p+q. However, the32



treatment assumes an in�nite power-law. What sort of modi�ation does anenvelope with a �nite outer boundary make to the solution? To address thisquestion, we ompare the result from the above derivation with simple radiativetransfer numerial models. The simple model uses the same standard power-lawdesription for the density and temperature, but it is trunated at an outerradius.Figures 2.4 thru 2.6 show the results for a temperature power-law index ofq=0.4 and density power-law indexes of p=1.0, p=1.5, and p=2.0 respetively. Ineah �gure, the visibility amplitude is plotted for envelopes with outer radii of1000, 2000, 3000, 6000, and 10000 AU (at an assumed distane of 140 p). The1000 AU envelope is at the top in eah �gure and the 10000 AU envelope is at thebottom. For omparison purposes, the expeted slope for an in�nite power-lawV (�) / �(p+q�3) = �(p�2:6) is shown by the line at the bottom of the �gures.As an be seen in these �gures, the outer radius uto� strongly a�ets themeasured slope in the u,v plane. There is a very pronouned ringing in amplitudewith u,v distane. This behavior an be explained in the Fourier plane. On thesky, a �nite envelope an be desribed as an in�nite power-law envelopemultiplied with a irular step funtion. Thus, in the Fourier domain thepower-law of the in�nite envelope is onvolved with the Fourier transform of theirular disk| a modi�ed �rst-order Bessel funtion (� J1(�)=�). Thequasi-asymptotially sinusoidal behavior of the Bessel funtion gives rise to theringing e�et.The amount of ringing depends upon the density power-law index (Figures2.4 thru 2.6). The shallower the power-law index the more pronouned the Besselfuntion inuene. A shallow density distribution has a signi�ant amount ofmass at the outer radii, giving it a well de�ned edge, leading to ringing in theFourier plane due to the number of frequenies required to de�ne the sharp edge.33



In ontrast, a steep density distribution (p=2.0) has very low density at largeradii, and the edge is less important. Although a sharp edged envelope isprobably not physial, this assumption will a�et the modeling of the data.The slope of the inner u,v plane is also dependent upon the outer radius. Asmall outer radius attens out the inner u,v spaing amplitude{ equivalent to apoint soure response. One the envelope begins to beome resolved, thepower-law slope expeted from the Hankel transform of an in�nite power-lawenvelope is asymptotially approahed with the ringing e�et, due to the edge,superimposed. In fat, for a large envelope and steep density pro�le, there is verylittle di�erene in the slope of the trunated envelope and the in�nite power-law(Figure 2.6).Figures 2.7 and 2.8 present models where the envelopes were modi�ed tohave two density power-laws: an inner region (radii out to 500 AU or 3000 AU)with p=1.5 and an outer region (radii from the inner region out to 10000 AU)with p=2.0. In Figure 2.7, the slope resembles the p=2.0 slope for the shorter u,vdistanes, but one the 500 AU inner region is resolved, around 30 k�, the slopeonverges toward the p=1.5 slope. The measured slope near the transition regionis somewhere between the p=2 and p=1.5 slopes. In Figure 2.8, the inner regionis resolved at very short u,v spaings, about 3 k�, and the slope quikly resemblesthe p=1.5 slope.Thus, interferometri measurements provide a very diret tehnique forprobing the density struture in the envelope. However, there are many aspetsof real envelope struture that ompliate the pratial appliation. With limitedu,v sampling and signal-to-noise, the slope in the u,v plane an be signi�antlymodi�ed by the ringing e�et due to a sharp edge or by the outer uto� atteningthe slope in the inner u,v plane. If the struture has a density pro�le desribedby two power-laws, one needs to have adequate sampling of both power-laws.34



Fig. 2.4. Visibility of a power-law envelope with p=1.0 and various outer radii.
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Fig. 2.5. Visibility of a power-law envelope with p=1.5 and various outer radii.
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Fig. 2.6. Visibility of a power-law envelope with p=2.0 and various outer radii.
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Fig. 2.7. Visibility of an envelope with two power-laws. The inner region (outto 500 AU) has a power-law of p=1.5 and an outer region (out to 10000 AU) witha power-law of p=2.0.
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Fig. 2.8. Visibility of an envelope with two power-laws. The inner region (outto 3000 AU) has a power-law of p=1.5 and an outer region (out to 10000 AU)with a power-law of p=2.0.
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The bottom line is that one needs good SNR data that overs a wide range of u,vdistanes, in order to aurately measure the density strutures of envelopes.2.4.2 And Cirumstellar DisksAlthough the disussion so far has been limited to irumstellar envelopes, theformalism is also valid for irumstellar disks. As disussed in x1.7, the standardmodel of irumstellar disks has power-law distributions in surfae density andtemperature of the form � / r�p and T / r�q (e.g. Adams, Shu, & Lada 1988;Bekwith et al. 1990). Then, the two dimensional, optially thin emissiondistribution on the sky for a fae-on irumstellar disk is B(r) / r�(p+q).As is shown in x2.4, the Fourier transform of a power-law brightnessdistribution is a power-law,B(r) / r�A ! V (�) / �(A�2)where 12 < A < 2;or for an optially thin fae-on diskB(r) / r�(p+q) ! V (�) / �(p+q�2)where 12 < p + q < 2:The surfae density power-law index (p) has a range of theoretialexpetations spanning 0.5 to 1.75 for visous disks (Cassen & Moosman 1981;Cassen & Summers 1983; Lin & Pringle 1990). A temperature power-law index ofq = 0.75 is expeted from both an ative, self-luminous disk that is areting anda passive disk that is only reproessing the radiation from a entral star40



(Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974). However, geometrial properties suh as diskaring and heating from a surrounding envelope, an strongly a�et thetemperature pro�les; q values of 0.4 to 0.75 might be more realisti. Thus, themajority of expeted p+ q ombinations will be within this range. However, asshown in Figures 2.4 thru 2.8 for a �nite envelope, the outer radius andpower-law index of the surfae density an a�et the slope measured in the u,vplane. Sine irumstellar disks (radii of � 100 AU) are muh smaller thanirumstellar envelopes, it is muh more vital to have sub-arseond resolution inorder to aurately measure the slope of the visibility in the u,v plane. Again,the bottom line is that one needs good SNR data that overs a wide range of u,vdistanes. However, the above desription of the irumstellar disk depends upona fae-on geometry, whih is unlikely for a realisti irumstellar disk.
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Chapter 3
High Resolution � = 2.7 mmObservations of L1551 IRS5: AProtobinary System?
3.1 IntrodutionFirst deteted in an infrared survey of the L1551 loud (Strom, Strom, & Vrba1976), L1551 IRS5 is an arhetypial young stellar system, with a strong bipolarmoleular outow (Snell, Loren, & Plambek 1980), an optial jet (Mundt &Fried 1983), HH objets (Herbig 1974), and an envelope-disk struture in thesurrounding material (Keene & Masson 1990). Loated at a distane of 140 p(Elias 1978) and exhibiting a luminosity of � 28L� (Butner et al. 1991),L1551 IRS5 was one of the de�ning examples for Class I soures in thelassi�ation sheme of Adams, Lada, and Shu (1987) and has been used as anarhetype in the urrent paradigm for single-star formation (Shu et al. 1993).But is it really a single-star system?High resolution � = 2 m ontinuum observations of L1551 IRS5 show two42



ompat soures with a separation of � 0:0028 (Bieging & Cohen 1985; Rodr�iguezet al. 1986) whih have been interpreted as either a protobinary system (Bieging& Cohen 1985), or the inner ionized edges of a gas and dust toroid surrounding asingle star (Rodr�iguez et al. 1986). The latter is the most widely aeptedinterpretation, but omparisons with � = 2 m emission from other young binarysystems suh as T Tau and Z CMa (Bieging, Cohen, & Shwartz 1984; Shwartz,Simon, & Zukerman 1983), suggest that the binary interpretation is also viable.Under the assumption that L1551 IRS5 is a single star system, Keene andMasson (1990) modeled � = 2.7 mm interferometri observations to dedue thepresene of a 45 AU radius irumstellar disk within an envelope. This envelope,whih extends out �1000 AU from IRS5, ontains 0.1 to 1 M� of material (Laddet al. 1995; Fuller et al. 1995). High resolution JCMT-CSO interferometriobservations at � = 870 �m resolved the ompat entral emission (Lay et al.1994), and the emission was modeled as arising from an 80 AU radius Gaussiansoure, inferred to be an aretion disk around the young star.In this hapter, we present sub-arseond imaging of the � = 2.7 mmontinuum emission from the L1551 IRS5 system. These observations re-openquestions about the binarity of the system and the distribution of thesurrounding material.
3.2 Observations and Data RedutionL1551 IRS5 was observed in three array on�gurations of the 9-element BIMAArray1 (Welh et al. 1996). The longest baselines were 1 km N-S and 900 mE-W, yielding a maximum projeted baseline of 480 k� (1.4km); the shortestbaselines were limited by the antenna size of 6.1 m, yielding a minimumprojeted baseline of 2.2 k�. This range in projeted baselines provides images43



with a minimum resolution of 0:003, fully sampled to sizes as large as 6000.For the high resolution on�guration (Marh 1, 1996), atmospheri phaseutuations were traked by swithing the antennas between soure, phasealibrator, and a nearby weak quasar on a two minute yle. The usefulness ofthis quik swithing tehnique has been demonstrated at the VLA (Holdaway &Owen 1995). The main phase alibrator (0530+135) was used to trak rapidatmospheri phase utuations. The seondary quasar (0449+113) was used totrak slow phase drifts due to the di�erene in airmass between the primaryalibrator and soure and, more importantly for this array, phase drifts due tounertainties in baseline length.The digital orrelator was on�gured with two 700 MHz bands entered at107 GHz and 109 GHz. The ux amplitude alibration assumed a ux of 6.8 Jyfor 0530+135, as observed in the following month's ompat array. Theoherene of the atmosphere was heked on the quasars; the unertainty in theamplitude alibration is 20%. Absolute positions in our map have unertaintydue to the unertainty in the antenna baselines and the statistial unertaintyfrom the signal-to-noise of the observation. These two fators add in quadratureto give an absolute positional unertainty of 0:0014. The lower resolution data(aquired on Otober 3, 1996, February 2, 1997, and Marh 8, 1997) used0530+135 to trak phase variations and Mars for amplitude alibration.The L1551 IRS5 data were imaged in four ways whih stress struturespresent on di�erent spatial sales. Figure 3.1 shows four maps: two with robustweightings of the visibilities (robust = 0.5 yielding a 3:0025� 3:0004 beam androbust = -0.25 yielding a 1:0011� 0:0084 beam), one with natural weighting of only1The BIMA Array is operated by the Berkeley Illinois Maryland Assoiationunder funding from the National Siene Foundation.44



the high resolution A array data restored with the �tted \lean" beam(0:0073� 0:0031 beam), and one with the A array data restored with a irular 0:0031\lean" beam. The latter tehnique strongly emphasizes the high resolutioninformation present in the A array u,v data. With maximum projeted baselinesranging from 320 k� to 480 k�, the smallest fringe spaings in our dataset rangesfrom 0:0064 to 0:0044; hene information down to size sales of 0:002 to 0:003 is presentin the u,v data. High resolution maps of the seondary quasar 0449+113, usingthe standard tehnique and using the 0:0031 \lean" beam, were onsistent with apoint soure.
3.3 ResultsFigure 3.1a (300 resolution) has a peak ux of 122�3 mJy beam�1, and theintegrated ux in a 800 box entered on the soure is 162�6 mJy. A Gaussian �tto the image gives a deonvolved Gaussian soure size of 1:0078� 1:0075 andPA=68Æ. Figure 3.1b (100 resolution) has a peak ux of 78�3 mJy beam�1, andthe integrated ux in a 300 box entered on the soure is 143�10 mJy. A Gaussian�t to the image gives a deonvolved Gaussian soure size of 0:0092� 0:0061 andPA=157Æ. Figure 3.1 shows the map of the A array data alone restored with theGaussian �tted lean beam. The peak ux in the map is 45�5 mJy beam�1, andthe integrated ux in a 1:003 box entered on the soure is 75�11 mJy. Although itis not obvious in Figure 3.1, over 12 of the ux present in the lowest resolutionmap is now gone and the peak ux is roughly 13 of that in Figure 3.1a. Despitethe elongated \lean" beam, the remaining emission is learly extendednorth-south in the CLEANed image; a Gaussian �t to the image gives adeonvolved Gaussian soure size of 0:0053� 0:0032 and PA=7:2Æ . Figure 3.1d showsthe A array data restored with the irular 0:0031 beam. The north-south45



Fig. 3.1. � = 2.7 mm maps of the ontinuum emission from L1551 IRS5. a)Map made with data from three arrays, Robust weighting of 0.5. The beam is3:0025� 3:0004 PA = 29Æ, and the RMS noise is 2.5 mJy beam�1. The ontours are-3,-2,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,15,20,25,30,35 times 3.3 mJy beam�1 (the RMS from Panelb). b) Map made with data from three arrays, Robust weighting of -0.25. Thebeam is 1:0011� 0:0084 PA = 60Æ, and the RMS noise is 3.3 mJy beam�1. Theontours are the same as in Panel a. ) Naturally weighted map made from onlythe A array data. The beam is 0:0073� 0:0031 PA=47Æ and the RMS is 4.5 mJybeam�1. The ontours are in steps of 1 � starting at �2 �. d) A array naturallyweighted data, restored with a irular 0:0031 beam. The ontours and RMS arethe same as in Panel . The two rosses in Panels  and d mark the � = 1.3 msoure positions from Koerner & Sargent 1997. The restoring beam in eah panelis shown in the lower left-hand orner. 46



extension is obvious in this map and there is no hint of east-west extension. Thepeak ux is 38 mJy beam�1 orresponding to a brightness temperature of 41 K.The images in Figure 3.1a and 3.1b emphasize the overall emission from theL1551 system. The reonstrutions in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.1d highlight thesmall sale emission whih is more ompat than expeted for the disk sizeestimates of Keene and Masson (1990) and Lay et al. (1994). The ompatemission is onsistent with arising from two point soures, as seen at � = 2 mand � = 1.3 m (Rodr�iguez et al. 1986; Koerner & Sargent 1997). A two Gaussian�t to the � = 2.7 mm emission in Figure 3.1d yields the following positionshereafter labeled IRS5 A and IRS5 B: IRS5 A: �(J2000) = 04h31m34s:143,Æ(J2000) = 18Æ08005:0009 and IRS5 B: �(J2000) = 04h31m34s:141, Æ(J2000) =18Æ08004:0074. These positions agree to within 0:0005 with the � = 1.3 m sourepositions of Koerner and Sargent (1997). The separation of the two soures is0:0035, orresponding to 49 AU. Both soures have deonvolved sizes of � 0:003. Atwo point soure �t yields ux densities of 45�6 mJy for IRS5 A and 23�6 mJyfor IRS5 B. The total ux density in the ompat soures is then 68�9 mJy.
3.4 Comparisons with Centimeter HighResolution DataHigh resolution entimeter wavelength images of L1551 IRS5 show two point-likesoures and an extended jet (Bieging & Cohen 1985). The jet is deteted only atlong entimeter wavelengths; the two point soures dominate the ux at shorterwavelengths. The � = 2 m ux densities are 1.2 mJy for IRS5 A and 0.93 mJyfor IRS5 B (Rodr�iguez et al. 1986). Reent VLA observations also resolved thetwo soures at � = 1.3 m (Koerner & Sargent 1997) and yielded ux densities of47



2.0�0.2 mJy and 1.5�0.2 mJy, respetively. The spetral indies between� = 2.0 and 1.3 m are then �A �1.25 and �B �1.04, onsistent with � �1estimated by Bieging and Cohen (1985). Extrapolating to 109 GHz, this emissionould ontribute as muh as �14.4 mJy and �7.8 mJy, respetively, to theobserved uxes. Hene, the � = 2.7 mm ux is dominated by dust emission.The proposal of Rodr�iguez et al. (1986) that the � = 2 m emission traesthe ionized inner edge of a larger dusty torus is not onsistent with the observedompat � = 2.7 mm emission. Sine the millimeter emission diretly probes thedust, we should easily see the torus in our high resolution maps. If there were atorus, the � = 2.7 mm emission would extend beyond the � = 2 m soures and,in fat, peak outside of them. The binary interpretation of Bieging & Cohen isonsistent with our image if the � = 2.7 mm emission arises from irumstellardisks within the binary system, while the � = 2 m emission traes ionized gasassoiated with stellar winds or jets.
3.5 The Struture of the L1551 IRS5 SystemCombining all observations to date, the L1551 IRS5 system onsists of threemain irumstellar omponents: a large-sale envelope (Keene and Masson 1990;Ladd et al. 1995), a disk or extended struture with a size sale of �100 (Lay et al.1994; Keene and Masson 1990), and an inner binary system as argued in x3.4.How do these omponents �t together? To answer this question, we ompare ouru,v data binned in annuli with simulated observations of models for the system,binned similarly. In the following subsetions we disuss eah omponent andderive harateristi masses.
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3.5.1 Binary Cirumstellar DisksFigure 3.2a ompares our u,v data with the Gaussian model from Lay et al.(1994) saled to math the � = 2.7 mm ux at 50 k�. Above 100 k�, theGaussian model is resolved out and does not �t the data; below 20 k� the datadiverge from the model due to ux from the envelope. Figure 3.2b shows a twopoint soure model with the separation and amplitudes given in x3.3. The twopoint soures beat together to ause the variations in ux seen past 100k�. Theproposed binary disk system is evident only in our data; its separation is toosmall to be resolved in the data of Lay et al. (1994) or Keene and Masson (1990).In fat, due to the small angular size and the embedded nature of the binarysystem, the properties of the proposed disks are poorly onstrained byobservations to date. The projeted separation and extent of the � = 2.7 mmemission suggests a maximum outer radius of 25 AU for the disks. To estimatethe masses of the disks, we assume a standard power-law disk with parametersharateristi of the HL Tau disk, Tdisk = 330(1AUr )0:5 and �disk / r�1 (Mundy etal. 1996; Bekwith & Sargent 1991). For dust properties, we adopt�=0.1( �1200 GHz ) m2 g�1, whih is onsistent with other reent works (e.g.Osterloh and Bekwith 1995; Ohashi et al. 1991; Bekwith & Sargent 1991). Withthese assumptions, the disk masses are MA �0.024 M� and MB �0.009 M�.3.5.2 The EnvelopeThe exess emission in our robust weighted maps (Figures 3.1a and 3.1b)ompared to our highest resolution map (Figure 3.1d) and the rise in ux onbaselines shorter than 15 k� (Figure 3.2), are due primarily to the extendedenvelope. Our ux densities in the larger beams are onsistent with previousmeasurements at similar resolutions: Keene and Masson (1990) �nd a peak ux49



Fig. 3.2. The measured � = 2.7 mm visibilities binned in annuli (open squares)ompared with di�erent model visibilities (gray, losed squares). a) The Lay etal. (1994) model Gaussian saled to math the � = 2.7 mm uxes around 50 k�.b) Two point soure model onstrained by �tting Figure 3.1d. ) Charateristimodel �t with an envelope (0.44 M�, �(r) / r�1:5, T (r) / r�0:5, and 1300 AUradius) and the two point soures from Panel b. d) Charateristi �t for a modelwith an envelope (0.28 M�, �(r) / r�1:5, T (r) / r�0:5, and 1100 AU radius), aGaussian (30 mJy, 1:002� 0:007 PA = 160Æ), and the two point soures from Panel b.
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of 130 mJy beam�1 at � = 2.73 mm in a 2:006 beam and a total ux of 150 mJy;Ohashi et al. (1996) measure a total ux of 160 mJy at � = 2.73 mm using a 4:005beam. Our u,v data in Figure 3.2 and Figure 2 of Keene and Masson (1990),show similar uxes around 10 k�, but our data has 20% to 30% less ux from40 k� to 70 k�. These di�erenes are within the alibration unertainties.The di�erenes in ux densities at di�erent resolutions, or equivalently thedrop in ux density with u,v distane, an be used to estimate the properties ofthe envelope. Our data are broadly onsistent with the envelope parametersdetermined by Ladd et al.(1995) and Fuller et al.(1995). Fitting the drop in uxbetween 2.6 k� and 15 k� with a power-law envelope model (�(r) / r�1:5 andT (r) / r�0:5) ombined with the two point soure model from x3.5.1, reasonableresults are obtained for an envelope mass of �0.44 M�, an outer radius of �1300AU, and an inner envelope radius of 30 AU (Figure 3.2). Steeper envelopedensity laws (�(r) / r�2) also �t the data with a harateristi mass and outerradius of 0.43 M� and 1800 AU, respetively.3.5.3 The Cirumbinary StrutureFinally, an intermediate-sized struture, perhaps a irumbinary disk suh asseen around GG Tau (Dutrey, Guilloteau, Simon 1994) or a \pseudo-disk" (Galliand Shu 1993), is needed to aount for the struture resolved by Lay et al.(1994) and the ompat struture dedued by Keene and Masson (1990). In ourdata, this struture is evident as the exess emission between 30 k� and 90 k� inFigure 3.2. As shown in Figure 3.2d, this exess an be �tted with a Gaussianmodel onsistent with that of Lay et al. (1:002 � 0:007 PA = 160Æ) with a ux of 30mJy plus an envelope model with a mass of 0.28 M� (�(r) / r�1:5) and a radiusof 1100 AU. The parameters of the envelope and the irumbinary struture are51



interdependent and hene only rudely determined. If the irumbinary struturehas dust properties similar to the envelope parameters in x3.5.2, theirumbinary struture has a rough mass of 0.04 M�.To test the onsisteny of the above model with the Lay et al. (1994) data,we �t two di�erent soure strutures to their � = 870 �m data: a single elliptialGaussian (a single irumstellar disk) and a single elliptial Gaussian with twoentral point soures (a irumbinary disk with two small irumstellar disks),following the �tting proedure of Lay et al. (1994; also see Lay 1994). The modeldid not inlude envelope emission sine the JCMT-CSO baselines ranged from50 k� to 200 k�, where the envelope emission is ompletely resolved out. Thesingle elliptial Gaussian model �ts the � = 870 �m data very well, withparameters omparable to those found by Lay et al. (1994). The addition of twopoint soures to the single Gaussian model produes as good a �t as the singleGaussian model, but the FWHM of the Gaussian inreases slightly. Hene, thedata annot distinguish between the single Gaussian and single Gaussian withpoint soure models. If the irumbinary material is optially thik at� = 870 �m, the Lay et al. data would not even see the embedded irumstellardisks. If the irumbinary material is not optially thik, the Lay et al. dataplae a limit on the ux from the irumstellar disks: at a 95% on�dene levelthe irumstellar disks emit � 1.3 Jy at � = 870 �m.
3.6 Young Binary systemsOur data present the �rst diret detetion of a lose, embedded binary system.Proposed wider binary systems have been identi�ed among embedded soures,e.g. IRAS 16293-2422 (Wootten 1989), NGC 1333 IRAS4 (Sandell et al. 1991;Lay et al. 1995), and L1527 (Fuller, Ladd, & Hodapp 1996), but the number of52



suh systems is atually quite small ompared to the number of known embeddedsoures. Surveys of pre-main sequene (PMS) stars �nd that binary systems areat least as ommon among young visible stars as among main-sequene stars(Simon et al. 1992; Ghez, Neugebauer & Matthews 1993; Leinert et al. 1993;Reipurth & Zinneker 1993); so binaries should be ommon among young, deeplyembedded systems. That they have not often been seen is probably due to thelak of sub-arseond resolution observations whih are neessary to resolve losebinaries. The separation of the L1551 IRS5 system is near the median separationfor main sequene binaries (�30 AU, Duquennoy & Mayor 1991). The lowdetetion rate of wide embedded binaries is in rough agreement with the frationof main sequene binaries with separations between 300 and several 1000 AU.L1551 IRS5 also ranks as one of the few lose binary systems with signi�antdust emission assoiated with both omponents. Submillimeter wavelengthsurveys have generally found lesser amounts of dust emission assoiated withPMS binary systems than with young single stars systems (Simon et al. 1992,1995). In a statistial omparison of binaries and single stars, Jensen, Mathieu &Fuller (1996) found that binaries with separations � 50-100 AU statistially havelower submillimeter uxes than wider binaries, but wide binaries areindistinguishable from single stars; hene, the L1551 IRS5 system may beunusual. However, these studies onentrate on T Tauri stars and exlude theyoungest soures, Class I or younger. It is possible that embedded lose binaries,whih are still areting mass, have substantial irumstellar or irumbinarydisks whih disappear later when the envelope is no longer feeding-in material.
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3.7 ConlusionsSub-arseond � = 2.7 mm observations of L1551 IRS5 have resolved a ompatentral struture, whih is most plausibly interpreted as a young binary system.The � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission shows two peaks whih are similar, inabsolute position and separation, to the free-free emission observed at entimeterwavelengths. Our interpretation is that we are deteting thermal dust emissionfrom small disks around the individual stars in a binary system and that theentimeter emission arises in the assoiated stellar winds. We propose that theL1551 IRS5 system is omposed of two irumstellar disks, loated inside airumbinary struture, embedded in a large-sale envelope. Simple modelingyields masses for these omponents: irumstellar disk masses of 0.024 M� and0.009 M� for the northern and southern soures respetively, a irumbinarystruture mass of 0.04 M�, and an envelope mass of 0.28 M�. The binaryseparation for L1551 IRS5 is about 50 AU, lose to the median separation formain sequene binaries. The small number of young embedded binaries detetedto date probably reets the inadequate angular resolution available in the earlierstudies, rather than an intrinsi sparsity of binaries.
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Chapter 4
Unveiling the Envelope and Disk: ASub-arseond Survey
4.1 IntrodutionYoung stellar systems exhibit exess infrared and millimeter emission that arisesprimarily from irumstellar dust in two basi evolutionary strutures: envelopesand disks. The urrent observations and theories of star formation (e.g. Larson1969; Penston 1969; Shu 1977; Cassen & Moosman 1981; Lada & Wilking 1984;Adams, Lada, & Shu 1987; Shu et al. 1993; Andr�e, Ward-Thompson, & Barsony1993) outline an evolutionary sequene that begins with a density enhanementwhih quasi-statially ontrats to form a entrally onentrated ore. The orethen gravitationally ollapses forming an infall region whih feeds a entralprotostar and a surrounding disk supported by entrifugal fores. Initially, theenvelope ontains most of the mass, but as the system evolves, the disk andprotostar grow, and the disk beomes a signi�ant mass reservoir. In time, theprenatal envelope is depleted of material and progressively blown away by thepowerful stellar outow, revealing the young star and disk system. Detailed55



modeling of young stellar objets has shown that the observed exess infraredthrough millimeter wavelength emission an be reprodued by thermal dustemission from a ombination of a large-sale envelope, a spatially thin disk, and aentral star (Adams, Lada, & Shu 1987; Kenyon & Hartmann 1987; Bertout,Basri, & Bouvier 1988; Calvet et al.1994) or, in some ases, by just a disk andentral star (Bekwith et al. 1990; Osterloh & Bekwith 1995; Dutrey et al.1996).Surveys of main-sequene stellar systems �nd that most stars are in binaryor multiple systems (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991) with the separation distributionranging from a few R� to 104 AU with the probability distribution peakingaround 30 AU. Reent surveys of the nearby star-forming regions of Taurus andOphiuhus �nd that the ourrene of binaries in the young visible systems isabout twie as ommon as among main-sequene stars (Simon et al. 1992; Ghez,Neugebauer, &, Matthews 1993; Leinert et al. 1993; Reipurth & Zinneker 1993;Ghez, White, & Simon 1997). How is the above star formation proess altered toform binary systems, and how does the younger, deeply embedded system binaryourrene ompare to the young visible systems?In this paper, we present a � = 2.7 mm ontinuum survey of 24 nearbyYoung Stellar Objets that represent a sample of young stellar systems at variousstages of evolution. The survey highlights the large dynami range of u,v spaingsavailable with the Berkeley-Illinois-Maryland Assoiation (BIMA) millimeterArray| overing both the largest and smallest u,v spaings urrently available at� = 2.7 mm. With a ombination of low and high resolutions, we are able to mapthe envelopes of the embedded soures and resolve out the large-sale struture inorder to peer inside the envelopes and image the entral regions. The purpose ofthis paper is to present our images with the disussion fousing on di�erenesand similarities between the various evolutionary stages and several broad trends56



in the data. In additional papers, we will disuss individual soures in detail andextensively model the emission strutures of these soures as arising fromextended envelopes, irumstellar disks, and irumbinary disks.
4.2 Sample, Observations, and Mapping4.2.1 SampleThe goal of the survey was to image a broad range of young stellar systems atsub-arseond resolution. We onentrated on known, bright, and nearby soureswhih were most likely to produe high dynami range images. The riteria forseleting the sample were: (1) for the best sensitivity to solar-system-sized spatialsales, we foused on the losest soures (� 350 p); (2) to insure suÆientsurfae brightness at sub-arseond resolution, we hose among the brightestsoures in the nearby star forming regions; (3) to survey an assortment ofevolutionary stages, our sample inluded the youngest, most deeply embeddedsoures (Class 0), as well as the typial optial T Tauri stars (Class I/II); (4)�nally, to ahieve the best map �delity, we required that the soures have both abright phase referene alibrator and a weaker point soure alibrator nearby onthe sky. This ombination of riteria introdues two strong biases in our sample:(1) we favor bright millimeter soures whih should be systems with moreirumstellar material than average (e.g. Bekwith et al. 1990) and (2) as a resultof our distane limit, our soures are drawn from just the three loal louds|Taurus, Ophiuhus, and Perseus. Table 1 lists the soures, adopted distanes,whether they are optially visible (in this ategory we also inlude objets whihare visible in the near-infrared) or embedded, adopted SED lass, main alibrator,and seondary alibrator. The distane to the Perseus objets has been in dispute57



Table 4.1. Soure ListSoure Distane Optial/IR Class Main Seondary Refs(p) or Embedded Calibrator CalibratorL1448 IRS3 A 300 Embedded 0 3C111 0336+323 2L1448 IRS3 B 300 Embedded 0 3C111 0336+323 2L1448 IRS3 C 300 Embedded 0 3C111 0336+323 2NGC1333 IRAS2 A 350 Embedded 0 3C111 0336+323 2NGC1333 IRAS2 B 350 Embedded 0 3C111 0336+323 2SVS 13 A1 350 Optial/IR � � � 3C111 0336+323 2SVS 13 A2 350 Embedded � � � 3C111 0336+323 2SVS 13 B 350 Embedded � � � 3C111 0336+323 2SVS 13 C 350 Embedded � � � 3C111 0336+323 2NGC1333 IRAS4 A1 350 Embedded 0 3C111 0336+323 2NGC1333 IRAS4 A2 350 Embedded 0 3C111 0336+323 2NGC1333 IRAS4 B 350 Embedded 0 3C111 0336+323 2NGC1333 IRAS4 C 350 Embedded � � � 3C111 0336+323 2DG Tauri 140 Optial/IR II 3C111 0431+206 1DG Tauri B a 140 Optial/IR I 3C111 0431+206 1L1551 IRS5 140 Optial/IR I 3C111 0336+323 1
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Table 4.1|ContinuedSoure Distane Optial/IR Class Main Seondary Refs(p) or Embedded Calibrator CalibratorHL Tauri 140 Optial/IR II 0530+135 0431+206 1GG Tauri 140 Embedded II 0530+135 0431+206 1GM Aurigae 140 Optial/IR II 3C111 3C123 1VLA 1623 160 Embedded 0 1733-130 1625-254 3IRAS 16293-2422 A 160 Embedded 0 1733-130 1625-254 3IRAS 16293-2422 B 160 Embedded 0 1733-130 1625-254 3aDG Tauri B observed near the FWHM of primary beam.Referenes. | (1) Elias 1978; (2) Herbig & Jones 1983; (3) Whittet 1974
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lately, 350 p (Herbig & Jones 1983) and more reently 220 p (Cernis 1990). Weadopt the previous value, allowing an easier omparison to earlier works.The frequeny of multiple systems will be addressed in x4.6, but the numberof objets in the embedded soure group is misleading sine all of the observedembedded soures are in multiple systems. For example, the Perseus objetsinlude 13 soures whih were mapped in only 4 pointings, whereas in the optialgroup, only DG Tauri and DG Tauri B (whih is an embedded objet notthought to be related to DG Tauri exept by projeted proximity; Jones & Cohen1986) were mapped in the same observation.4.2.2 ObservationsAll soures were observed in three on�gurations of the 9-element BIMA Array1(Welh et al. 1996). The observations were aquired from 1996 May to 1998Marh. The digital orrelator was on�gured with two 700 MHz bands enteredat 106.04 GHz and 109.45 GHz. The C18O(1-0) line was observed simultaneously;those results will be disussed elsewhere. The two ontinuum bands were hekedfor onsisteny, then ombined into the �nal images. The system temperaturesduring the observations ranged from 150-700 K (SSB).In the ompat C array (typial synthesized beam of �800), the shortestbaselines were limited by the antenna size of 6.1 m, yielding a minimumprojeted baseline of 2.1 k� and good sensitivity to strutures as large as �5000.In the mid-sized B array (typial synthesized beam of �200) the observations aresensitive to strutures as large as �1000. In the long baseline A array (typial1The BIMA Array is operated by the Berkeley Illinois Maryland Assoiationunder funding from the National Siene Foundation.60



synthesized beam of �0:006), the longest baselines were typially 450 k� with asensitivity to strutures as large as �300. The ombination of these three arraysprovides a well sampled u,v plane from 2.1 k� out to 400 k�.The unertainty in the amplitude alibration is estimated to be 20%. In theB and C arrays, the amplitude alibration was boot-strapped from Mars. In theA Array, amplitude alibration was done by assuming the ux of the quasar3C273 to be 18.8 Jy at the end of 1996 Otober, 23.0 Jy at the end of 1996November, and 27.0 Jy until the end of 1997 January. Absolute positions in ourmap have unertainty due to the unertainty in the antenna baselines and thestatistial variation from the signal-to-noise of the observation. These two fatorsadd in quadrature to give a typial absolute positional unertainty of 0:001 in thehighest resolution maps.The A array observations required areful phase alibration. On longbaselines, the interferometer phase is very sensitive to atmospheri utuations.We employed rapid phase referening; the observations swithed between soureand phase alibrator on a two minute yle, to follow the atmospheri phase(Holdaway & Owen 1995; Looney, Mundy, & Welh 1997). To monitor theoherene of the atmosphere, or the \seeing", we inluded a nearby weakerquasar in the observation yle. This quasar was imaged along with the targetsoure as a hek of the point soure response and for aurate imageregistration. In the observations presented here, the seondary quasar was alwaysa point soure within statistial unertainties.4.2.3 MappingThe observational data span u,v distanes from 2.1k� to 450k�, providinginformation of the brightness distribution on spatial sales from 0:004 to 5000. In61



order to display this information in the image plane, we have mapped theemission with four di�erent u,v weighting shemes whih stress strutures onspatial sales of roughly 500, 300, 100, and 0:006. These resolutions were typiallyobtained with natural weighting, robust weighting (see Briggs 1995) of 1.0,robust weighting of 0.0, and robust weighting of -0.5, respetively.
4.3 ResultsThe � = 2.7 mm ontinuum images from the survey are shown in Figures 1through 16. In eah �gure, the four panels display the same multi-on�gurationdata with di�erent u,v weighting shemes to emphasize strutures on size salesomparable to the synthesized beam. Table 2 lists, at eah resolution, the peakux, the integrated ux, and the box used for the integrated ux measurement.The error bars on the ux measurements represent the statistial unertainties.In Figure 17, the soure uxes are presented in a plot omparing the totalintegrated ux to the ratio of the visibility amplitude at two spei� fringespaings. The horizontal axis is the integrated ux of eah objet taken fromTable 2 and adjusted to the distane of the Taurus Moleular Cloud (140 p). Forthe vertial axis, the u,v data were binned in annuli strething from 2.2 k� to 7.8k� and from 22 k� to 78 k�, orresponding to average spaings of 5 k� and 50 k�for the distane of Taurus. The vertial axis plots the ratio of the vetor averagedamplitudes in the two bins or 5k�/50k�. In order for the ratio to onsistentlyprobe the same spatial sales for all objets, we adjusted the bin range to takeinto aount the various distanes: for � Ophiuhi we used annuli averaging of 5.7k� and 57 k�, respetively, and for Perseus we used annuli averaging 12.5 k� and125 k�, respetively. This ratio provides a measure of the relative emission onspatial sales of �6000 AU and �600 AU and quantitatively measures the62



Table 4.2. Soure FluxSoure Panel Peak Flux Integrated Flux Box SizeJy/beam JyL1448 IRS3 A (a) 26.5�1.6 23.1� 2.6 11:002 � 6:003(b) 14.5�1.5 26.7� 3.3 8:003 � 5:008() 6.8�1.6 19.3� 3.7 2:003 � 2:009(d) <6.7 � � � � � �L1448 IRS3 B (a) 101.5�1.6 134.6� 3.9 17:000 � 9:008(b) 84.9�1.5 135.6� 4.8 11:000 � 9:000() 41.1�1.6 135.2� 6.7 4:005 � 4:009(d) 22.5�2.3 115.7� 9.5 2:008 � 2:004L1448 IRS3 C (a) 14.9�1.6 31.7� 4.1 10:007 � 17:000(b) 11.7�1.5 31.9� 3.7 5:000 � 12:000() 9.8�1.6 14.3� 3.2 2:005 � 2:000(d) 8.7�2.3 8.7� 2.3 0:007 � 0:005N1333 IRAS2A (a) 46.5�1.3 82.8� 4.0 16:004 � 16:003(b) 36.2�1.2 74.4� 4.0 11:000 � 12:000() 22.3�1.7 36.1� 4.4 2:009 � 2:002(d) 18.4�2.7 22.4� 4.8 1:004 � 0:009N1333 IRAS2B (a) 21.3�1.3 27.7� 3.2 12:008 � 13:000(b) 19.6�1.2 24.4� 2.7 6:006 � 9:002() 18.9�1.7 24.7� 3.5 1:009 � 2:002(d) 16.9�2.7 24.3� 5.1 1:002 � 1:002
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Table 4.2|ContinuedSoure Panel Peak Flux Integrated Flux Box SizeJy/beam JySVS 13 A (a) 47.3�1.1 101.3� 4.2 26:000 � 15:000(b) 37.4�1.1 100.3� 4.7 20:007 � 10:002() 19.2�1.5 38.7� 4.1 2:009 � 2:009(d) 11.0�2.2 38.0� 6.6 1:007 � 2:002SVS 13 B (a) 52.0�1.1 123.0� 4.5 31:005 � 14:000(b) 41.7�1.1 110.4� 3.7 10:001 � 13:000() 25.3�1.5 41.4� 3.6 2:002 � 3:000(d) 19.4�2.2 48.2� 6.6 1:005 � 2:005SVS 13 C (a) 11.7�1.1 21.0� 2.5 14:000 � 10:000(b) 9.6�1.1 19.8� 2.7 9:001 � 7:006() 8.5�1.5 8.5� 1.5 1:001 � 1:000(d) 11.1�2.2 11.1� 2.2 0:007 � 0:005N1333 IRAS4A (a) 351.2�3.1 544.2�13.6 25:000 � 24:000(b) 280.4�1.9 525.6� 9.2 12:000 � 18:005() 172.2�2.1 449.7� 9.8 5:004 � 6:002A1 Only (d) 107.0�2.9 324.1�12.0 2:009 � 2:002A2 Only (d) 23.0�2.9 81.2� 8.1 1:008 � 1:006N1333 IRAS4B (a) 143.3�3.1 180.3� 7.9 12:000 � 17:000(b) 129.1�1.9 172.1� 6.0 8:005 � 11:000() 94.0�2.1 148.9� 5.9 3:004 � 3:006(d) 57.6�2.9 128.8� 7.9 1:007 � 1:006
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Table 4.2|ContinuedSoure Panel Peak Flux Integrated Flux Box SizeJy/beam JyN1333 IRAS4C (a) 47.8�3.1 49.8� 5.5 9:000 � 11:000(b) 48.5�1.9 50.7� 3.8 5:005 � 7:000() 39.9�2.1 57.0� 4.9 3:000 � 2:008(d) 26.9�2.9 51.6� 6.9 1:004 � 1:005DG Tauri (a) 57.7�2.7 66.0� 5.8 11:004 � 11:002(b) 53.6�2.0 73.8� 6.2 9:000 � 10:004() 46.0�1.9 71.3� 4.8 2:009 � 2:009(d) 34.6�1.6 68.9� 5.1 2:001 � 2:005DG Tauri B a (a) 45.0�4.8 78.4�11.3 13:000 � 12:000(b) 38.8�3.5 72.7�10.9 7:008 � 11:008() 30.6�3.4 47.8� 7.2 1:009 � 3:001(d) 22.7�2.8 49.4� 8.8 1:004 � 1:008L1551 IRS5 (a) 133.9�2.6 173.3� 7.5 17:000 � 14:000(b) 120.7�2.5 177.2� 7.9 12:000 � 8:008() 77.9�3.3 145.2� 9.1 2:007 � 3:005(d) 56.0�3.9 107.0�11.1 1:003 � 1:009HL Tauri (a) 102.7�1.7 108.6� 4.6 19:000 � 17:008(b) 90.9�1.7 113.6� 4.8 9:000 � 9:006() 70.3�2.4 106.2� 6.0 2:006 � 2:009(d) 48.8�2.9 106.9� 7.8 1:008 � 1:005
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Table 4.2|ContinuedSoure Panel Peak Flux Integrated Flux Box SizeJy/beam JyGG Tauri (a) 56.7�1.8 73.5� 4.4 12:006 � 12:004(b) 27.2�1.2 72.5� 3.6 7:005 � 6:007() 10.3�1.2 78.0� 5.0 4:008 � 4:009(d) 10.8�1.5 95.2� 6.8 4:004 � 4:005GM Aurigae (a) 20.3�1.1 22.0� 2.6 12:000 � 14:000(b) 19.2�0.9 22.3� 2.0 7:008 � 6:002() 13.6�1.6 19.6� 3.0 2:000 � 2:002(d) 13.4�2.5 13.4� 2.5 0:006 � 0:005VLA 1623 A&B (a) 54.2�3.0 72.1� 6.8 9:004 � 18:000(b) 44.2�2.2 53.5� 4.3 5:004 � 8:000A Only () 22.8�2.0 34.4� 4.3 1:006 � 3:004B Only () 25.0�2.0 32.5� 4.3 1:006 � 3:004A Only (d) 22.4�3.5 25.5� 6.3 0:009 � 1:007B Only (d) 25.8�3.5 25.8� 3.5 0:004 � 0:009
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Table 4.2|ContinuedSoure Panel Peak Flux Integrated Flux Box SizeJy/beam JyIRAS 16293-2422 (a) 412.6�5.8 1017.9�26.5 22:002 � 27:002A Only (b) 176.4�4.2 441.2�14.1 12:001 � 10:000B Only (b) 305.3�4.2 551.4�14.1 12:005 � 9:007A Only () 60.1�4.1 358.3�18.5 5:002 � 5:001B Only () 154.1�4.1 498.4�17.2 6:000 � 3:008A Only (d) 43.6�4.8 276.2�22.9 3:001 � 4:008B Only (d) 112.7�4.8 424.2�24.2 3:004 � 4:009aDG Tauri B uxes were orreted for primary beam attenuation; thus uxesgiven have a larger overall unertainty than the rest of the survey.
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\embedded-ness" of the objets. An objet with spatially extended struture,suh as an envelope with size sales of 1000 AU or larger will have a 5/50 ratio>1, and an objet that is entirely ompat, suh as a irumstellar disk withradius of � 100 AU, will not be resolved and the expeted ratio will be � 1.The general trend of Figure 17 is, as expeted, that most of the optialsoures (solid triangles) are ompat soures (5/50 ratio of � 1) and most of theembedded soures (solid squares) are surrounded by envelopes that are beingsigni�antly resolved at 50 k� (5/50 ratio >1). However, there are a ouple ofexeptions worth disussing. First, there are two optial stars with unusuallylarge 5/50 ratio| GG Tauri and SVS13 A. GG Tauri is a lose binary systemwith a separation of 0:00255 (Leinert et al. 1991) and a large irumbinary disk(diameter � 400 AU; Simon & Guilloteau 1992; Dutrey, Guilloteau, & Simon1994). Thus in GG Tauri, the 5/50 ratio is resolving the large sale irumbinarydisk. SVS13 A, �rst deteted in the infrared at 2.2 �m (Strom, Grasdalen, &Strom 1974; Strom, Vrba, & Strom 1976) is also know to have optial/infraredoutbursts (Eisl�o�el 1991); yet it has a very large 5/50 ratio. There are twopossible explanations: (1) the envelope of the nearby, younger embedded objetSVS13 A2 is ontributing to the ux of SVS13 A1 at 5 k�, or (2) theoptial/infrared emission is a reetion nebula and the soure should be lassi�edas embedded. A seond set of exeptions are two embedded soures (NGC 1333IRAS2-B and IRAS4-C) that have unusually small 5/50 ratios. Sine thesesoures are not deteted in the optial or the near-infrared they are lassi�ed asembedded soures, but their 5/50 ratio and their integrated uxes in Table 2indiate that they are ompat. These two soures ould be optial/near-infraredsoures that are viewed through intervening obsuration. The following tensubsetions disuss eah of the soures in more detail.
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4.3.1 DG Tauri and DG Tauri BDG Tauri is a well studied lassial T Tauri star system. Through modeling ofthe system's SED, Adams, Emerson, & Fuller (1990) estimated a radius of 75 AUfor the irumstellar disk. The soure was observed in the near-infrared during alunar oultation (Leinert et al. 1991), and it was determined that the star was asingle system with an extended \shell" 6.8 AU in diameter. In addition,near-infrared spekle observations revealed the presene of a \halo" with adiameter of 130 AU (Leinert et al. 1991). In panel (d) of Figure 1, theirumstellar disk around DG Tauri is marginally resolved. Fitting an elliptialGaussian to the image in panel (d), we obtain a deonvolved Gaussian size of0:0061 � 0:001 � 0:0057 � 0:001 with a prinipal axis of 167Æ � 10Æ. This result isdi�erent from the measurement at � = 2.0 mm from Kitamura, Kawabe, & Saito(1996), whih found a deonvolved size of 1:0056 � 0:0054 at a prinipal axis of 99Æand from the measurement at � = 2.7 mm from Dutrey et al. (1996), whihfound a deonvolved size of 1:001 � 0:006 at a prinipal axis of 150Æ. The extensionto the southwest in panel (d) lies along the optial jet (Kepner et al. 1993;Lavalley et al. 1997; Stapelfeldt et al. 1997).DG Tauri B, loated 5300 southwest of DG Tauri, was observed near the halfpower point of our beam during the observation of DG Tauri; therefore measureduxes have a signi�ant additional unertainty. The uxes listed in Table 2 wereorreted for the primary beam attenuation. DG Tauri B has a moleular outow(prinipal axis of � 295Æ; Mithell et al. 1994; Mithell, Sargent, & Mannings1997) that is driven by a jet seen at optial (Mundt, Brugel, & B�uhrke 1987) andentimeter (Rodr�iguez, Anglada, & Raga 1995) wavelengths. In Figure 2, theemission from DG Tauri B hanges morphology with inreasing resolution. Theextended emission in panel (d) resembles the � = 3.6 m image (Rodr�iguez,Anglada, & Raga 1995), suggesting that it is traing ionized gas in jet.69



Fig. 4.1. DG Tauri maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission. All panels areontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28) � a rms noise of 2.0mJy/beam. (a) � = 2.7 mJy/beam; beam is 5:0037 � 4:0057 P.A. = 72Æ. (b) � = 2.0mJy/beam; beam is 3:0012 � 2:0072 P.A. = 68Æ. () � = 1.9 mJy/beam; beam is 1:0012� 1:0002 P.A. = 45Æ. (d) � = 1.6 mJy/beam; beam is 0:0076 � 0:0058 P.A. = 56Æ. Theross in panel (d) is the � = 6 m peak from Bieging, Cohen, & Shwartz (1984).
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Fig. 4.2. DG Tauri B maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission. All panelsare ontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28) � a rms noise of2.0 mJy/beam. (a) � = 2.7 mJy/beam; beam is 5:0037 � 4:0057 P.A. = 72Æ. (b) � =2.0 mJy/beam; beam is 3:0012 � 2:0072 P.A. = 68Æ. () � = 1.9 mJy/beam; beam is1:0012 � 1:0002 P.A. = 45Æ. (d) � = 1.6 mJy/beam; beam is 0:0076 � 0:0058 P.A. = 56Æ.The ross in panel (d) is the � = 3.6 m peak from Rodr�iguez, Anglada, & Raga(1995). 71



Going from panel (d) to panel () to panel (b), the major elongation of theemission hanges from northwest to north to slightly northeast. In panel (a) theemission is triangular with extension to the northwest, northeast, and southwest.The simplest interpretation is that the high resolution image traes the ionizedgas, while the lower resolution images trae both ionized gas and dust. Theposition angle for the larger sale dust emission is then �35Æ, whih is onsistentwith the optial extintion lane (Stapelfeldt et al. 1997) and perpendiular to theoutow jet. The relative ux numbers in Table 2 suggest that roughly half of theux arises from dust and half from ionized gas in the jet.4.3.2 L1551 IRS5L1551 IRS5, one of the prototypial lass I soures in the lassi�ation sheme ofAdams, Lada, & Shu (1987), has the most spetaular bipolar moleular outowin the Taurus loud (prinipal axis of � 50Æ; Snell, Loren, & Plambek 1980).The � = 2.7 mm ontinuum data presented here were disussed in detail inLooney, Mundy, & Welh (1997), who argued that the soure is a proto-binarysystem with a large-sale envelope, irumbinary disk, and two irumstellardisks. In Figure 3 panels (a) and (b), the emission is dominated by thelarge-sale envelope, while panel () learly shows the irumbinary envelope. Inpanel (d), the two point-soure-like irumstellar disks are still onvolved withthe low-level emission from the irumbinary envelope whih is extended along aprinipal axis of � 160Æ. The higher resolution image from Looney, Mundy, &Welh (1997) is not shown.
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Fig. 4.3. L1551 IRS5 maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission. All panelsare ontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28) � a rms noise of3.9 mJy/beam. (a) � = 2.6 mJy/beam; beam is 5:0015 � 5:0005 P.A. = -62Æ. (b) �= 2.5 mJy/beam; beam is 3:0013 � 2:0092 P.A. = 31Æ. () � = 3.3 mJy/beam; beamis 1:0011 � 0:0085 P.A. = 62Æ. (d) � = 3.9 mJy/beam; beam is 0:0074 � 0:0036 P.A. =46Æ. The two rosses in panel (d) are the � = 1.3 m peaks from Koerner &Sargent (1997). 73



4.3.3 HL TauriHL Tauri, perhaps the most studied of the optial/IR visible young stars, has alarge-sale CO struture (Sargent & Bekwith 1991; Hayashi, Ohashi, & Miyama1994) and a ompat irumstellar disk (� 100 AU) that has been resolved bythe CSO-JCMT interferometer (Lay et al. 1994; Lay et al. 1997) and imaged bythe BIMA array (Mundy et al. 1996). Figure 4 shows the new BIMA imagewhih has both lower noise and higher resolution than the images of Mundy et al.(1996).In panel (d), the irumstellar disk of HL Tauri is learly evident. Fitting anelliptial Gaussian to the image, we obtain a deonvolved Gaussian size of0:0088�0:001 � 0:0058�0:001 and prinipal axis of 111Æ�10Æ, whih agrees with theobservations of Lay et al. (1994) and Mundy et al. (1996). However, �tting anelliptial Gaussian to the image is not the orret method for determining thetrue disk size. Reent modeling of the HL Tauri irumstellar disk found thatsimple models ould not �t the CSO-JCMT single baseline interferometer � =650 �m and 850 �m data and the � = 2.7 mm and 7 mm data (Lay et al. 1997).More ompliated disk models will be onsidered in a subsequent paper. Theimage in panel (d) shows an extension to the north-east along the axis of theoptial jet, prinipal axis 46Æ (Mundt et al. 1990). This feature likely arises fromfree-free emission in the jet; suh free-free emission dominates the high resolutionmaps at � = 7 mm (Wilner et al. 1997).HL Tauri is lassi�ed as an optial soure, but has reently been shown to beembedded within a reetion nebula (Stapelfeldt et al. 1995); we do not see thestar diretly in optial light, but it an be seen diretly in the near-infrared(Weintraub, Kastner, & Whitney 1995; Bekwith & Birk 1995) where optial lightis sattered into our line of sight. Our data do not onlusively detet envelope74



Fig. 4.4. HL Tauri maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission. All panels areontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28) � a rms noise of 2.9mJy/beam. (a) � = 1.7 mJy/beam; beam is 5:0031 � 4:0079 P.A. = -81Æ. (b) � =1.7 mJy/beam; beam is 3:0043 � 2:0079 P.A. = 1Æ. () � = 2.4 mJy/beam; beam is1:0011 � 0:0094 P.A. = 53Æ. (d) � = 2.9 mJy/beam; beam is 0:0068 � 0:0048 P.A. = 43Æ.The ross in panel (d) is the � = 3.6 m peak from Rodr�iguez et al. (1994).
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emission assoiated with the extended nebula. The envelope on size sales largerthan 300 ontributes less than 10% of the dust emission, where our preision islimited by the unertainty of the relative amplitude alibration between arrays .4.3.4 GG TauriGG Tauri is a lose binary system with a separation of 0:00255 (Leinert et al. 1991)and a large irumbinary disk (diameter � 400 AU; Simon & Guilloteau 1992;Dutrey, Guilloteau, & Simon 1994). Our images presented in Figure 5, havedi�erent u,v weighting shemes from the rest of the surveyed objets stressingsize sales of 500, 200, 100, and 0:009. Fitting an elliptial Gaussian to the image inpanel (b), we obtain a deonvolved size of 3:003 � 0:001 � 2:007 � 0:001 at a positionangle of 82Æ � 10Æ, whih is in good agreement with Dutrey et al. (1994).There is substruture within the irumbinary disk, as seen in panel (d).These peaks and valleys represent a range of 2� to 7� in the emission; hene,they trae real variations in the surfae density or temperature. The nature ofthese \lumps" is investigated in Mundy, Looney, & Welh (1998). No emission isdeteted at the 0:006 resolution; we plae upper limits on the emission from anyompat strutures (< 0:006), suh as individual irumstellar disks within thebinary system at a 3� limit of 5 mJy. The ompanion binary system of thisquadruple system, GG Tauri/, was not deteted at any resolution; the 3� upperlimit on its ux density is 4 mJy.4.3.5 GM AurigaeGM Aurigae is another lassial T Tauri star system that has a large-sale COstruture (Koerner, Sargent, & Bekwith 1993). In Figure 6 panel (d), we do notsee evidene that the disk is resolved, but the signal-to-noise is poor. Fitting an76



Fig. 4.5. GG Tauri maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission. Panel (a) isontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28) � the rms of panel(a) of 1.8 mJy/beam. Panels (b) thru (d) are (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14) � arms noise of 1.5 mJy/beam. (a) � = 1.8 mJy/beam; beam is 5:0002 � 4:0044 P.A. =7Æ. (b) � = 1.2 mJy/beam; beam is 2:0044 � 2:0012 P.A. = 1Æ. () � = 1.2mJy/beam; beam is 1:0017 � 1:0002 P.A. = 31Æ. (d) � = 1.5 mJy/beam; beam is1:0002 � 0:0080 P.A. = 40Æ. The greysale is to emphasize the hills and valleys of the\lumps" in the irumbinary disk. 77



Fig. 4.6. GM Aurigae maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission. All panelsare ontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28) � a rms noise of2.5 mJy/beam. (a) � = 1.1 mJy/beam; beam is 5:0015 � 5:0008 P.A. = 6Æ. (b) � =0.9 mJy/beam; beam is 3:0012 � 3:0000 P.A. = -30Æ. () � = 1.6 mJy/beam; beam is1:0007 � 1:0000 P.A. = 51Æ. (d) � = 2.5 mJy/beam; beam is 0:0063 � 0:0047 P.A. = 62Æ.
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elliptial Gaussian to the image in panel (d) yields a point soure. We an plaea limit on the deonvolved Gaussian size of the irumstellar disk, at the 95%on�dene level, as �0:004. In panel (), the emission seems slightly extendedalong the diretion perpendiular to the larger sale CO struture whih has aposition angle of 55Æ.The total ux density reported in Table 2 (22 mJy) is roughly onsistentwith that measured by Dutrey et al. (1996), 28 mJy. Unlike Dutrey et al., we donot diretly resolve the disk. However, we do measure a 35% derease in uxdensity between the 500 and 0:006 beams, indiating that some struture is present.4.3.6 L1448 IRS3The L1448 omplex is loated about �1Æ southwest from NGC 1333. IRASrevealed three strong infrared soures in the region, of whih L1448 IRS3 was thebrightest in the far infrared (Bahiller & Cerniharo 1986). IRS3 is projetedwithin the blueshifted lobe of the impressive, highly ollimated moleular outowfrom L1448-mm whih lies to the southeast (Bahiller et al. 1990; Bahiller,Andr�e, & Cabrit 1991). Coiniding within the unertainties of the L1448 IRS3soure is a very strong H2O maser and � = 6 m ompat emission (Anglada etal. 1989). Higher resolution maps in the � = 2 m and 6 m ontinuum foundthat the soure was omposed of two soures L1448 N(A) and L1448 N(B)(Curiel et al. 1990). Curiel et al. separated the region into two areas: L1448 C,the enter of the moleular outow, and L1448 N orresponding to the IRS3soure. L1448 N(B) ontributes most of the ux at millimeter wavelengths(Terebey, Chandler, & Andr�e 1993; Terebey & Padgett 1997). A third soure isalso seen at � = 2.7 mm whih lies to the north-west of L1448 N(B) (Terebey &Padgett 1997). 79



Fig. 4.7. L1448 IRS3 maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission. All panelsare ontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28 40 56.56) � a rmsnoise of 2.3 mJy/beam. (a) � = 1.6 mJy/beam; beam is 5:0022 � 4:0089 P.A. = -71Æ.(b) � = 1.5 mJy/beam; beam is 3:0006 � 2:0095 P.A. = -61Æ. () � = 1.6 mJy/beam;beam is 1:0008 � 0:0099 P.A. = 56Æ. (d) � = 2.3 mJy/beam; beam is 0:0068 � 0:0052P.A. = 63Æ.
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In our images of the region, we learly detet all three soures whih we label:L1448 IRS3 A, B, and C, using the IAU nomenlature. The three soures areindiated in Figure 7 (b). Soure A, whih is the brightest soure at entimeterwavelengths, is signi�antly weaker than soure B at � = 2.7 mm. In fat at thehighest resolution, soure A is not deteted. Loated to the north-west, soure Cis deteted at all resolutions. Unfortunately, soure C is too weak to be plottedon the 5/50 ratio �gure. In panels () and (d), soure B shows very ompliatedmorphology on small sales. There is an outow assoiated with the IRS3 regionwhih is nearly parallel to the outow from L1448-mm, at a position angle of �-21Æ (Bahiller et al. 1995; Davis & Smith 1995). The extension that is seen inpanel () and (d) is almost perpendiular with the outow, but it is unlear if itis an envelope or a large disk. The peak ux density dereases by a fator of twoin eah step of resolution in Figure 7(b), to (), to (d).4.3.7 NGC 1333 IRAS2The NGC 1333 star forming region in Perseus is an extremely ative site of starformation with multiple infrared soures (Strom, Vrba, Strom 1976; Aspin,Sandell, & Russell 1994; Lada, Alves, & Lada 1996) and outows (Sandell et al.1994; Warin et al. 1996; Bally et al. 1996). NGC 1333 IRAS2 (Jennings et al.1987) is loated on the edge of the large avity in NGC1333 (Langer, Castets, &Leoh 1996). The region has a two outows that originate near IRAS2: the\N-S" outow with prinipal axis of � 25Æ (Liseau, Sandell, & Knee 1988) andthe \E-W" outow with prinipal axis of � 104Æ (Sandell et al. 1994). Reentmillimeter interferometri observations show that there are two ontinuum peaksthat are probably assoiated with the two outows, and that the northern soure(Soure A) is responsible for the \E-W" outow (Blake 1997).
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Fig. 4.8. NGC 1333 IRAS2 A maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission.Panel (a) is ontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28 40 56.56)� the rms of panel (a) of 1.3 mJy/beam. Panels (b) thru (d) are (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 56 8 10 14.14 20 28.28) � a rms noise of 2.7 mJy/beam. (a) � = 1.3 mJy/beam;beam is 5:0040 � 4:0070 P.A. = 86Æ. (b) � = 1.2 mJy/beam; beam is 3:0036 � 3:0016P.A. = 45Æ. () � = 1.7 mJy/beam; beam is 1:0002 � 0:0087 P.A. = 57Æ. (d) � = 2.7mJy/beam; beam is 0:0069 � 0:0052 P.A. = 60Æ.82



Fig. 4.9. NGC 1333 IRAS2 B maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission.Panel (a) is ontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28 40 56.56)� the rms of panel (a) of 1.3 mJy/beam. Panels (b) thru (d) are (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 56 8 10 14.14) � a rms noise of 2.7 mJy/beam. (a) � = 1.3 mJy/beam; beam is5:0040 � 4:0070 P.A. = 86Æ. (b) � = 1.2 mJy/beam; beam is 3:0036 � 3:0016 P.A. = 45Æ.() � = 1.7 mJy/beam; beam is 1:0002 � 0:0087 P.A. = 57Æ. (d) � = 2.7 mJy/beam;beam is 0:0069 � 0:0052 P.A. = 60Æ. 83



Figures 8 and 9 show NGC 1333 IRAS2 A and B respetively. Soure A, thestronger of the two soures, is mostly extended emission, and the remaining uxin panel (d) is onsistent with a point soure. Soure B is mostly ompatemission. The extension of soure B in panel (d) is nearly perpendiular with the\N-S" outow, suggesting a possible irumstellar struture.4.3.8 SVS 13Loated northwest of IRAS2, the young stellar objet SVS13 (Strom, Vrba,Strom 1976; also referred to as SSV13 in the literature from Herbig & Jones1983) is assoiated with the NGC 1333 IRAS3 region (Jennings et al. 1987).IRAS3 is omprised of at least 3 millimeter soures: soure A loated near theinfrared position of SVS13, soure B to the southwest (Grossman et al. 1987;Chini et al. 1997) and soure C further to the southwest (Chini et al. 1997).Figures 10 and 11 learly show all three millimeter soures. In panel (b) ofboth �gures there is another soure loated to the southwest of soure A. Thissoure (whih we will all A2) is oinident with VLA soure 3 from reent VLAobservations of this region (Rodr�iguez et al. 1997). Loated � 600 from SVS13,Rodr�iguez et al. argue that A2 is a better andidate for the HH 7-11 outow(Rodr�iguez et al. 1997). However, soure A2 is only a 3� detetion in panel ()and is not deteted at higher resolution. We suggest that its lak of ompatstruture makes it a less likely andidate for driving the outow, despite the fatthat the entimeter emission of soure A2 does suggest that is also has a jet.Soure A1 is oinident with the infrared/optial soure SVS13. Sine soure A1is an optial soure, we would expet it to be an older objet. However, our datasuggest that A1 is more deeply embedded. The SVS13 results are disussed indetail in Welh, Looney, & Mundy (1998).84



Fig. 4.10. SVS13 A maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission. All panelsare ontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28 40) � a rms noiseof 2.2 mJy/beam. (a) � = 1.1 mJy/beam; beam is 5:0040 � 4:0064 P.A. = -70Æ. (b)� = 1.1 mJy/beam; beam is 3:0017 � 3:0005 P.A. = -43Æ. () � = 1.5 mJy/beam;beam is 1:0008 � 1:0000 P.A. = 57Æ. (d) � = 2.2 mJy/beam; beam is 0:0068 � 0:0053P.A. = 68Æ. The ross in panel (d) is the � = 3.6 m peak from Rodr�iguez,Anglada, & Curiel (1997). 85



Fig. 4.11. SVS13 B maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission. All panels areontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28 40) � a rms noise of2.2 mJy/beam. (a) � = 1.1 mJy/beam; beam is 5:0040 � 4:0064 P.A. = -70Æ. (b) � =1.1 mJy/beam; beam is 3:0017 � 3:0005 P.A. = -43Æ. () � = 1.5 mJy/beam; beam is1:0008 � 1:0000 P.A. = 57Æ. (d) � = 2.2 mJy/beam; beam is 0:0068 � 0:0053 P.A. = 68Æ.
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4.3.9 NGC 1333 IRAS4One of the well known soures in the NGC 1333 region is the objet NGC 1333IRAS4, loated to the southwest of SVS13. Unresolved in the IRAS images(Jennings et al. 1987), IRAS4 breaks into two bright objets at sub-millimeterwavelengths (Sandell et al. 1991). Our images, Figures 12, 13, and 14, show threeobjets: IRAS4 A, B, and C. Our data provide the �rst indiation that soure Cmay be a young star. Soure C is deteted at all resolutions; its 5/50 ratio is near1; and in Table 2 the integrated ux is onstant at all resolutions. Theharateristis of soure C are more like those of an optial/IR soure than itsIRAS4 ompanions.NGC1333 IRAS4 A & B have been observed with the CSO-JCMT singlebaseline interferometer at � = 840 �m (Lay, Carlstrom, & Hills 1995). Their best�t for soure A was two elliptial Gaussians, and indeed in our images soure A isshown to be a binary system. It is interesting to note that the best �t uxes fromLay et al. give a ratio of 0.78, while our two soures have a ux ratio of 0.25.This suggests that either the emissivity of these two objets vary di�erently withfrequeny or the optial depth is very di�erent. For soure B, the CSO-JCMTdata ould not be �t with a single star or binary model. Lay et al. suggest thatsoure B may be a triple system; however, they were not aware of soure C atthat time, whih may have onfused their analysis. Our image of soure B showsweak extensions to the north and southwest, but our data are not suÆient todetermine the nature of these features. They ould trae a multiple stellar systemor inhomogeneities within the envelope.
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Fig. 4.12. NGC 1333 IRAS4 A maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission.Panel (a) is ontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28 40) � therms of panel (a) of 3.1 mJy/beam. Panels (b) thru (d) are (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 1014.14 20 28.28 40 56.56) � a rms noise of 2.9 mJy/beam. (a) � = 3.1 mJy/beam;beam is 5:0052 � 5:0002 P.A. = 12Æ. (b) � = 1.9 mJy/beam; beam is 3:0002 � 2:0081P.A. = 1Æ. () � = 2.1 mJy/beam; beam is 1:0018 � 1:0013 P.A. = 30Æ. (d) � = 2.9mJy/beam; beam is 0:0065 � 0:0051 P.A. = 65Æ. The ross in panel (d) is the � =1.3 m peak from Mundy et al. (1993). 88



Fig. 4.13. NGC 1333 IRAS4 B maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission.Panel (a) is ontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28 40) � therms of panel (a) of 3.1 mJy/beam. Panels (b) thru (d) are (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 1014.14 20 28.28 40 56.56) � a rms noise of 2.9 mJy/beam. (a) � = 3.1 mJy/beam;beam is 5:0052 � 5:0002 P.A. = 12Æ. (b) � = 1.9 mJy/beam; beam is 3:0002 � 2:0081P.A. = 1Æ. () � = 2.1 mJy/beam; beam is 1:0018 � 1:0013 P.A. = 30Æ. (d) � = 2.9mJy/beam; beam is 0:0065 � 0:0051 P.A. = 65Æ. The ross in panel (d) is the � =1.3 m peak from Mundy et al. (1993). 89



Fig. 4.14. NGC 1333 IRAS4 C maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission.Panel (a) is ontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28 40) � therms of panel (a) of 3.1 mJy/beam. Panels (b) thru (d) are (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 1014.14 20 28.28 40 56.56) � a rms noise of 2.9 mJy/beam. (a) � = 3.1 mJy/beam;beam is 5:0052 � 5:0002 P.A. = 12Æ. (b) � = 1.9 mJy/beam; beam is 3:0002 � 2:0081P.A. = 1Æ. () � = 2.1 mJy/beam; beam is 1:0018 � 1:0013 P.A. = 30Æ. (d) � = 2.9mJy/beam; beam is 0:0065 � 0:0051 P.A. = 65Æ.90



4.3.10 VLA 1623The soure VLA 1623, near the enter of the � Ophiuhi loud ore A, is theprototypial Class 0 soure (Andr�e, Ward-Thompson, & Barsony 1993) thatdrives a large outow with prinipal axis �60Æ (Andr�e et al. 1990; Dent et al.1995; Yu & Chernin 1997). This soure has been observed with the CSO-JCMTsingle baseline interferometer at � = 1360 and 845 �m (Pudritz et al. 1996).They modeled the soure as a Gaussian and plaed a 70 AU radius upper limiton the size of the ompat irumstellar disk. Reent, high resolution VLAobservations at � = 3.6 m (Bontemps & Andr�e 1997) show a series of emissionlumps that are interpreted as knots of a radio jet driving the large CO outow.However the position angle of the radio jet and the CO outow di�er by � 30Æ.In our highest resolution images, Figure 15 panels () and (d), the millimeteremission breaks into nearly equal point soures. The two rosses mark thepositions of the two point soures from Bontemps & Andr�e (1997) that appearassoiated with the millimeter emission from VLA 1623; the positions agree towithin the unertainties. The total emission from the two soures at � = 3.6 mis less than 1 mJy. If the emission at � = 3.6 m is dominantly from free-freeemission we would not expet very muh ontribution of this emission at � = 2.7mm. Thus, the emission at � = 2.7 mm is dominated by dust emission. We havereanalyzed the data of Pudritz et al. (1996) and �nd that a binary interpretationis onsistent with their data. VLA 1623 is most likely a very young binarysystem with two irumstellar disks. Like IRAS 16293-2422, we refer to thesouthern soure as A and the northern soure as B.
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Fig. 4.15. VLA 1623 maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission. All panelsare ontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14) � a rms noise of 3.5mJy/beam. (a) � = 3.0 mJy/beam; beam is 7:0065 � 3:0080 P.A. = 4Æ. (b) � = 2.2mJy/beam; beam is 4:0040 � 2:0019 P.A. = 3Æ. () � = 2.0 mJy/beam; beam is 1:0044� 0:0074 P.A. = 10Æ. (d) � = 3.5 mJy/beam; beam is 0:0095 � 0:0039 P.A. = 18Æ. Therosses indiate the � = 3.6 m positions from Bontemps & Andr�e (1997).
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4.3.11 IRAS 16293-2422IRAS 16293-2422 is a very well studied deeply embedded binary system with twomoleular outows (Walker et al. 1986; Wootten 1989; Mundy et al. 1992) in �Ophiuhi. The outow from the southern soure A has a prinipal axis of � 50Æ,and the outow of the northern soure B has a prinipal axis of � 75Æ. Theoutow of soure B does not extend down near the soure, whih may indiatethat soure B is no longer driving its outow. In high resolution observations at� = 2 m, the system is omprised of three peaks: A1 and A2 to the southeastand B to the northwest (Wootten 1989). In Figure 16, we detet the two soures,A and B, that were deteted previously at � = 2.7 mm (Mundy et al. 1986;Mundy et al. 1992). In panel (), there is still a lear onnetion between the twosoures that is most likely a irumbinary envelope. In panel (d), the massiveirumbinary envelope is mostly resolved out and the residual emission arisesfrom two ompat soures and some weak extensions that are probablyattributed to density enhanements within the irumbinary struture. At highresolution, soure A appears elongated along the position angle of the � = 2 msoures, whih are indiated in panel (d) as rosses. IRAS 16293-2422 soure Ahas the highest 5/50 ratio in the survey. In fat, the ratio is twie as large as thenext highest 5/50 ratio soure L1448 IRS3 B. Thus, soure A is very extended;most of its mass is loated in the envelope, perhaps making this the youngestsoure in this survey.Our measurement of the integrated ux in this soure is higher thanprevious observations. This is beause we have shorter spaing u,v data whihpik up the extended struture of the irumbinary envelope better than previousworks. If we remove the shorter u,v spaings, the total integrated ux is �750mJy, whih is more in agreement with other measurements.
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Fig. 4.16. IRAS 16293-2422 maps of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum emission.Panel (a) is ontoured in steps of (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14.14 20 28.28 40 56.56)� the rms of panel (a) of 5.8 mJy/beam. Panels (b) thru (d) are (-4 -3 -2 2 3 4 56 8 10 14.14 20 28.28 40 56.56) � a rms noise of 4.8 mJy/beam. (a) � = 5.8mJy/beam; beam is 6:0029 � 4:0006 P.A. = 4Æ. (b) � = 4.2 mJy/beam; beam is 4:0045� 2:0016 P.A. = 1Æ. () � = 4.1 mJy/beam; beam is 1:0052 � 0:0076 P.A. = 7Æ. (d) �= 4.8 mJy/beam; beam is 1:0009 � 0:0053 P.A. = 11Æ. The rosses indiate the � =2 m positions from Wootten (1989). 94



Fig. 4.17. Comparison of the ratio of the ux at 5k� and 50k� fringe spaingsamplitude and the integrated ux of eah objet from Table 2, both adjusted tothe distane of Taurus. The solid triangle symbols indiate optial/IR souresand the solid square symbols indiate the embedded soures. Eah point islabeled with its orresponding soure.
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4.4 Comparison of StrutureThere is a striking di�erene between the embedded objets and the optial/IRobjets in our survey. The optial soures have ompat entral emission onspatial sales of �100 with little large-sale envelope emission. This is illustratedboth in Figure 17 and by the peak/integrated uxes in Table 2. The peak uxdoes not hange signi�antly, even down to size sales of �1:005, until theresolution is suÆient to see the irumstellar disk. This ontrasts strongly withthe embedded objets whih typially have � 50% of their emission in large salestrutures. The embedded soures, Figures 7 thru 16, show dramati variation instruture as the resolution is varied through the panels. Strutures are resolvedout as the shorter u,v spaings are down-weighted in the higher resolution panels.In the highest resolution panels, the embedded objets typially have a residualompat omponent, but the ux of this omponent is signi�antly less than thelarge sale extended emission. In addition, the images of the embedded objetsshow more omplex sub-strutures within the �eld.How does the irumstellar struture evolve from the envelope dominatedphase to the disk dominated phase? Should we expet to see irumstellar disksin the youngest soures or does the irumstellar envelope extend down to 10's ofAU? Cirumstellar disks are known to be ommon around young optial starswith typial disk masses of � 0.02 M� and masses as high as 0.1 M� (Osterloh& Bekwith 1995), but how ommon are irumstellar disks in the youngestsoures? In the embedded systems, the irumstellar envelope dominates theemission and the mass. Indeed, with these observations it is diÆult to isolatethe irumstellar disk from the envelope even at 0:005 resolution. In general, at thesmallest sales, residual emission ould be from disks or extensions of theenvelope. The emission does not show a disontinuity in ux between 100 and 300sales; this indiates that any disk present annot be signi�antly more massive96



than the mass of the envelope extended to small sales. In short, youngerirumstellar disks are less prominent mass reservoirs than disks in the optialsystems. One quali�ation on this point is that the embedded soures aretypially a fator of two farther away than the optial soures. Thus, we annotsay that irumstellar disks in embedded systems are systematially less massivethan typial disks around young optial stars. Higher resolution observations, afator of two or more better, are needed to make a detailed omparison of diskproperties.Theoretial works support this piture in whih the disk grows inprominene as the system evolves. Cassen & Moosman (1981) show that thedetailed evolution of the disk is very dependent upon the distribution of massand angular momentum in the original loud and dissipative proesses within thedisk. For reasonable assumptions, they found that a irumstellar disk wouldgrow more massive and larger with time. Building upon these results, Stahler etal. (1994) onsidered a disk with negligible visosity that was formed as soon asthe angular momentum in the infalling material auses it to \miss" the protostar.They found that the radius of the disk is a strong funtion of time, inreasing ast3. At the same time as the aretion rate onto the star begins to fall o�, themass of the disk inreases. These papers suggest that embedded soures willtypially have smaller, less massive disks than optial T Tauri systems.
4.5 Simple Mass ComparisonHow does the irumstellar mass in the optial systems and embedded systemsompare? The � = 2.7 mm emission provides a valuable measure of irumstellarmass. Using a very simple emissivity model, we an make a rough omparison ofmasses in the di�erent systems. The expeted thermal emission from dust for a97



single-temperature, optially thin soure is given by F� = B�(Tdust)��M=D2,where B�(T ) is the Plank funtion , Tdust is the temperature of the dust, �� isthe dust mass opaity, M is the mass of gas and dust, and D is the distane tothe soure. The dust mass opaity is poorly known and may have unertainties offators of 2-3 (Bekwith & Sargent 1991; Draine 1990; Pollak et al. 1994;Stognienko, Henning, & Ossenkopf 1995). We adopt a �� that is onsistent withother works (e.g. Bekwith & Sargent 1991; Ohashi et al. 1991; Osterloh &Bekwith 1995): �� = 0.1(�/1200 GHz) m2 g�1, orresponding to �� = 0.009m2 g�1 at � = 2.7 mm. We assume a onstant temperature of 50K for allsoures; this temperature is a median value between the hotter inner regions ofirumstellar disks and the ooler outer regions of irumstellar envelopes. Thissingle temperature approah likely overestimates the temperature in envelopedominated soures, making the deeply embedded objets under-massed andunderestimates the temperature in disk dominated soures, making the optialobjets over-massed. Although we do not expet this simple model to giveaurate masses, it provides rough estimates that are adequate for qualitativeomparisons and within a fator of 2 of the likely mass. More detailed modelingof the individual soures will be done in subsequent papers.Table 3 lists the estimated mass for eah soure, as well as the best �ttedposition from the highest resolution image (typial unertainties of 0:0015). Thesimple estimate yields nearly a fator of a hundred range between the most andleast massive region in our sample. Where there is overlap, there is goodagreement between the simple model and published mass estimates. For example,the mass for HL Tauri in Table 3, 0.06 M�, is within the range of massespreviously found, 0.05 to 0.1 M� (Bekwith et al. 1990; Mundy et al. 1996,Wilner, Ho, & Rodr�iguez 1996; Close et al. 1997), and the mass of DG Tauri inTable 3, 0.04 M�, is onsistent with previous estimates of 0.02 to 0.04 M�98



(Bekwith et al. 1990; Dutrey et al. 1996). For the embedded systems IRAS16293-2422 and L1448 IRS3 B, our estimated masses of 0.75 M� and 0.42 M�respetively, are similar to other estimates, 1 M� for IRAS 16293-2422 (e.g.Mundy et al. 1992) and 0.5 M� for L1448 IRS3 B (e.g. Terebey, Chandler, &Andr�e 1993).The estimated irumstellar masses for the two ategories, optial/infraredand deeply embedded soures, follow the expeted broad trend: the embeddedobjets typially have a fator of 5 or so larger masses. From the irumstellarmasses for the optial soures, it is lear, as expeted, that the stars have alreadyaquired most of their �nal mass. The luminosities of the optial/infraredsystems range from �1 to 30 L�, suggesting entral masses of 0.5 to 1.5 M�,whereas their irumstellar masses in Table 3 range from 0.013 to 0.1 M�. Theembedded systems have typial irumstellar masses of � 0.4 M�, with thelargest one, NGC 1333 IRAS 4 A, near 2 M�. The luminosities of the embeddedsystems range from � 1 L� for VLA 1623 to � 50 L� for NGC 1333 SVS 13.Given the star formation regions in whih they are found (NGC 1333 andOphiuhi) and their luminosities, it is likely that the embedded soures areforming a range of stellar masses similar to that of the optial/infrared soures.In this ase, the irumstellar masses are omparable to, and in several asessigni�antly less than, the probable urrent stellar masses. To see this, one analulate the urrent stellar mass required to generate the observed luminosityvia aretion. We assume that the mass aretion rate is the urrentirumstellar mass divided by one million years, _M = Mir=106 years. Theurrent stellar masses estimated in this way range from 0.4 to �10 M�. Insystems at the high mass end, this simple estimate likely indiates that not all oftheir luminosities derive from aretion. Thus, even the embedded soures arelikely to have already attained a signi�ant fration of their �nal stellar masses.99



Table 4.3. Positions and Simple Estimates of MassSoure � (J2000) Æ (J2000) Mass (M�)L1448 IRS3 A 03h25m36:s532 +30Æ45021:0035 0.06L1448 IRS3 B 03h25m36:s339 +30Æ45014:0094 0.42L1448 IRS3 C 03h25m35:s653 +30Æ45034:0020 0.08NGC1333 IRAS2 A 03h28m55:s571 +31Æ14037:0022 0.30NGC1333 IRAS2 B 03h28m57:s349 +31Æ14015:0093 0.10SVS 13 A1 03h29m03:s750 +31Æ16003:0095 0.37 aSVS 13 A2 03h29m03:s374 +31Æ16001:0087 0.37 aSVS 13 B 03h29m03:s056 +31Æ15051:0067 0.45SVS 13 C 03h29m01:s951 +31Æ15038:0027 0.08NGC1333 IRAS4 A1 03h29m10:s510 +31Æ13031:0001 1.98 aNGC1333 IRAS4 A2 03h29m10:s413 +31Æ13032:0020 1.98 aNGC1333 IRAS4 B 03h29m11:s988 +31Æ13008:0010 0.65NGC1333 IRAS4 C 03h29m12:s813 +31Æ13006:0097 0.18DG Tauri 04h27m04:s686 +26Æ06016:0014 0.04DG Tauri B 04h27m02:s562 +26Æ05030:0053 0.05 bL1551 IRS5 A 04h31m34:s143 +18Æ08005:0009 0.10 aL1551 IRS5 B 04h31m34:s141 +18Æ08004:0074 0.10 a
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Table 4.3|ContinuedSoure � (J2000) Æ (J2000) Mass (M�)HL Tauri 04h31m38:s413 +18Æ13057:0061 0.06GG Tauri 04h32m30:s322 +17Æ31040:0065 0.04GM Aurigae 04h55m10:s983 +30Æ21059:0037 0.01VLA 1623 A 16h26m26:s396 �24Æ24030:0045 0.03VLA 1623 B 16h26m26:s318 �24Æ24030:0012 0.02IRAS 16293-2422 A 16h32m22:s869 �24Æ28036:0011 0.33IRAS 16293-2422 B 16h32m22:s624 �24Æ28032:0020 0.42aClose binary systems whose mass estimates inlude both systems.bDG Tauri B observed at FWHM point of primary beam; thusmasses given have a larger unertainty than the rest of the survey.
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4.6 Young Multiple SystemsAll of the embedded soures in our survey are either part of small groupings orare in lose binary systems. Even though our sample may be biased towardmultiple systems due to the ux riteria, binary systems appear to be ommon inthe earliest stages of star formation. The most favored mehanism for the earlyformation of binary and multiple stellar systems is fragmentation within eitherthe initial loud ore or the irumstellar disk. Fragmentation during the earlieststages of the isothermal ollapse of a loud ore, due to perturbations ornon-spherial ores, an form binary systems with separations ranging from 10 to104 AU (Boss & Bodenheimer 1979; Monaghan & Lattanzio 1986; Bonnell et al.1991; Bonnell & Bastien 1992; Boss 1993; Bate, Bonnell, & Prie 1995).Fragmentation due to m = 1 mode instabilities in the irumstellar disk mayform binary systems with separations ranging from 10 R� to 100 AU (Adams,Ruden, & Shu 1989; Shu et al. 1990; Bonnell 1994; Bonnell & Bate 1994). In oursurvey, the majority of the irumstellar mass in embedded systems is in thelarge-sale envelope, with very little mass, if any, in irumstellar disks. Thiswould suggest that fragmentation ourred during the early evolution of the ore.It has been pointed out that binary formation mehanisms have adependene on the initial onditions of the pre-ollapse loud, favoring binaryprodution in low-temperature star formation regions (Durisen & Sterzik 1994).Sine most of our deeply embedded systems are loated in the Perseus orOphiuhus regions, our survey may be biased toward objets resulting from earlyloud fragmentation. In addition, the Perseus louds are distant enough that wewould not detet lose (< 150 AU separation) binary systems, the primaryregime of the disk fragmentation. Of the optial soures in our survey, all ofwhih are loated in the Taurus loud, only two appear to be binary systems|GG Tauri and L1551 IRS5. Both of these soures ould have been formed by disk102



fragmentation sine they both share a ommon irumbinary strutures.Let's return now to the point that all of our embedded soures are multiples.This result follows the general trend of inreasing multipliity in younger systems(Ghez et al. 1997), but what does it mean? Two possible explanations for thelarge number of embedded binary systems are: (1) there is a seletion e�et inour sample, suh that binary, embedded soures were preferentially hosen, or (2)the majority of stars form in multiple systems, some of whih break apart as theyevolve. On the �rst point, a seletion e�et may exist if binary systems typiallyhave more massive envelopes than single star systems, making embedded binarysystems brighter at millimeter wavelengths. This supposition is opposite to thetrend seen in older, optial T Tauri binaries; studies of these systems (Bekwithet al. 1990; Jensen, Mathieu, & Fuller 1994, 1996; Osterloh & Bekwith 1995)provide statistial evidene that T Tauri binary systems have less millimeteremission than single systems. These works posit that binary systems maydestroy, or trunate, the irumstellar disks in the system resulting in lessirumstellar material. So, as a young binary system evolves, the emissionproperties might hange dramatially| young embedded binary systems ouldbe brighter millimeter soures than oeval single star systems, beause they havemore massive envelopes. As they evolve, their envelopes disappear and lessmaterial is maintained in irumstellar disks then in single star systems, and theybeome less bright at millimeter wavelengths than omparable single starsystems. Data on more embedded systems are needed to test this possibility.On the seond point, even if stars are predominately formed in binary ormultiple systems, they may evolve into both binary and single star systems. Ourriteria for identifying multiple systems is lax; system separations of 2000 AU ormore, are relevant for forming stars sine the mass reservoir of loud materialthat the forming star draws from must typially be several thousand or more AU.103



In addition, reasonable radial veloity assoiation is nearly guaranteed by theassoiation with the moleular loud. As the systems evolve, the loss of theenvelope mass and interations with other stars forming in the loud providemehanisms for unbinding loose binary systems. Reent spekle observations ofthe Hyades luster, whih is a young main-sequene luster, �nd that theourrene of binary systems is larger there than in the loal solar neighborhoodbut less than the Taurus louds (Patiene et al. 1998). Sine our survey of theyoungest objets suggest that most are in binary systems, it is possible, thatbinaries and multiple systems beome less ommon as the systems age.Con�rmation of this trend requires broader survey work. A reent study ofadditional optial lusters did not on�rm the trend of dereasing binaryourrene with age (Patiene 1998); this leaves open the possibility thatattrition of binary systems ours during the embedded stage of evolution.Morphologially, we an identify three types of multiple systems in oursample: independent envelope, ommon envelope, and ommon disk systems.The harateristis of the di�erent systems are de�ned by the broad distributionof the irumstellar material. Independent envelope systems exhibit learlydistint enters of gravitational onentration with separations of �6000 AU; theomponents are within a larger surrounding ore of low density material.Common envelope systems have one primary ore of gravitational onentrationwhih breaks into multiple objets at separations of 100 - 3000 AU. Common disksystems have separations of � 100 AU and typially have irumbinary disk-likedistributions of material. Table 4 lists the binary systems with our lassi�ation,their assoiation, and the projeted separation. The number assigned in Table 4identi�es the members of ommon envelope or ommon disk systems. Our samplehas nearly an equal number of independent envelope and ommon envelope ordisk systems. 104



Table 4.4. Multiple System MorphologySoure Type Asso. SeparationArse AUL1448 IRS3 A ommon envelope 1 6:0087 2404L1448 IRS3 B ommon envelope 1 6:0087 2404L1448 IRS3 C separate envelope 17:0013 5995NGC1333 IRAS2 A separate envelope 31:0020 10920NGC1333 IRAS2 B separate envelope 31:0020 10920SVS 13 A1 ommon envelope 2,3 5:0025 1838SVS 13 A2 ommon envelope 2,3 5:0025 1838SVS 13 B ommon envelope 3 10:0098 3843SVS 13 C separate envelope 19:0050 6825NGC1333 IRAS4 A1 ommon envelope 4 1:0072 602NGC1333 IRAS4 A2 ommon envelope 4 1:0072 602NGC1333 IRAS4 B separate envelope 29:0074 10409NGC1333 IRAS4 C separate envelope 10:0064 3724L1551 IRS5 A ommon disk 5 0:0035 49L1551 IRS5 B ommon disk 5 0:0035 49GG Tauri ommon disk 6 0:0025 35VLA 1623 A ommon envelope 7 1:0011 178VLA 1623 B ommon envelope 7 1:0011 178IRAS 16293-2422 A ommon envelope 8 5:0014 822IRAS 16293-2422 B ommon envelope 8 5:0014 822
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There are several lear onnetions between these morphologial distintionsand other works. The study of the separation distribution of optial binary byLarson (1995) found a knee in the distribution at 0.04 p (8250 AU) whih wasidenti�ed with the Jeans size. Larson suggested that systems on that sale andlarger, formed by fragmentation and separate ollapse, exatly the struturefound in the independent envelope systems. This senario of prompt initialfragmentation is not new (e.g. Larson 1978, Pringle 1989, Bonnell et al 1991); itwas disussed reently by Bonnell et al (1997) in the ontext of small lusterformation. The ritial issue is that the ollapse is initiated in a system whihontains multiple Jeans masses in a weakly ondensed on�guration; one exampleof suh a system might be a prolate Gaussian distribution with several Jeansmasses along the long axis and one Jeans mass aross the short axes.The ommon envelope systems an be linked with models for thefragmentation of moderately entrally-ondensed spherial systems (Boss 1995,Boss 1997, Burkert & Bodenheimer 1993). In this ase, the models �ndfragmentation in the dense entral region within an overall single ore. Theprimary requirement for fragmentation is that the entral region have a fairly atdistribution, but evidene of this at region is erased one the fragmentation andollapse ours. Thus, the forming multiple system is embedded within a singleentrally ondensed ore. Finally, the ommon disk systems are similar to modelsof high angular momenta systems (Artymowiez & Lubow 1994; Bate & Bonnell1997). The lose stellar systems represent the fragmentation of early disks. Thedistribution of material between irumstellar and irumbinary struturesdepends sensitively on the angular momentum of the infalling material.
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4.7 ConlusionsWe have presented the �rst sub-arseond millimeter wavelength survey of thedust ontinuum emission toward 24 young stellar systems. The target souresrange from young embedded objets to older optial/infrared soures. Theoptial systems show ompat emission from irumstellar disks that is less than1 arseond. In two ases, the irumstellar disk is resolved. The embeddedsystems show ontinuum emission that is dominated by emission fromirumstellar envelopes, with little residual emission at small sales. This suggeststhat the irumstellar envelopes of the embedded systems are the dominant massreservoir of material. If there is a irumstellar disk in these systems, it is notover-massive ompared to a power-law envelope extended to small sales.We make simple mass estimates of the irumstellar mass (not inluding thestar) in the systems. The embedded soures have more irumstellar mass in thesystem (from 0.06 to 1.98 M�) than the optial/infrared soures (from 0.01 to0.06 M�). The optial soures must have already areted most of their stellarmass sine the remaining irumstellar mass reservoir is small. Through simplearguments, we suggest that the embedded systems have areted a signi�antfration of their �nal stellar mass due to their luminosity and irumstellar mass.The survey has a large number of multiple systems; all of the embeddedsystems are in small groupings or binary systems. Morphologially we separateour sample into three types of multiple systems: independent envelope, ommonenvelope, and ommon disk systems. The independent envelope multiple systemshave separations � 6500 AU, whih is the size sale, as suggested by Larson(1995), of independent ollapse of initially fragmented louds. The ommonenvelope systems have separations 100-3000 AU, whih is an expetation of amoderately entrally ondensed spherial system. Finally, the ommon disk107



systems have separations � 100 AU, whih is similar to high angular momentumsystems (Artymowiez & Lubow 1994; Bate & Bonnell 1997).We thank the Hat Creek sta� for their e�orts in the onstrution andoperation of the long baselines array. We espeially thank Pedro Sa�er fordisussions on loud ollapse. We also thank Eve Ostriker and Steve Lubow foruseful disussions. This work was supported by NSF Grants NSF-FD93-20238and AST-9314847. LGM aknowledges support from NASA grant NAGW-3066.
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Chapter 5
Detailed Modeling of Soure Strutures
5.1 Overview: Modeling Envelopes and DisksIn this hapter, we will disuss the modeling of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuumemission for many of the soures in the survey presented in Chapter 4 (Looney,Mundy, & Welh 1998; hereafter alled Paper I). All modeling of the emission isperformed in the u,v plane, taking advantage of the inherent spatial �lteringproperties. The image plane is not as useful to onstrain the models beauseimages, suh as those presented in Paper I, are proessed by the non-linearCLEAN proess, and the spatial sensitivity is driven by u,v sampling orweighting used to obtain the synthesized beam. By modeling in the u,v plane, wedeal diretly with the measurement made at the interferometer. The goal of theu,v modeling is to understand the model parameter spae, determine whihfators have the most impat on the models, and to explore the unertainty inthe results. Due the high resolution and signal-to-noise neessary to model theirumstellar disk, this hapter will fous upon the envelopes of the embeddedsystems and the irumstellar disks of the three brightest optial/infraredsystems (HL Tauri, DG Tauri, and GG Tauri).109



5.2 Introdution to Modeling of EnvelopesThe gravitational ontration or ollapse of a loud ore to form a star has beenthe subjet of onsiderable theoretial study. Larson (1969) showed in numerialsimulations that ollapse solutions remain isothermal and self-similar over a widerange of density and spatial sales. Larson (1969), and independently Penston(1969), found an analytial solution (the LP solution) to the isothermal sphereollapse problem. The solution is haraterized by an uniform density entralregion surrounded by a density pro�le of � / r�2. As the ollapse progresses, theuniform density region shrinks until the entire sphere has a density pro�le of� / r�2. At this time, de�ned as t=0, a point soure with �nite mass has formedat r=0. In addition, the infall veloity, whih began at zero, is 3.3 times the loalsound speed in the outer radii. Hunter (1977) followed the LP solution in timethrough t=0 and found the entral density pro�le tends toward a r�3=2 law, andthe veloity remains 3.3 times the loal sound speed in the outer regions.A di�erent lass of self-similar solutions was presented by Shu (1977). Shustarts with a singular isothermal sphere with density of � = a2A4�Gr�2, where a isthe loal sound speed, A is a dimensionless onstant, and G is the gravitationalonstant. The sphere is unstable due to the in�nite entral density, and a ollapsewave begins in the enter and moves outward at the loal sound speed, oftenalled the \inside-out" ollapse. As the ollapse wave moves outward, the densitypro�le inside the wave approahes a free-fall density pro�le, � / r�3=2. One of themost attrative aspets of this solution is that the ollapse is haraterized by asingle variable: the loal speed of sound, whih is measurable in priniple. In thismodel, the mass infall rate is onstant with time, _M = 0:975a3G .Hunter (1977) and Whitworth & Summers (1985) showed that there wasatually a ontinuum of self-similar solutions with the LP and Shu solutions as110



opposite limits in parameter spae. Foster & Chevalier (1993) found, whensimulating the ollapse with marginally stable equilibrium Bonner-Ebert spheres,that the density pro�le and veloities at small radii tended toward the LPsolution, not the Shu solution. At large times, the alulated models are allonsistent with eah other, but the Shu solution remains the most ommonlyused solution, espeially the property of the onstant mass infall rate.The di�erenes between the two solutions are subtle but important. The LPsolution begins before a �nite ore is formed and the Shu solution begins at themoment a ore has formed at r=0. Thus, when the � / r�2 density pro�le isestablished, the two solutions have distint veloity pro�les: 3.3 times the loalsound speed for the LP solution or zero for the Shu solution. However, bothsolutions have a density pro�les of � / r�2 when the �nite ore forms, and bothtend toward free-fall density pro�les of � / r�3=2 afterwards. The biggestdi�erene between the two solutions is the general morphology of the ollapse.The Shu solution is an \inside-out" ollapse with a onstant mass infall rate; theollapse begins in the enter and moves outward at the loal sound speed. TheLP solution ollapses all a one, but due to the uniform density pro�le at smallradii, the peak veloity is not in the enter, as in the Shu solution, but at a �niteradius, so the mass infall rate is not onstant; at the beginning of the ollapse, themass infall rate of the LP solution is larger than the Shu solution, then the massinfall rate asymptotially approahes the Shu value. Therefore, given a spei�free-fall density pro�le radius where � / r�3=2, the mass of the entral protostarin the LP solution an be larger than the mass predited by the Shu solution.As presented in Paper I, we have imaged 24 young stellar soures withsensitivity in spatial sales of 0:005 to 5000 in the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum. In thishapter, we address the modeling of the envelope emission for many of theembedded objets from Paper I. We will approah the problem by trying to111



address three issues in the �ts. (1) What onstraints an we plae on thepower-law of the density? Does the power-law index resemble the isothermalsphere (� / r�2) or the free-fall pro�le (� / r�3=2)? Or something else entirely?For example, Ward-Thompson et al. (1994) found that starless louds tended tohave at-topped density pro�les, more like Bonner-Ebert spheres. However, forClass 0 soures this is the �rst time that modeling of the envelope an be donedown to sub-arseond resolution, and the �rst time that the power-law index is�t, instead of assumed from a model. (2) What onstraints an we plae on theirumstellar disks in these systems? With the highest resolution to date at thesewavelengths, we will be able to plae limits on the size of the embedded disk.Can the data be �t with or without a entral irumstellar disk? (3) Whatonstraints an we plae on the inner and outer radii of the envelopes?
5.3 The Envelope Fitting ProedureIn order to simplify the omputations and ompare to theoretial disussions, weuse a spherially symmetri envelope model. We alulate the observedontinuum ux by performing the radiative transfer through the envelope byray-traing.As disussed in x2.4, a power-law radial dependene in the image planetransforms to a power-law in u,v distane in the u,v plane. The slope of thepower-law in a log-log plot of u,v distane versus amplitude is related to the sumof the density and temperature power-laws as long as the emission is optiallythin, B(r) / r�(p+q)+1 ! V (�) / �(p+q�3);where � is u,v distane (see x2.4). When the envelope is trunated at a �niteradius, the uto� is equivalent to the onvolution of a modi�ed �rst-order Bessel112



funtion with the power-law in the u,v plane, ausing a attening of the slope atshort u,v spaings and a ringing e�et in the u,v distane versus amplitude plot(see x2.4). (Note that the ringing e�et arises from a sharp edged envelope whihis probably not physial.) If the inner region of the envelope beomes optiallythik, the slopes at large u,v spaing will grow steeper. Thus, while the simplepower-law relation gives a good qualitative feel for the behavior in u,v spae, afull numerial model is needed to �t observational data.The model, as disussed in x1.6 with power-law assumptions, has �ve degreesof freedom: power-law of the density (p), total mass of the envelope (M) whih isneeded to determine �o, inner uto� radius (Ri), outer uto� radius (Ro), andpoint soure ux (Sp). For eah soure, we explore a grid of parameter spaeinluding: p from 0.5 to 2.9 in steps of 0.2, Ro from 1000 AU to 10000 AU insteps of 1000 AU, Ri of 1 AU, 40 AU, and 80 AU, and entral point soure ux(Sps) in 1� steps (� = rms noise in the last u,v distane amplitude bin) startingat no point soure, up to a maximum of the amplitude in the last u,v distanebin. For eah model, the envelope emission is alulated; as an image, the pointsoure ux is orretly attenuated by the envelope; and the model is multipliedby the BIMA primary beam to aount for the loss of large-sale struture. Themodel is then Fast Fourier Transformed (FFTed) and sampled with the same u,vspaings as the data. The data and model are then both vetor averaged in u,vdistane bins, and the amplitude for eah bin is ompared by alulating theredued �2. For eah model parameter p, Ri, Ro, and Sps, �2 is minimized withrespet to the envelope mass.
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5.4 Envelope ResultsFigures 5.1 to 5.11 show the soure data in log(u,v distane) versuslog(amplitude) plots. For both the models and the data, the omplex visibilityquantities are vetor averaged over annuli in the u,v plane, entered at the sourepositions given in Paper I. The error bars on the �gures are the statistial errorbars based on the standard deviation of the mean of the data points in the bin,with a minimum of 10%, reeting the unertainty in the overall alibration. Ineah �gure, there are four models overlaid on the data to show how the best �tmodel hanges with inreasing density power-law, p. We only onsidered modelswith a redued �2 � 1:5, whih orresponds to a on�dene level of 95% for thetypial soure, to be aeptable �ts.5.4.1 L1448 IRS3L1448 IRS3, the brightest infrared soure in the L1448 loud (Bahiller &Cerniharo 1986), is omprised of three distint soures in the �=2.7mmontinuum (Terebey, Chandler, & Andr�e 1993; Terebey & Padgett 1997; Figure 7Paper I). Soure B, the seond brightest soure at entimeter wavelengths (Curielet al. 1990), is the brightest soure in the �=2.7mm ontinuum. Soures A andB, a proto-binary system, share a ommon large-sale envelope. All three of thesoures may be embedded in a larger envelope, but our data annot plae usefullimits on this struture. In the � = 2.7 mm high resolution image (Figure 7Paper I), soure B appears elongated both parallel and perpendiular to theL1448 IRS3 outow.Only soure B an be modeled e�etively. Soures A and C are too weak:the number of u,v bins with adequate signal-to-noise is insuÆient to onstrainthe models. Soure C was subtrated from the u,v data before soure B was114



modeled. We did not subtrat soure A from the u,v data. This may introduesome errors, but we wanted to ensure that none of the irumstellar envelope wasinadvertently subtrated out of the u,v data. Sine the data is vetor averaged,and soure A is weak and loated � 700 from soure B, not subtrating soure Ahas minimal e�et; the general trend of the data should not be altered. Inaddition, we assume that the irumbinary envelope is entered on soure B.Figure 5.1 displays the u,v data for L1448 IRS3 B (the open squares). Theurve is smooth with a well de�ned slope of -0.3 within the inner 40 k�(orresponding to p �2.3 for an in�nite power-law envelope; see x2.4). At 40 k�,there is an inetion point, and the urve transitions into a steeper slope of -1.1(orresponding to p �1.9 for an in�nite envelope). In fat, the 40 k� inetionpoint is an important onstraint on the simple power-law models. Despite thedistint slopes, the data an be well �t. As shown in Figure 5.1, aeptablemodels (redued �2 � 1.5) span p = 2.1 to 2.7, with the best models havingp = 2.5; with our �2 uto�, p � 1.9 and p > 2.9 are exluded. Table 5.1 lists theaeptable parameters for L1448 IRS3 B.The best family of models is the P = 2.5 family, whih overall has the lowest�2 values. In the lower left panel of Figure 5.1, the p = 2.5 model perfetlyfollows the slope of the inner u,v spaings. The only point that is not well �t isthe 40 k� bin. However, the 40 k� bin is a vetor average of u,v spaings rangingfrom 30 k� to 50 k�, or fringe spaings of around 700 to 400, respetively. Sine thebinary system has a separation of 700, the 40 k� u,v bin may be arti�ially high.With the larger density power-law models (p = 2.3 and higher), the outer radiusis not well onstrained sine the models have a very entrally onentrated massdistributions. In all ases, a 1000 AU outer radius was exluded.The p = 2.1 family of models is probably the least robust of the modelsdisplayed, having redued �2 values near 1.5. To �t the inner u,v slope, the115



Fig. 5.1. The u,v data binned in annuli around L1448 IRS3 B and four �ts tothe data using a standard envelope model, � / ( r1AU )�p and T (r) = To( r1AU )�0:4where To = 380 K, plus a point soure.
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Table 5.1. L1448 IRS3 B Fit Summaryp index Ri Ro Sps(AU) (AU) (mJy)2.1 40 2000 53000 102.1 80 2000 152.3 40 2000 03000 0,54000-10000 0,5,102.3 80 2000 5,103000-4000 5,10,155000-9000 10,1510000 152.5 40 5000-10000 02.5 80 2000 0,53000 0,5,104000-10000 0,5,10,152.7 80 3000 04000-9000 0,510000 0,5,10
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Fig. 5.2. The u,v data binned in annuli around L1448 IRS3 C.
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p = 2.1 models require small envelopes. A small envelope will look like a pointsoure to the inner u,v spaings; the upper left panel shows a at pro�le in theinner u,v region, whih intersets the data. By using a small envelope, the modelapproximates a less steep inner u,v power-law. As the interferometer resolves theompat envelope, the steeper p = 2.1 power-law beomes evident > 20 k�.All of the aeptable models have inner holes in the envelope. Again this isdue to the high p values that are required to �t the shallow slope of the inner u,vspaings. The slope is so at that an envelope with no inner uto� would have anexess of emission at the larger u,v spaings; with the steep density power-law,there would be a signi�ant amount of material within the entral region thatwould overestimate the ux.Although L1448 IRS3 C does not have enough signal-to-noise to modelaurately, Figure 5.2 presents the u,v bins with amplitudes of �3�. The sharpdrop of amplitude with u,v distane in Figure 5.2 implies that the soure isextended; the ontinuum emission is dominated by the envelope omponent.5.4.2 NGC 1333 IRAS 2The young system NGC 1333 IRAS2 (Jennings et al. 1987) is loated in a veryative region of star formation in Perseus (Strom, Vrba, Strom 1976; Aspin,Sandell, & Russell 1994; Sandell et al. 1994; Bally et al. 1996; Lada, Alves, &Lada 1996; Warin et al. 1996). NGC 1333 IRAS 2 has two assoiated outows;the \N-S" outow has a prinipal axis of � 25Æ (Liseau, Sandell, & Knee 1988)and the \E-W" outow has a prinipal axis of � 104Æ (Sandell et al. 1994). Thesoure is atually a multiple system with a separation of � 3100 (Blake 1997). Thenorthern soure (soure A) powers the \E-W" outow, and the southern soure(soure B) is responsible for the \N-S" outow.119



Soure A is the brightest and most extended of the two objets (Paper I). Inthe � = 2.7 mm high resolution image (Figure 8 Paper I), the envelope of soureA appears to be ompletely resolved out, and the remaining emission is onsistentwith a point soure. Soure B was suggested to be a ompat soure at �=2.7mmfrom Figure 17 in Paper I. In the �=2.7mm high resolution image (Figure 9 PaperI), soure B appears to be slightly resolved perpendiular to the \N-S" outow.There may be an extended envelope that surrounds both of the soures, but ourdata an not plae useful limits on this struture; it is ignored in the modeling.In Figure 5.3, the u,v data are shown for NGC 1333 IRAS 2 A, aftersubtration of soure B from the u,v data. The urve has a well de�ned slope of-0.4 within the inner 12 k� (orresponding to p �2.2 for an in�nite power-lawenvelope). Unlike L1448 IRS3 B, the visibility at larger u,v distane attens to aonstant ux, rather than sharply desend. This indiates that the model pointsoure omponent may play an important role in this soure. A summary of �tparameters is shown in Table 5.2; the values of p are not well onstrained, withaeptable models ranging from p = 0.5 to p = 2.3 and a best �t model ofp = 1.9. The majority of the aeptable models require a point soure, but themodels do not onstrain the point soure ux.The best model families are the p = 1.7 through p = 2.1 models whih traethe general trend of the data very well; most of these models have �2 � 1. Thep = 0.5 family of models give aeptable �2, but as an be seen in Figure 5.3,these models require a small envelope to simulate the slope in the 5 k� to 20 k�region; the �t is not reeting the slope due to p+q, but rather the fallo� frombeginning to resolve the overall struture. The atness of the model in the outeru,v spaings is entirely due to the embedded point soure. Similarly, the p = 1.5family requires small envelopes to �t the inner u,v spaings. As the densitypower-law beomes steeper (toward p = 2.3), the models underestimate the inner120



Fig. 5.3. The u,v data binned in annuli around NGC 1333 IRAS 2 and four �tsto the data using a standard envelope model, � / ( r1AU )�p and T(r) =To( r1AU )�0:4 where To = 555 K, plus a point soure.
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Table 5.2. NGC 1333 IRAS2 A Fit Summaryp index Ri Ro Sps(AU) (AU) (mJy)0.5 1,40,80 2000 200.7 1,40,80 2000 200.9 1,40,80 2000-3000 201.1 1,40,80 2000-3000 201.3 1,40 2000-3000 13,204000 201.3 80 2000 133000 13,204000 201.5 1,40,80 3000 13,204000-5000 201.7 1 3000 7,13,204000-5000 13,206000-8000 201.7 40 3000 7,13,204000-5000 13,206000-9000 201.7 80 3000-5000 13,206000-8000 20
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Table 5.2|Continuedp index Ri Ro Sps(AU) (AU) (mJy)1.9 1 3000-4000 0,7,13,205000-6000 7,13,207000-10000 13,201.9 40 3000-6000 7,13,207000-10000 13,201.9 80 3000-4000 7,13,205000-10000 13,202.1 1 3000-10000 0,7,13,202.1 40 3000 7,134000 0,7,135000-7000 0,7,13,208000-10000 7,13,202.1 80 3000 7,134000-10000 7,13,202.3 1 5000-10000 0,7,13,202.3 40 4000-5000 0,76000-10000 0,7,132.3 80 4000-8000 7,139000-10000 7,13,20
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Fig. 5.4. The u,v data binned in annuli around NGC 1333 IRAS2 B.
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and outer u,v range ux and overestimate the middle u,v range ux.Figure 5.4 shows the u,v distane and amplitude plot for NGC 1333 IRAS2B. As suggested in Figure 17 of Paper I, IRAS2 B is a ompat soure; theamplitude does not signi�antly drop o� until around 100 k�. The modeling wasperformed for this soure, but NGC 1333 IRAS2 B only has one data point withenough signal-to-noise in the > 100k� region; there are not enough onstraintsto distinguish a power-law e�et from an outer radius e�et. The slight dip in thevisibility at 20 k� may be an artifat from the subtration of soure A from theu,v data.5.4.3 SVS 13SVS 13 (Strom, Vrba, Strom 1976; also referred to as SSV13 in the literaturefrom Herbig & Jones 1983) is loated in Perseus southeast of NGC 1333 IRAS2.Coinident with NGC 1333 IRAS3 (Jennings et al. 1987), SVS 13 is omprised offour soures in the millimeter ontinuum (Grossman et al. 1987; Chini et al.1997; Paper I). The spetaular outow of HH objets HH 7-11 (Herbig, 1974)arises from either A1 or A2 (Rodr�iguez et al. 1997; Welh, Looney, & Mundy1998), a 500 proto-binary system. Soures A1, A2, and B may also be embeddedin a larger-sale envelope (Welh, Looney, & Mundy 1998) that we will notattempt to model in this treatment.Besides the large-sale envelope, soures A and B are surrounded byindividual envelopes. In the ase of soure A, the separate envelope is probably airumbinary envelope that enshrouds soures A1 and A2. In the � = 2.7 mmhigh resolution images (Figures 10 & 11 Paper I), SVS 13 A1 and B areamorphous strutures. Rodr�iguez et al. (1997) have suggest that the soure welabel as A2 may be the originator of the outow. However, soure A2 quikly125



resolves out of our images, and soure A1 has an north-south extension that isperpendiular to the HH 7-11 jet, suggesting that soure A1 is may be the betterandidate. In the high resolution image of Figure 11 from Paper I, soure B isonsistent with a point soure and an extension toward the south that may be asmall jet.In Figure 5.5, the u,v data are shown for NGC 1333 SVS 13 A, aftersubtration of soures B and C from the u,v data. As mentioned above, soures Aand B are embedded in a irumbinary envelope. We veri�ed that the subtrateddata was not ontaminated by this large-sale envelope; the subtrated u,v datawere remapped, and large sale emission was not deteted in the image plane.Although there may exist some residual of the large-sale ommon envelope inthe u,v data, vetor averaging in u,v annuli minimizes its e�et. Similarly, soureA2 is a weak soure that will quikly average out in the annular vetor average.The u,v data of Figure 5.5 attens to a onstant in the outer u,v spaings,more similar to IRAS2 A than L1448 IRS3 B. The urve has a well de�ned slopeof -0.23 within the inner 8 k� (orresponding to p � 2.4 for an in�nite envelope).At 8 k�, there is an inetion point, and the urve transitions to a steeper slopeof -0.85 (orresponding to p � 1.75 for an in�nite envelope). However, thetransition is smooth and the data an be well modeled with a very wide range ofdensity power laws: p = 0.5 to p = 2.1 (Table 5.3).The ritial data to �t is in the range of 10 k� to 20 k�. The best family ofmodels for SVS13 A is the p = 0.9 models, whih �t the ritial slope region by aombination of density power-law slope and outer radius uto�. The atteningout of the urve with inreasing u,v distane, requires nearly all of the aeptablemodels to have embedded point soures.As in the ase of NGC 1333 IRAS2 A, Figure 5.5 an be �t aeptably with126



Fig. 5.5. The u,v data binned in annuli around SVS 13 A and four �ts to thedata using a standard envelope model, � / ( r1AU )�p and T(r) = To( r1AU )�0:4where To = 487 K, plus a point soure.
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Table 5.3. SVS 13 A Fit Summaryp index Ri Ro Sps(AU) (AU) (mJy)0.5 1,40,80 3000 250.7 1,40,80 3000 250.9 1,40,80 3000-4000 251.1 1,40,80 3000 18,251,40,80 4000 251.3 1,40,80 3000-4000 18,251,40,80 5000 251.5 1,40,80 3000 12,18,251,40,80 4000 18,251,40,80 5000 251.7 1,40,80 3000 12,181,40,80 4000 12,18,251,40,80 5000-6000 18,251.9 1 3000 6,12,184000-5000 6,12,18,256000-7000 12,18,258000-9000 18,2510000 25
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Table 5.3|Continuedp index Ri Ro Sps(AU) (AU) (mJy)1.9 40 3000 6,124000 6,12,185000 12,186000 187000 12,188000-9000 181.9 80 3000 124000-7000 12,188000-9000 182.1 1 5000 6,12,18,256000-10000 0,6,12,18,252.1 40 4000 0,65000-6000 0,6,127000-10000 6,122.1 80 4000-6000 6,127000 6,12,188000-10000 12
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a p = 0.5 model, but it is not likely a realisti solution. The p = 0.5 modelrequires a small radius to mimi a shallow slope in the inner u,v . The slope inthe 7 k� to 25 k� region is not as extended as the slope for NGC 1333 IRAS2 Aand there are less data to onstraint the slope. In fat, the ombination of outeruto� and lower density index produes aeptable models for many densitypower-law indies. However, all of the models in the p = 0.5 familysystematially underestimate the 12 k� to 50 k� data. At the other extreme, thep =2.1 models tend to overestimate the ux at the mid-ranged u,v spaings.In Figure 5.6, the u,v data are shown for NGC 1333 SVS 13 B, aftersubtration of soures A (both omponents) and C from the u,v data. Thesubtrated visibilities were heked for any large sale envelope ontamination.There is a slight \bump" in the urve at 80 k�, whih orresponds to a fringe ofaround 300. This exess in amplitude may be a beating e�et from inompletesubtration of one of the other soures; or the exess may be from a non-spherialsymmetri omponent of soure B on a size sale of � 300. In either ase, the 80k� u,v point annot be �t with the simple-model. This inreases the redued �2and bias the amplitude upward in the outer parts of the u,v plane.The slope of the u,v data from 5 k� to 35 k� is -0.6 (orresponding to p �2.0for an in�nite envelope). Indeed, this niely de�ned slope is best �t by thep = 1.9 family of models (Figure 5.6). At the lower end of the aeptable models,the p = 1.3 models require smaller outer radii to �t the slope from 5 k� to 35 k�,but even with the smaller outer radius, the p = 1.3 models have too steep a slopefor this u,v region. On the other side of p = 1.9, the p = 2.1 family of modelshave too shallow a slope in the same region. This �gure niely demonstrates thee�et of the density power-law index in the u,v plane.Most of the aeptable models for SVS 13 B, require a signi�ant pointsoure. In fat, for p = 1.3 to p = 1.9 (the better �t range of models) a zero130



Fig. 5.6. The u,v data binned in annuli around SVS 13 B and four �ts to thedata using a standard envelope model, � / ( r1AU )�p and T(r) = To( r1AU )�0:4where To = 512 K, plus a point soure.
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Table 5.4. SVS 13 B Fit Summaryp index Ri Ro Sps(AU) (AU) (mJy)1.3 1,40,80 3000-4000 241.5 1,40,80 4000-6000 241.7 1 4000-8000 241.7 40 4000-6000 16,247000-8000 241.7 80 4000-8000 241.9 1 5000-9000 16,241.9 40 5000-10000 161.9 80 5000 166000-9000 16,2410000 242.1 1 6000 167000-8000 0,8,16,249000-10000 0,8,162.1 40 7000-10000 8
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or 8 mJy point soure is exluded. For the p = 2.1 family of models, the 1 AUinner uto� allows any point soure, a 40 AU inner uto� an only be �t with a 8mJy point soure, and a 80 AU inner uto� is exluded. This suggest that thereis most likely a signi�ant ompat struture, a irumstellar disk, in this soure.5.4.4 NGC 1333 IRAS4Perhaps the best know millimeter soure in the NGC 1333 region is the IRAS4system (Jennings et al. 1987). NGC 1333 IRAS4 is omprised of at least fourdistint young stellar objets (Sandell et al. 1991; Lay, Carlstrom, & Hills 1995;Paper I). Soure A, the northern soure, is a 1:007 binary system that shares aommon irumbinary envelope (Lay, Carlstrom, & Hills 1995; Paper I). SoureB shows ompliated visibility struture in the � = 840 �m CSO-JCMT singlebaseline interferometri observations, and it was argued to be at least a binaryand perhaps a triple or quadruple system (Lay, Carlstrom, & Hills 1995).However, they were not aware of soure C, whih may have onfused theiranalysis. Soure C is a ompat soure that has a brightness distribution thatmore resembles an optial/IR soure than its IRAS 4 ompanions.In Figure 5.7, the u,v data are shown for NGC 1333 IRAS 4 A1| thebrighter soure at �=2.7mm in the 1:007 binary. For this �gure, soures B and Cwere subtrated from the u,v data. We did not subtrat out the binaryompanion soure A2; running test models with a seond �xed point soure atthe loation of soure A2 did not signi�antly alter the �ts. The shortest u,vspaing data point in Figure 5.7 is exessively high. The best explanation is thatthe data are beginning to pik-up a large-sale struture. Sine we are notinluding suh a large-sale envelope in this modeling, we did not use the shortestu,v spaing to onstrain our �ts. 133



Fig. 5.7. The u,v data binned in annuli around NGC 1333 IRAS4 A and fourmodels of the data using a standard envelope model, � / ( r1AU )�p and T(r) =To( r1AU )�0:4 where To = 457 K, plus a point soure.
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Table 5.5. NGC 1333 IRAS4 A Fit Summaryp index Ri Ro Sps(AU) (AU) (mJy)1.9 40 1000 552.1 40 2000 44,553000 442.3 40 2000-3000 33,44,554000-10000 44,552.5 1 2000-10000 0,11,22,33,44,5540 2000 33,44,553000-10000 22,33,44,5580 3000-10000 55
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Fig. 5.8. The u,v data binned in annuli around NGC 1333 IRAS4 B and fourmodels of the data using a standard envelope model, � / ( r1AU )�p and T(r) =To( r1AU )�0:4 where To = 347 K, plus a point soure.
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Table 5.6. NGC 1333 IRAS4 B Fit Summaryp index Ri Ro Sps(AU) (AU) (mJy)1.9 40 1000 30,401.9 80 1000 402.1 40 1000 20,30,402.1 80 1000 402.3 1 1000 0,10,20,30,402.3 40 1000 10,20,30,402000 30,403000 402.3 80 1000 30,402000 402.5 1 1000-4000 0,10,20,30,402.5 40 1000 0,10,20,30,402000 10,20,30,403000-5000 20,30,406000-10000 30,402.5 80 1000-2000 30,403000-6000 40
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Table 5.6|Continuedp index Ri Ro Sps(AU) (AU) (mJy)2.7 1 1000-10000 0,10,20,30,402.7 40 1000 0,10,20,302000-10000 0,10,20,30,402.7 80 1000-2000 20,30,403000-10000 30,402.9 1 1000-10000 0,10,20,30,402.9 40 1000 0,10,202000-3000 0,10,20,304000-9000 0,10,20,30,4010000 0,10,20,302.9 80 1000-10000 20,30,40
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Fig. 5.9. The u,v data binned in annuli around NGC 1333 IRAS4 C and four�ts to the data using a standard envelope model, � / ( r1AU )�p and T(r) =To( r1AU )�0:4 where To = 252 K, plus a point soure.
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The binned data in Figure 5.7 have a well de�ned slope of -0.3(orresponding to p �2.3 for an in�nite envelope) in the 3 k� to 35 k� region anda slope of -0.7 (orresponding to p �1.9 for an in�nite envelope) in the 22 k� to125 k� region. The aeptable model parameters are in Table 5.5; the majority ofthe models are in either the p = 2.3 or p = 2.5 family of models. As shown inFigure 5.7, p = 2.3 is the best �tting model, following the slope of the u,v datavery losely. The p = 2.5 family has more numerous aeptable models, but ingeneral the p = 2.5 models are not steep enough from 8 k� to 100 k�; the inneru,v spaings are underestimated and the moderate u,v spaings areoverestimated. At the lower end of the aeptable models, the p = 1.9 modelrequires small outer radii to math the inner u,v spaing slope, thus the model isprobably not realisti. In addition, the slope of the p = 1.9 models is not steepenough in the 10 k� to 30 k� range. The p = 2.1 models exhibit the generaltrend of the u,v data, but typially require a small radius to �t the inner u,vpoints. Point soure uxes from 22 to 55 mJy are generally required.In Figure 5.8, the u,v data are shown for NGC 1333 IRAS 4 B, aftersubtration of soures A and C from the u,v data. The innermost u,v data pointwas not exessively high, so it was used as a model onstraint. The data has awell de�ned slope of -0.2 in the 5 k� to 90 k� range (orresponding to p �2.4 foran in�nite envelope). Unlike the data from IRAS 4 A, the slope in the outer u,vspaings is partiularly steep. As shown in Table 5.6, there are a large range ofaeptable models for NGC 1333 IRAS 4 B. The best models are the p = 2.7 andp = 2.9 families, whih are easily modeled with �2 � 1:0 for a wide range in theother parameters. The lower range of aeptable density power-law models(p = 1.9 to p = 2.3) have diÆulty �tting the slope of both the intermediate u,vspaings and the outer u,v spaings.In Figure 5.9, the u,v data are shown for NGC 1333 IRAS 4 C, after140



subtration of soures A and B from the u,v data. Again, the innermost u,v datapoint was not exessively high, so it was used as a model onstraint. As stated inPaper I, the soure is mostly ompat with nearly onstant u,v amplitude from 2k� to 80 k�. The soure beomes resolved for u,v distanes longer than 80 k�,but there are not enough data in this region to onstrain the density power-law(with the outer radius as a free parameter, any model density power-law an �tthe data).5.4.5 VLA 1623VLA 1623 is the prototype Class 0 soure (Andr�e, Ward-Thompson, & Barsony1993). Loated near the enter of the � Ophiuhi A star forming region, VLA1623 drives a large outow with a prinipal axis of �-60Æ (Andr�e et al. 1990; Dentet al. 1995; Yu & Chernin 1997). The high resolution � = 2.7 mm observations(Figure 15 Paper I), suggest that the system is atually a binary system with aseparation of 1:001. Reent high resolution observations at � = 3.6 m show twosoures that align with the two � = 2.7 mm soures (Bontemps & Andr�e 1997),to within unertainties. Although the � = 3.6 m soures were interpreted asknots of a radio jet that drives the CO outow, Paper I argues that VLA 1623 isa lose binary system with two distint irumstellar strutures.In Figure 5.10, the u,v data are shown for VLA 1623. The u,v data werebinned around the enter of the system, between the two point soures. The �rstthree u,v spaing data points are amplitude biased by large sale emission fromthe nearby regions of SMM1 and SMM2 (Ward-Thompson et al. 1989; Andr�e,Ward-Thompson, & Barsony 1993). This struture, seen in the lowest resolutionimage of Figure 4.15, is a north-south ontinuum ridge that ontains a number ofsubmillimeter soures. From 7 k� to 25 k�, the irumbinary envelope struture141



dominates the u,v data, with a shallow slope of -0.15 (orresponding to p �2.45for an in�nite envelope) At u,v spaings greater than 30 k�, the two irumstellarregions beat against eah other, making it diÆult to estimate the densitypower-laws.We attempted to �t the u,v data with two point soures of ux equal to thepeak ux in Figure 15 of Paper I. However, this model overestimated the ux inthe outer u,v spaings. A orret model requires two irumstellar disks (or pointsoures) embedded within two irumstellar envelopes, and perhaps a largerirumbinary envelope. Sine this type of model has too many free parameters tobe onstrained by the urrent data; thus, VLA 1623 was not modeled.5.4.6 IRAS 16293-2422IRAS 16293-2422 is one of the most studied young stellar objets in the �Ophiuhi star forming region. The system is a deeply embedded binary with twomoleular outows (Walker et al. 1986; Wootten 1989; Mundy et al. 1992). Thesouthern soure A, drives a large moleular outow with a prinipal axis of �50Æ.The northern soure B has an assoiated outow with a prinipal axis of �75Æ,but the outow does not extend down near the soure, whih may indiate thatthe soure no longer drives the outow (Walker, Carlstrom, & Bieging 1993). Inhigh resolution observations at � = 2 m, soure A has two peaks, A1 and A2(Wootten 1989). In the � = 2.7 mm high resolution image (Figure 16 Paper I),soure A and B are learly deteted. Soure A, the most extended objet in thesurvey, appears slightly elongated along the position angle of the � = 2 msoures. The two soures, whih may have individual irumstellar envelopes anddisks, are embedded within a irumbinary envelope.In Figure 5.11, the u,v data are shown for IRAS 16293-2422. The u,v data142



Fig. 5.10. The u,v data binned in annuli between soures A and B of VLA 1623.
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Fig. 5.11. The u,v data binned in annuli around soure B of IRAS 16293-2422.
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were binned around soure B, sine soure A was known to be very extended.Like NGC 1333 IRAS 4 A, the �rst u,v data point is biased high, due to a largesale struture. There is a very steep slope of -1.7 from 8 k� to 20 k�, whihindiates a small p+q value. For the u,v values greater than 20 k�, the beatinge�et of the two soures dominates the urve. We attempted to �t the u,v datawith two point soures of ux equal to the peak ux in Figure 16 of Paper I. Asin the ase of VLA 1623, this model overestimated the ux in the outer u,vspaings. A more ompliated model is required, but these data would notonstrain the model; thus, IRAS 16293-242 was not modeled further.
5.5 Conlusion of the Standard Envelope ModelBy utilizing the standard power-law envelope model, we have been able to plaeonstraints upon the onditions in the early stages of star formation. However,the strength of our onstraints are limited by signi�ant ross-orrelationsbetween model parameters. There are three spei� aspets of the modeling thatare worth noting.(1) One of the primary strengths of this study is the ability of theinterferometer to separate large sale emission from ompat emission, allowingus to probe for a irumstellar disk omponent embedded within a irumstellarenvelope. As the results show, all systems have aeptable models with no entralpoint soure, but, typially, point soure ux values in the range of 5 to 40 mJyare found for the best �ts. We an make a mass estimate for the embedded diskusing the irumstellar disk of HL Tauri as a standard. A HL Tauri type disk(disk mass � 0.07 M�; x4.5 or x5.10.1) has a ux of � 100 mJy at the distaneof Taurus (140 p). If plaed at the distane of Perseus (350 p), the ux of HLTauri would be 16 mJy. So the range of aeptable point soure uxes would145



represent irumstellar disk masses of 0.02 to 0.2 M�. This is a small fration ofthe irumstellar envelope mass, typially � 1 M�. However, the addition of thepoint soure is linked to the slope in the u,v diagram, and it is diÆult toseparate ompletely the e�ets of a entral point soure, the inner and outerradii, and the density power-law. Our data, solidly show that most of theemission, typially 90% or more, arises from the irumstellar envelope, but thedata an not quantitatively onstrain the disk ontribution.(2) For the majority of the good �ts, the inner and outer radii are not wellonstrained. This is due to a ombination of steep power-law indies and weaksensitivity to large-sale strutures in the interferometri data. In most of themodeled systems, the density power-law index is steep, and the outer edge of theenvelope is not well de�ned. The models that do onstrain the outer radiustypially require a small envelope to mimi the slope in the inner u,v plane.Despite these unertainties, the majority of the good �ts have total systemmasses (envelope plus disk) within 15% of eah other for a given soure. Theinterferometer sensitivity to large sale struture is limited by the shortest u,vspaings. The data has sensitivity to strutures as large as � 5000, whih isequivalent to a radius of 8500 AU at Perseus.(3) The most important result from this modeling is the e�et of the densitypower-law index on the �ts. All of the theoretial models and numerial studies(whih range from simple isothermal spheres to ompliated magneti androtation models) predit power-law indies less than or equal to 2.0 (Larson 1969;Penston 1969; Hunter 1977; Shu 1977; Whitworth & Summers 1985;Moushovias, Paleologu, & Fiedler 1985; Fiedler & Moushovias 1993; Basu &Moushovias 1994,1995; Sa�er, MKee, & Stahler 1997). Half of the envelopemodels (NGC 1333 IRAS 2 A, SVS 13 A, and SVS 13 B) are generally �t withdensity power-law indies between p = 1.5 to 2.1, but the other half146



Table 5.7. Model Summary of Charateristi Best FitsMost Likely ParametersSoure p-index p-index Menv Sps Mdisk(range) (M�) mJy (M�)L1448 IRS3 B 2.1 - 2.7 2.5 1.77 5 0.02NGC 1333 IRAS2 A 0.5 - 2.3 1.9 0.63 7 0.03SVS 13 A 0.5 - 2.1 0.9 0.60 12 0.06SVS 13 B 1.3 - 2.1 1.9 1.12 16 0.07NGC 1333 IRAS4 A 1.9 - 2.5 2.3 3.34 33 0.15NGC 1333 IRAS4 B 1.9 - 2.9 2.7 1.87 20 0.09
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(L1448 IRS3 B, NGC 1333 IRAS 4 A and B) require p = 2.1 to 2.7 (see Table5.7). Are the the steep power-law indies truly orret? To address this question,we examine the morphology of the �ts, the temperature pro�le assumption, andthe possibility of more ompliated models.5.5.1 The Morphology of Steep Density Models in the u,vPlaneFor the three objets with steep density pro�le models, Figures 5.1, 5.7, and 5.8,the inner u,v spaing data is very at, whih demands a steep density pro�le to�t the slope. In the 10-200 k� region, the visibilities transition into a steeperslope in the u,v plane, whih is indiative of a shallow density pro�le on the sky.This is in ontrast to the in�nite envelope visibility slope disussed in x2.5.1; theexpeted slope in the u,v plane for an in�nite extent envelope remains onstantfor all u,v spaings. However, with a real envelope, the steep density pro�les andiverge from the expeted slope in the u,v plane through a ombination of innerradius uto�, outer radius, and large optial depth. So, the steep density pro�leshave portions of parameter spae whih allow them to �t the general trends ofthe data.5.5.2 Temperature Pro�le AssumptionSystematially, the models that require steep density pro�les also have the mostmassive envelopes (see Table 5.7); \best �t" envelope masses are larger than 1.5M�. Our standard model utilized the simple temperature power-law T / r�0:4,but this assumption is only valid for an optially thin envelope. When theenvelope beomes optially thik to the stellar radiation �eld, the dust grains atinner radii reeive additional heating from dust-generated infrared radiation,148



allowing the temperature to inrease. The resulting temperature pro�le has asteep fallo� over the inner radii, then asymptotially approah T / r�0:4 in theouter radii. How muh of an e�et does a massive envelope have on the assumedtemperature pro�le, and how does this a�et the inner u,v region slope?5.5.3 A Self-Consistent Radiative Transfer ModelIn order to investigate the temperature pro�le in the simple envelope model, weperformed alulations with the self-onsistent dust radiative transfer ode ofWol�re & Cassinelli (1986; WC hereafter). The WC ode assumes a entralheating soure that is embedded within a spherial dust envelope. The entralsoure is haraterized by a stellar luminosity (L�) and an e�etive temperature(T�). The dust envelope is spei�ed by an outer radius, the power-law densityindex, the density at the outer radius, and the destrution temperature of thedust, whih spei�es the inner radius. Given these parameters, the WC odeself-onsistently alulates the dust temperature pro�le by onserving theluminosity at all radii.For the star's e�etive temperature, we used 10000 K, whih is thetemperature derived for T Tauri stars to explain the veiling ontinuum(Hartigan, Edwards, & Ghandour 1995). The WC ode uses a MRN (Mathis,Rumpl, & Nordsiek 1977) dust grain distribution (\bare" graphite plus siliategrain distribution) and the Draine & Lee (1984) optial onstants to desribegrain properties. We modi�ed the long wavelength harateristis of this model(� > 100 �m) to math the ��1 wavelength dependene of the emissivitygenerally seen in irumstellar environments (see Figure 5.12; Bekwith andSargent 1991; Bekwith et al. 1990; Weintraub et al. 1989). This hybrid modelpreserves the optial and infrared properties of the MRN dust grain model, while149



foring the long wavelength behavior to be onsistent with our simple models(��(110GHz) = 0:009 m2g�1).Figures 5.13 thru 5.16 present plots of the temperature pro�le for variousvalues of the density power-law index p, envelope mass, inner radius uto�, andluminosity, respetively. Figure 5.13 shows the temperature pro�le for a 1 M�,5000 AU radius, and 10 L� envelope with various density power-law indies. Theline at the bottom of the �gure has a -0.4 slope. As the power-law index isinreased, the opaity inreases, and the dust beomes self-shielding; the interiormaterial an not radiate away its luminosity into the outer envelope, and thetemperature rises. At outer radii, the slope always approahes -0.4. Figure 5.14shows the e�et of hanging the envelope mass for a �xed luminosity of 10 L�, a5000 AU radius, and a �xed density power-law index of p = 2.0. As expeted, theinrease of mass plaes more material into the interior. This results in moreself-shielding and the temperature inreases. At inner radii, the temperaturedi�erene an be as muh as a fator of two. Again, beyond 100 AU all of thetemperature pro�les tend toward the optially thin T / r�0:4. Figure 5.15demonstrates that the inner radius uto� has a negligible e�et on thetemperature pro�le out beyond � 40 AU, and Figure 5.16, shows the e�et ofinreasing luminosity for �xed envelope properties; the temperature pro�lesapproximately sale as ( LL� )0:25 as found by Wilner, Welh, & Forster (1995).The WC ode shows that the optially thin temperature assumption isinorret for envelope masses > 0.1 M� and density pro�les steeper than p = 1;however, the largest hanges our at small radii (< 100 AU or 0:003 at thedistane of Perseus) where our observations are not that sensitive. How does thisorreted temperature pro�le manifest itself in the u,v plane? The temperaturepower-law index inreases in the inner radii but onverges to 0.4 in the outerradii; so p+q will be larger at inner radii and unaltered at outer radii. In the u,v150



Fig. 5.12. The dust opaity funtion used in the WC ode alulation. The ��2is the original MRN dust opaity funtion and the ��1 pro�le is the longwavelength modi�ed dust opaity funtion more appropriate for young stellarsystems.
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Fig. 5.13. Variations in the temperature pro�le due to hanges in the densitypower-law index (p) of a 1 M�, 5000 AU radius envelope with a luminosity of 10L� using the self-onsistent radiative transfer ode of Wol�re & Cassinelli (1986).
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Fig. 5.14. Variations in the temperature pro�le due to hanges in mass for anenvelope with a density power-law index of 2.0, a radius of 5000 AU, and aluminosity of 10 L� using the self-onsistent radiative transfer ode of Wol�re &Cassinelli (1986).
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Fig. 5.15. Variations in the temperature pro�le due to hanges in the innerradius uto�s for an envelope of 0.5 M�, a density power-law index of 2.0, anouter radius of 5000 AU, and a luminosity of 10 L� using the self-onsistentradiative transfer ode of Wol�re & Cassinelli (1986).
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Fig. 5.16. Variations in the temperature pro�le due to hanges in theluminosity for an envelope of 0.5 M�, a density power-law index of 2.0, and anouter radius of 5000 AU.
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plane, this orresponds to an unhanged slope at small u,v spaings (the outerradii) and a shallower slope at larger u,v spaings (the inner radii). Thisorretion is in the opposite sense of the hange in slope in the visibility data ofFigures 5.1, 5.7, and 5.8.We inorporated the temperature pro�le from the WC ode into ourpower-law envelope models. In this ase, we explored a grid of parameter spaeinluding: p from 1.0 to 2.0 in steps of 0.2, Ro from 1000 AU to 10000 AU insteps of 1000 AU, entral point soure ux in the same steps as before, and theinner radius, Ri was set to 5 AU.Figure 5.17 presents the best �t models with a power-law density and aself-onsistent temperature pro�le for the three massive envelopes and SVS13 A,one of the lower mass envelope models. For SVS 13 A, the p = 1.6 model isnearly idential to the p = 1.7 �t with the T / r�0:4 assumption in Figure 5.5.Although p = 0.9 is listed as the best �t in Table 5.7, the p = 1.7 is statistiallyindistinguishable. IRAS 4 A, the most massive modeled envelope, has the mostimpressive di�erene. With the self-onsistent temperature model, it is well �t bya p = 1.8 density pro�le. With the T / r�0:4 assumption, the envelope ouldonly be �t reasonably with p > 2.1. Sine this soure is the most massive, we doexpet the self-onsistent temperature pro�le to have the most a�et. In theother two ases, they are better �t by the self-onsistent models than theT / r�0:4 assumption for p < 2.0 (the �2 measure is signi�antly redued), butthe models still require unlikely small radii; thus, the preferred solutions stillhave steep density pro�les.
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Fig. 5.17. Best �t simple power-law envelope models for NGC 1333 IRAS 4 A,NGC 1333 IRAS 4 B, L1448 IRS3 B, and SVS 13 A, utilizing the self-onsistentradiative transfer ode of Wol�re & Cassinelli (1986).
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5.5.4 Envelope Conlusions and QuestionsFor the most massive soure, NGC 1333 IRAS4 A, the self-onsistenttemperature model �ts the data very well with p < 2.0. For NGC 1333 IRAS4 Band L1448 IRS3 B, the self-onsistent temperature model lowers the �2 for theshallower density power-law indies, but they require small envelopes to mimithe shallow slope in the short u,v spaings. What other e�ets ould beresponsible for a steep power-law index?We adopted a onstant dust opaity with radius in our models. However,dust properties an hange with environment (e.g. Gehrz 1989; Weintraub,Sandell, & Dunan 1989; Henning, Mihel, & Stognienko 1995). As Figure 5.12illustrates, the dust opaity in the interstellar medium is better desribed by a��2 power-law at long wavelengths, but in star forming regions the dust opaityis best desribed by a ��1 power-law (Hildebrand 1983; Bekwith and Sargent1991; Chini et al. 1991; Zinneker et al. 1992). There are several grainalterations that may explain the inreased dust opaity in irumstellar regions,suh as hemial evolution (Begemann et al. 1994; van Dishoek & Blake 1988),formation of dirty ie mantles (Draine 1985; Henning, Chini, & Pfau 1991;Preibish et al. 1993), altering of the grain geometry (long \needle-like" grains;Wright 1982), or grain oagulation into u�y grains (Wright 1987; Jones 1988;Bazell & Dwek 1990; Ossenkopf 1991; Stognienko, Henning, & Ossenkopf 1995).In any of these senarios, we might expet the dust opaity in the irumstellarregion to beome a funtion of radius: the outer regions ould have grainproperties similar to the interstellar medium while the inner, denser portion ofthe envelope is likely to have the most proessed grains due to the shorttimesales for grain alteration. Sine this timesale depends on the density, thedust opaity ould have a power-law dependene on radius. In the standard
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power-law envelope model, the emission is dependent on the optial depth,d� = �� �(r) dl:With grain alteration, the optial depth beomes the produt of power-laws indensity and dust opaity,d� = �0� ��o���� rro��s�o� rro��p dl:Thus, a radial dependeny in the dust opaity ould be indistinguishable fromthat in density and erroneously produe steeper density power-law indies in thesimple model �ts.Another possible explanation for the steeper density pro�les is non-spherialor more ompliated geometries. All of the embedded systems are known to bedriving large moleular outows that are evauating material out of the envelope.These avities ould have a signi�ant e�et on the slope in the u,v plane,espeially for a steep density pro�le. In addition, the soures may haveompliated geometry with large sale strutures intertwined with smallerstrutures. For example, the �t of L1448 IRS3 B in Figure 5.17, follows the datain the outer u,v regions, but underestimates the u,v data in the inner u,v plane.The L1448 IRS3 system is in a very onfusing star forming region with manyyoung stellar systems, suggesting the presene of larger struture that mayontaminate the ux at the inner u,v spaings.In summary, we have shown that all of the envelope models are well �t bythe standard power-law model, but that for the more massive envelopes, thedensity pro�le power-law indies are larger than expeted by star formationtheory. When a self-onsistent temperature pro�le is used, the lower massenvelope �ts are unhanged, and the higher mass envelopes have better �ts withp < 2.0. With these models, we an plae some of the �rst onstraints on theemission ontributions from the envelope and disk, respetively.159



5.6 Introdution to Modeling of DisksYoung optial stellar systems ommonly exhibit exess infrared and millimeterontinuum emission when ompared to similar main sequene stars (Mendoza1966). This exess emission is ommonly explained as arising from irumstellardisks that surround the young stars (Mendoza 1968; Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974;Harvey, Thronson, & Gatley 1979; Cohen & Kuhi 1979; Cohen 1983; Adams,Lada, & Shu 1987; Bertout, Basri, & Bouvier 1988). Theoretial models preditirumstellar disk radii that range in size from tens of AU to a few hundred AU(Ruden & Lin 1986; Lin & Pringle 1990; Ruden & Pollak 1991; Shu et al. 1993;Yorke, Bodenhemer, & Laughlin 1993; Stahler et al. 1994). These size sales, onthe order of one arseond or less for the nearest star forming regions, plaestrong instrumental demands on observations.Imaging the disks is best done at wavelengths beyond 10 �m beause themajority of the mass is in the outer regions of the disk, whih are attemperatures below 100 K. Only reently has sub-arseond resolutionobservations been available with instruments at millimeter and submillimeterwavelengths. The irumstellar disk of HL Tauri, the brightest millimeter sourein the � = 1.3 mm survey of Bekwith et al. (1990), was �rst resolved by theCSO-JCMT single baseline interferometer (Lay et al. 1994), and shortlythereafter imaged by the BIMA interferometer at � = 2.7 mm (Mundy et al.1996) and the VLA interferometer at � = 7 mm (Wilner, Ho, & Rodr�iguez 1996).In Paper I (Chapter 4), we presented high resolution images of four T Tauri typestellar systems. We have resolved the irumstellar disk in two systems, HL Tauriand DG Tauri, and the irumbinary disk in the GG Tauri system. Sine thesedata have good signal-to-noise, we an model these systems in the u,v plane.
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5.7 The Disk Fitting ProedureAs disussed in x2.4.2, a power-law radial dependene of a irumstellar disk inthe image plane transforms to a power-law in u,v distane in the u,v plane. Theslope of the power-law in a log-log plot of u,v distane versus amplitude is relatedto the sum of the density and temperature power-laws as long as the emission isoptially thin and the disk has a fae-on geometry,B(r) / r�(p+q) ! V (�) / �(p+q�2);where � is u,v distane (see x2.4). Sine the irumstellar disks are of order onearseond, we expet a emission pro�le that is at in the inner u,v plane, untilaround 100 k�, then the power-law properties should beome evident. However,as in the ase for envelopes, the slope is ross-orrelated with temperature pro�le,outer-radius, and espeially geometry. Disks are intrinsially non-axisymmetridepending upon the inlination in the plane of the sky, whih adds to thediÆulty of determining the surfae density power-law index diretly from theslope in the u,v plane. Thus, while the simple power-law relation gives a goodqualitative feel for the behavior in u,v spae, a full numerial model is needed to�t realisti irumstellar disk data.The standard model, as disussed in x1.7, has six parameters: power-law ofthe surfae density (p), total mass of the irumstellar disk (M) whih is neededto determine the surfae density onstant �o, inner uto� radius (Ri), outeruto� radius (Ro), inlination angle (i), and the prinipal axis () of themajor-axis of the ellipse formed by the projetion of an inlined disk onto theplane of the sky. Sine the u,v distane versus amplitude �gures arerepresentations of the visibilities averaged in annuli around the soure, we do notwell onstrain the position angle of the prinipal axis or the inlination; thus, weassume i and  values from other observations.161



For eah soure, we explore the grid of models inluding: p from 0.0 to 1.9 insteps of 0.25, Ri of 1 or 5 AU, and Ro from 40 to 200 AU in steps of 20 AU. (GGTauri was gridded di�erently due to the unique nature of the emission from theirumbinary disk.) For eah model, the disk emission is alulated as an image,and the model is multiplied by the BIMA primary beam. The model is then FastFourier Transformed (FFTed) and sampled with the same u,v spaings as thedata. The data and model are then both vetor averaged in u,v distane bins,and the amplitude for eah bin is ompared by alulating the redued �2. Foreah model parameter p, Ro, and Ri grid point, �2 is minimized with respet tothe disk mass. Sine the majority of the model information is in the data at largeu,v spaings, we have doubled the statistial weight of the outer u,v data points.
5.8 Disk ResultsFigures 5.18 to 5.20 show the soure data in log(u,v distane) versuslog(amplitude) plots. For both the models and the data, the omplex visibilityquantities are vetor averaged over annuli in the u,v plane, entered at the sourepositions given in Paper I. The error bars on the �gures are the statistial errorbars based on the standard deviation of the mean of the data points in the bin,with a minimum of 10%, reeting the unertainty in the overall alibration. Ineah �gure, there are four models overlaid on the data to show how the best �tmodel hanges with inreasing surfae density power-law, p. We only onsideredmodels with a redued �2 � 1:5 to be aeptable �ts. Again, this orresponds toa 95% on�dene level for the typial model.
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5.8.1 HL TauriHL Tauri was the �rst irumstellar disk to be resolved and imaged (Lay et al.1994; Mundy et al. 1996). Although HL Tauri was �rst lassi�ed as a visible TTauri system, it has reently been shown to be a younger soure, still embeddedwithin a reetion nebula whih was mistaken for the star (Stapelfeldt et al.1995; Bekwith & Birk 1995; Weintraub, Krastner, & Whitney 1995; Close et al.1997). HL Tauri has a large-sale (� 2000 AU) envelope that has been detetedin CO (Sargent & Bekwith 1991; Hayashi, Ohashi, & Miyama 1993). Paper I,Figure 4.4 (d) shows the new BIMA image, whih learly resolves theirumstellar disk with better signal-to-noise and higher resolution than theimage of Mundy et al. (1996). The extension toward the north-east in Figure 4.4(d) is along the axis of the optial jet (Mundt et al. 1990).Reent work by Lay et al. (1997) has done extensive modeling in the u,vplane at � = 650 �m and 870 �m from the CSO-JCMT single baselineinterferometer and the Owens Valley Radio Observatory millimeter array at� = 1.4 mm, with omparisons to observations at � = 2.7 mm (Mundy et al.1996) and � = 7 mm (Wilner, Ho, & Rodr�iguez 1996). They found that theshorter wavelength data required steep surfae density power-law indies, whilethe sizes measured by the longer wavelength data required shallow power-lawindex; they ould not simultaneously �t the long and short wavelength data. Inour modeling, we adopted the inlination and prinipal axis angles from the mostlikely values of Lay et al. (1996), 40Æ and 125Æ, respetively.The u,v data are shown for HL Tauri in Figure 5.18. As expeted from asmall, irumstellar disk dominated emission struture on the sky, the u,v plot isunresolved until about � 60 k�. The slope beyond 60 k� is -0.95 (orrespondingto a p = 0.55 for an in�nite power-law with q = 0.5). This data is well �t with163



Fig. 5.18. The u,v data binned in annuli around HL Tauri and four �ts to thedata using a standard envelope model, � / ( r1AU )�p, T (r) = 350( r1AU )�0:5 K,i = 40Æ, and  = 125Æ.
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Table 5.8. HL Tauri Fit Summaryp index Ri Ro(AU) (AU)0.00 1,5 80,1000.25 1,5 80,100,1200.50 1,5 80,100,120,1400.75 1,5 100,120,140,1601.00 1,5 100,120,140,160,1801.25 1,5 120,140,160,180,2001.50 1,5 160,180,200
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the standard model (see Table 5.8); the best model is the p = 0.75 family. Therewere not any aeptable �ts for p > 1.5. As the power-law index is inreased, themodels require larger outer radii. The models are insensitive to small variationsin inner radii. The mass derived are typially 0.07 to 0.09 M�.5.8.2 DG TauriThe irumstellar disk of DG Tauri has been estimated to have a radius of 75 AUby modeling of DG Tauri's Spetral Energy Distribution (Adams, Emerson, &Fuller 1990). In addition, DG Tauri has been observed in the near infraredduring a lunar oultation and with near-infrared spekle (Leinert et al. 1991).This study suggested two irumstellar strutures to �t the data: an extended\shell" 6.8 AU in diameter and a larger sale \halo" 130 AU in diameter. InPaper I, Figure 4.1 (d) shows the BIMA image; the extension toward thesouthwest is along the axis of the optial jet (Kepner et al. 1993; Lavalley et al.1997; Stapelfeldt et al. 1997). We adopt a prinipal axis of the disk whih isperpendiular to the jet axis; this agrees with the derived prinipal axis from theGaussian �t to the emission in Figure 4.1 (d), 165Æ. We use the derivedinlination of 51Æ from Eisl�o�el (1992).In Figure 5.19, the u,v data are shown for DG Tauri. The data show thatDG Tauri has learly been resolved by the observations. The slope beyond 100k� is -0.75 (orresponding to a p = 0.75 for an in�nite power-law). This data iswell �t with the standard model (see Table 5.9) ; the best model is the p = 1.5family, but all surfae density power-law index values have aeptable �ts. Themodels are insensitive to inner radii and to the outer radii for p > 1.0. The diskmass derived is typially in the range of 0.04 to 0.06 M�.
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Fig. 5.19. The u,v data binned in annuli around DG Tauri and four �ts to thedata using a standard envelope model, � / ( r1AU )�p, T (r) = 350( r1AU )�0:5 K,i = 51Æ, and  = 165Æ.
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Table 5.9. DG Tauri Fit Summaryp index Ri Ro(AU) (AU)0.00 1,5 600.25 1,5 60,800.50 1,5 60,80,1000.75 1,5 60,80,100,120,140,1601.00 1,5 80,100,120,140,160,180,200,2201.25 1,5 80,100,120,140,160,180,200,2201.50 1,5 80,100,120,140,160,180,200,2201.75 1,5 80,100,120,140,160,180,200,2201.90 1,5 80,100,120,140,160,180,200,220
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5.8.3 GG TauriGG Tauri is a lose binary system with a separation of 0:00255 (Leinert et al.1991) and a large irumbinary disk (inner radius � 180 AU and outer radius �800 AU; Simon & Guilloteau 1992; Dutrey, Guilloteau, & Simon 1994). Theseradii were determined from detailed modeling of the � = 2.7 mm ontinuum (1:007resolution) and the large-sale CO rotating disk. In Paper I, Figure 4.5 shows theBIMA image; the struture is ring-like in panel (), beoming \lumpy" by panel(d). We model this soure with the standard irumstellar disk model, butfollowing the results of (Dutrey, Guilloteau, & Simon 1994) we allow large innerradii and large outer radii. We adopt the prinipal axis derived from a Gaussian�t to the emission in Figure 4.5 (), 20Æ, and we use the inlination angle fromthe models of Dutrey, Guilloteau, & Simon (1994), 43Æ.In Figure 5.20, the u,v data are shown for GG Tauri. The data show thatGG Tauri has learly been resolved by the observations. Sine the model has alarge inner radii (in e�et an annulus), the e�et in the u,v plane is to onvolvethe expeted power-law pro�le with a modi�ed �rst order Bessel funtion(� J1(�)=�), whih auses a strong ringing e�et in the u,v plane. If the datahad enough signal to noise, the osillations would be lear. Sine we average inu,v bins, the osillation is smeared out. The models for GG Tauri haveaeptable �ts for all surfae density power-law indies. However, none of themodels an �t the last u,v data point. That data point is a > 2.5� detetion.Sine the model annot �t the last data bin, we must onlude that there may besome residual strutures at small sales, possibly two irumstellar disks. Theirumbinary disk mass derived is typially in the range of 0.08 to 0.11 M�.
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Fig. 5.20. The u,v data binned in annuli around GG Tauri and four �ts to thedata using a standard envelope model with a large inner radius uto�,� / ( r1AU )�p, T (r) = 350( r1AU )�0:5 K, i = 43Æ, and  = 20Æ.
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Table 5.10. GG Tauri Fit Summaryp index Ri Ro(AU) (AU)0.00 50 350,40075 4000.25 50 45075 400,450100 4000.50 50 450,50075 400,450100 400,450125 4000.75 50 500,55075 500100 450,500125 4501.00 100 500,550125 450,500150 450
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Table 5.10|Continuedp index Ri Ro(AU) (AU)1.25 125 500,550150 450,5001.50 150 500,550175 450,5001.75 150 550,600,650175 500,5501.90 150 650175 500,550,600
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5.9 Cirumstellar Disk ConlusionsFor the irumstellar disks of the HL Tauri and DG Tauri, we have plaed limitson the most likely power-law index and outer radius. For HL Tauri, we havemore data in the slope region of the u,v plot, allowing us to plae �rm limits of0.5 < p < 1.25 (�2 < 1:0). In the ase of GG Tauri, we have showed that the ringmodel produes aeptable �ts over a wide range of density power-law indies. Inaddition, there is likely ontribution to ux from a point soure, whih mayorrespond to two irumstellar disks.We thank Mark Wol�re for all of his help and advie on how to properly usehis self-onsistent radiative transfer ode to alulate the temperature pro�le forthe envelope soures. This work was supported by NSF Grants NSF-FD93-20238and AST-9314847. LGM aknowledges support from NASA grant NAGW-3066.
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Chapter 6
Conlusions and Future Diretions
6.1 Thesis ConlusionsThe unique, high resolution observations presented in this thesis, ombined withdetailed modeling in the u,v plane, have provided insights into many of the majorquestions in modern star formation theory. With the apabilities of the BIMAinterferometer, we have made important steps forward in the understanding ofstar formation from the early stages of deeply embedded protostars to the latterstages of optial T Tauri systems. Here, we will briey summarize some of theimportant onlusions of this thesis.(1) With the highest angular resolution to date at this wavelength, we areable to image irumstellar disks (Mundy et al. 1996) and searh for losebinaries (Looney, Mundy, & Welh 1997); with a ombination of low and highresolutions, we are able to map the envelopes of the embedded soures andresolve out the large-sale struture in order to peer inside the envelopes andimage the entral regions.(2) The detailed � = 2.7 mm ontinuum study of L1551 IRS5 highlights the174



importane of high resolution imaging; to orretly model and understand theseyoung systems, we need to have strutural information on a broad range of sizesales. In the ase of L1551 IRS5, we resolved a lose binary system with twoirumstellar disks in this arhetype Class I single soure (Adams, Lada, & Shu1987). This binarity was reently on�rmed by high resolution � = 7 mmobservations (Rodr�iguez et al. 1998). We determined that the system isomprised of three dust strutures: a irumstellar envelope (� 1200 AU inradius), a irumbinary struture (� 75 AU in radius), and two irumstellardisks with radii � 25 AU.(3) We performed a high resolution survey of 24 young stellar objets in the� = 2.7 mm ontinuum. This is the �rst sub-arseond resolution survey of duststrutures around young stars at this wavelength.(4) The morphology of the optial and embedded systems are distintlydi�erent. The optial T Tauri stars exhibit ompat emission from theirumstellar disks on size sales of 1 arseond or less. This irumstellar disk isresolved in the HL Tauri and DG Tauri systems, and a irumbinary disk isresolved in the GG Tauri system. The embedded systems exhibit ontinuumemission that is dominated by a large sale, spherial irumstellar envelope, withlittle residual emission at small sales; thus, the envelope is the main reservoir ofmass in embedded systems. If there are irumstellar disks in these systems, theyare not over-massive ompared to the envelope power-law extended to smallsales.(5) Simple mass estimates of the irumstellar material derive masses of 0.06to 1.98 M� for the embedded systems and 0.01 to 0.06 M� for the optialsystems. This, ombined with the soure luminosities, suggests that the optialsoures have areted most of their �nal stellar mass and that even the deeplyembedded systems have areted a signi�ant fration of their �nal stellar mass.175



(6) The survey has a large number of multiple systems; morphologially,they an be separated into three types: independent envelope, ommon envelope,and ommon disk systems, haraterized by separations of � 6500 AU, 3000 to150 AU, and < 100 AU, respetively. These sales are probably indiative of theformation mehanism for multiple systems. The large separation is the size sale,suggested by Larson (1995), for prompt initial fragmentation of louds; theollapse is initiated in a loud that ontains a number of weakly ondensed Jeansmasses (Larson 1978; Pringle 1989; Bonnell et al. 1991). The mid-rangeseparation is the expetation of a moderately entrally-ondensed spherialsystem (Burkert & Bodenheimer 1993; Boss 1995; Boss 1997). Finally, the losemultiple systems are similar to disk models with high angular momentum whihfragment early in the disk formation (Artymowiez & Lubow 1994; Bate &Bonnell 1997).(7) Utilizing a self-onsistent radiative transfer ode (Wol�re & Cassinelli1986), we found that the T / r�0:4 is a good approximation for many systems,but for envelopes with steep density pro�les or massive envelopes, one needs toutilize self-onsistent models to aurate model the temperature pro�le in theenvelope. The temperature pro�le diverges from the T / r�0:4 assumption mostlyin the inner radii of the envelope (� 100 AU) where the data presented in thisthesis are less sensitive.(8) The embedded systems an be modeled with the standard envelopemodel plus an embedded point soure to represent a irumstellar disk. In half ofthe modeled embedded systems, the density pro�le is well desribed by apower-law between p = 1.0 and p = 2.0, whih is expeted by all of the ollapsemodels and numerial studies. However, for the more massive envelopes, thesimple envelope model suggested steep power-law indexes p > 2.0. Sine thesesoures are most e�eted by the T / r�0:4 assumption, we modeled NGC 1333176



IRAS4 A, NGC 1333 IRAS4 B, L1448 IRS3 B, and SVS13 A (a low massenvelope system), using the self-onsistent temperature model. The �2 for �tswith p < 2.0 were signi�antly redued ompared to the �xed temperaturepower-law models for the more massive envelopes. The �t of SVS13 A wasmostly unhanged. We explored other assumptions that may result in derivedsteep density pro�les.(9) All of the embedded systems have aeptable models with no entralpoint soure, but point soures ux values typially ranged from 5 to 40 mJy, ordisk mass estimates of 0.02 to 0.2 M�. The addition of the point soure isross-orrelated with the power-law index and the inner and outer radii, so theexat value of the point soure is diÆult to determine. Our data onlusivelyshow that the majority of the emission arises from the irumstellar envelope,and, sine our irumstellar envelope mass estimates range from 0.5 to 4.2 M�,typially, 90% of the mass is loated in the envelope.(10) The standard irumstellar disk model �ts the u,v data of the threebrightest optial systems. For the ase of HL Tauri, whih has the most signal tonoise, we onstrain the surfae density power-law index to be 0.5 < p < 1.5. We�t the irumbinary disk of GG Tauri with a standard irumstellar disk modelwith a large inner radii, basially an annulus. The irumstellar disk massesrange from 0.04 to 0.09 M�, and the irumbinary disk mass range from 0.08 to0.11 M�.6.2 Future DiretionsAs the data in this thesis have shown, sub-arseond, or better, resolution anprovide unique insight into understanding the proess of star formation. Thedata presented in this thesis are from the 9-element BIMA interferometer177



operating at � = 2.7 mm during the 1995/1996 observing season. In 1997, weexpanded the baselines of the BIMA Array to 1.9 km. In addition, BIMA hasinstalled � = 1.3 mm reeivers and added another antenna, bringing the total toten. We intend to build on this thesis work with more observations of youngsystems, higher resolution observations, and data at � = 1.3 mm and 2.7 mm.High resolution observations in the � = 1.3 mm band will provide 0:002resolution, or 30 AU linear resolution at the distane of Taurus. Sine dustemission inreases rapidly with frequeny �F� / �(2:5 to 4:0)�, we should be able toahieve better signal-to-noise than that of the data presented here. With theinrease in resolution, the irumstellar disks of the optial soures will havemore resolution elements aross the disk, whih will plae more onstraints onthe surfae density power-law index. For the embedded systems, whih are abouttwie as distant as Taurus, we will be able probe deeper into the envelope toexamine the details of the ollapse proess on sales of 50 to 1000 AU and plaebetter onstraints on the size and mass of any irumstellar disks. The modelingin this thesis an be further onstrained by observations at other wavelengths;the addition of � = 1.3 mm and 7 mm observations will improve the onstraintsdetailed here.With the inreased sensitivity to dust strutures at � = 1.3 mm, we willfurther our study to younger systems, spei�ally starless ores whih ontain noIRAS (far infrared) soures. By observing objets whih have not yet formedstars, we will gain information of the density pro�le at an earlier time in the starformation proess than the data presented in this thesis. Starless ores arethought to represent an earlier evolutionary stage, before or right after the initialollapse. In these objets, we an examine the envelope density and kinematis inregions whih are as yet undisturbed by protostellar outows, winds, or jets.Reent submillimeter studies have shown that the emissivity pro�les of starless178



ores, thus probably their density pro�les, are at in the enter (Ward-Thompsonet al. 1994). In view of our �ndings that luminous systems often ontain multiplesystems, one explanation ould be that the starless ores are forming multiplesystems within separate ondensations that appear as a at distribution at lowresolution. Interferometri observations an prove or disprove this possibility.Our most important future goal is to inrease the sample of young stellarsystems observed at high resolution with the BIMA interferometer. With suhstudies, we an image the irumstellar disks of more objets, searh for losebinary systems in the loal star forming regions, and provide an ensemble ofmodeling that will begin to plae stronger limits on the density pro�les, sizes,and evolution of young stellar systems.
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